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Notes for the Conference on the Role of Nuclear Weapons in.the Politics 

and Defence Planning of Non Nuclear Weapon States • 

'•··If the following somewhat tangential topics have nD14wheres been treated in the prepared 
1 papers, it might be considered worthwhile to discuss thern at relevant points in the pro-

) 'I ceedings, 

·-i 

The topics are: 

1) proliferation of delivery vehicles 
2) proliferation via poorer fissionable fuels 
3) fabrication of nuclear w,eapons without testing 
4) testing under a •·plowshare'' rubric; discussion of plowshare ··~"'-. 
5) analysis and examples of "nuclear blackmail" 

I have put down some notes and several references for each of the topics. These 
comments are crude and are only intended to aid discussion, 

1) Proliferation of Delivery vehicles 

The following discussion concerns only missiles or missile-capable delivery vehicles, 
for purely arbitrary reasons. There is of course extensive dispersion of nuclear wea
pon delivery capable aircraft within the NATO alliance and also outside of it, I simply 
have not had the time to put together the relevent data. In addition as missiles are 
considered more sophisticated delivery vehicles than aircraft the point concerning 
dispersion is heightened. On the opposite side1 development of a weapon package for 
some of the smaller sized missiles might be a more difficult task. 

a) The following two tables are taken from Heyrnont I., The Nato Nuclear Bilateral 
Forces, Orb is, 2_, no 4, Hinter 1966. 

Table I 
W'CLEAR-CAPABLE WEAPONS SYSTEMS IN THE 

POSSESSION OF NATO NATIONS 

8-in 155 mm H5'ljfi~t Corporal !feike ercules Sergeant 
Canada 
Belgium 1! 
Denmark 
France 
Greece 
Italy X 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Turkey X 
United 

Kingdom 
West 
Germany 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X 
X X 

X 

X X 

Table II 
DELIVERIES OF NUCLEAR-CAPABLE WEAPONS 

SYSTEMS UNDER VARIOUS U,S, MILITARY 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

DELIVERIES 

X 

Cumulative Estimated 
FY 1950-65 Jul:£ 1965 and 

Nike Missiles 2,927 261 
Corporal Missiles 113 
Honest John Rockets 3,673 185 
8-inch Howitzers 123 1 

After 

Source: Department of Defense, "Military Assistance Facts", February 15, 
1965,, .:p .• -ls. 

<], 
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' . Even this data is very incomplete, It stops at 1966, The tables do not 
mention Mace, Matador or Pershing. Lance is now to be procured by several 
NATO nations. \•Jhen a successor missile system is introduced) various NATO 
nations apparently retain the older missile - or at least there seems no 
available information to the contrary. 

b) The Italian cruiser Giusseppe Garibaldi is fitted with four Polaris tubes. 
(Janes Fighting Shir,s, 1965-66 to 1969-70). She test fired Polaris rockets 
in the Caribbean--inl962. The newer Vi ttol'io Veneto was reported to be the 
second Italian CI·uiser fitted for Polaris (Technology Week, 20, no .7, Feb. 
13, 1967), This is not ccnfimcd by ~~~but the V. Veneto can fire Asroc. 

' c) In 1963 a ne11 West German su':lmarine ordered by West Germany, TJenmark, Norway 
and Turkey 11as "l'eported to have tubes fo~o eight torpedoes, 1-rhich can be 
atom tipped" (Undersea Technology, ~. no 5, '''ay 1963), 

2. 

2) Proliferation via poorer fissionable fuels. 

0) At the June 1970 vlingspread conference in the U. S. J. Carson Mark quoted 
J. Prm<i tz to the effect that "a colleague of his has become persuaded 
that he could produce a nuclear explosion from essentially any grade of 
reactor produced plutonium that might be available". However the explosion 
yield of a reactor grade plutonium bomb would be lower than a comparable 
"weapon gl""aC:e"Y plutoniUiu device. 

b) At 1960 isslie of Ordn~;c~c stated: ••• (reference misplaced; as I remember 
it referred to Plutonilli"ll 2'~1) 

3) .~smst!'uction of nuclear Heapons without testing_ 

Near'ly all discussions of the test ban treaty imply or state explicitly that develop
ment of nuclear weapons is impossible, or nearly impossible, whatever that means, 

,. 11ithout testing. Discussion of this topic is impeded, not :oecessarily unhappily, 
-· . by classified information, yet it has never had adequate treatment in the arms 

,' control literature, Ik2.e, La pp, l(ra·,,ish, 2nd a RAND report have spoken for the 
: minority view. Kramish states: 

• 

tJ Experience gives us no rc2.son to e;~pect that a nation's first 
atomic c'.evice bosed upo!1 a sLnplc and tried design, ··dll fail, 
If a nation is reaso;-~bly con:ci.dent that it has the recipe for 
the Nagasaki boc;:b, a!1d feels confident of the results of pre
liminary testing of non-nuclca:,:' componentE'., ':!e can be reason
ably sure that its device Hill e:<plode • • • • • Cnly by dabbling 
in advanced n:.1clear designs, see:-<ing to incr·ease effciencies, 
~dapting warheads, etc., does one incur substantial risk of 
failure." 

Without training in nuclear physics and experience in the inner councils of the 
Nth nations it is impossible to reconcile these very divergent positions, and 
it seems to be a desirable issu.e on Hhich to have as little uncertainty as possible. 
People with experience in weapon design often tend to feel that a crude design 
would work, ·.!ithout testing, but simultn:'~ously feel that no military command 
or directorate 11ould be willing to use an untested weapon. I am not implying 
that such assessments are wrong, I just feel that more certainty is desirable 
.. To what degree such feelings derive from the ways of military thinking 
in the major poHers, and are perhaps less resolute elsewhere, is unknown. To 
what degree such opinions will hold 25, 50 and 100 years from now is also unknown. 
Testing for systems compatability and for logistic support can occur without the 

, detonation of an actual device. Finally there is the matter of political credi
bility (to the adversary). 

The relation of an untested Heapon or stockpile to various theories of deterrence 
is unclear. An untested Heapon would have less credibility in the context of deter
rence, less. nuclear club impressiveness, and the opponent could always hope it 
would not work, but it nevertheless 11ould have some relevance in all these areas. 



The de~ee to which all observers agree that nuclear weapons are within the techni
cal capabilities of the first rank Nth nations is an indication of the evaluation 
problem that would arise if 1, 3 or 6 of these countries announced after x years 
that they had fabricated an untested weapon. In addition use of a nuclear weapon 
could occur in a situation that was without a context of (previous) deterrence. 
This cursory discussion may not be on the firmest of grounds, but these are prob-

' lems that are likely to arise with time, 2nd the interest and value in halting 
proliferation of nuclear weapons is presumably not relegated to the next 10 years 
only but to the next 100 as well • 

• 

.. 
..... 

4) Testing under a Plowshare rubric 

Brazil stated as policy the intention to develop and hence test nuclear explosives 
for civil engineering and mineral resource extraction programs ("Plowshare"), say
ing at the time of signing the l1exico treaty that she would "produce (her) own 
nuclear explosives as soon as possible". (Though I have not been able to locate 
one, I believe that India has made a number of statements to the same effect.) To 
date,schemes for gas stimulation, ~arth moving, oil stimulation, extraction of 
copper ores and tar sands, construction of storage caverns, etc., have all been 
extraordinarily poorly analyzed and opportunistic suggestions by various interest 
grou~s in the nuclear powers with strong and direct interests in increasing the 
popularity and public acceptability of nuclear explosives of all types, There has 
not been to date a single thorough cost-benefit analysis concerning any of these 
proposed schemes which included consideration of technical or commercial feasa
bility, alternative methods, utilizability of alternative materials to those sought, 
et , , or one funded by a non-mission oriented agency. (This statement holds for the 
recent Panama Canal studies as well.) Economic returns appear marginal or entirely 
debatable. In a choice between nuclear engineering and controlling the nuclear arms 
race, the former is trivial. There have been no studies (that I am aware of) sett
ing these two choices out in detail either, Claims by non nuclear nations to be 
developing nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes are to be considered trans-
par nt, 

(The Questions of Nuclear Explosives for Peaceful Purposes by Non-Nuclear
Weapon States and the Possibility of Misuse of Such Technology for the 
Production of Nuclear Weapons, Ulf Ericsson U.N. A/conf.35/Doc. 3 July 3 
1968 Geneva, 

Peaceful Nuclear Explosions and Disarmament, T.S, Lough, Peace Research 
Reviews, ~. no. 3, 1968, 

International Arrangements and Control for the Peaceful Applications of 
Nuclear Explosives, M. Kalkstein, citockholm Paper no. 4• SIPRI 1970,) 

3. 

5) Analysis and esamples of "nuclear blackmail" (This however refers as much to policy 
of nuclear powers as it does to non r:uc;_"'ar powers). 
'!'here will be no analysis here. The point of what follows, a list of dates, alle
gations and references, is to indicate that such analysis in terms of specific 
'ncidents and specific i_nstances of policy process concern with nuclear weapon ~ 
is long overdue. None exists, The Kennedy and Abel books and several papers are 
available on the Cuban missile crisis. 
In fact, "hat is "nuclear blackmail"? noes it include 155 mm guns landed on Quemoy? 
Certainly it would include direct communications to a foreign power. nut is it any 
better defined a thing than what the other side does, nr what the other side is to 
be accused of doing. Hhere is the boundary which separates it adequately from other 

* apparently legitimate aspects of po·'.cential uses of nuclear weapons as weapons. (If 
there is no boundary there are no 'legitimate" uses). In some usage it even seems 
to extend to a nation 1 s ownership of nuclear weapons:" (China 1 s , , • PUclear strategy 

1 he said, c•as to use nuclear weapons to break the unity of India", Hindustan Times, 
·;ay 10, 1970). 
In 1957 Hans Speier wrote: (World Politics, April 1957) 

"The uncertainty about whether atomic weapons will be used in future war, 
··hether local or general, lends itself to political exploitation in the 
cold war. The efficiency of nuclear weapons in wartime, ;md their result
ing threat-value in either war or peacetime, constitute their political-



military worth. In peacetime, the threat-value of weapons can be exploited 
in many ways: by an ultimatum, by authoritative or inspired statements on 
capabilities or intention, by studied disclo·.•ures of new weapons at cere
monial occasions by means of maneuvers, redeployments of forces, or by so
called demonstrations. 
In the preatomic age, naval demonstrations and partial mobilizations of 
ground forces were standard measures for bringing to bear military pressure 
on foreign govern~ents in peacetime. In the present era, such pressure can 
be exerted also by using the threat potential of modern air power and of 
the weapons of mass destruction. Evidence of this is seen in official state
ments on deterrence, in threats of instant -retaliation, in propaganda to 
foreign populations about the vulnerability to air or missile attack of 
their bases, industries, t.nd cities, 'nd in discussions of the vastly 
increased importance of surprise in war . 
• I t I I 

A government that is exposed to atomic threats in peacetime readily regards 
them as "blackmail'', '•hereas the threatening power is likely to call them 
"deterrence;'. In order not to fall prey to this confusion of terms, it is 
useful to distinguish threats according to (1) their nature, {2) their con
c1.itions, cmd ( ~) their terms of compliance, First, what actions are threa
tened; i.e., what is the precise nature of the threat? Secondly, what actions 
does the threat seek to forestall; i.e. nhat are the conditions under which 
it will be carried out? Finally, what alternative actions is the threat 
meant to induce; i,e,, '"'hat terms of compliance does it attempt to impose? 

And in 1970 Chalmers Roborts: 

".,,,,opened for the Russians an opportunity, eagerly seized by Khrushchev, 
to engage in rocket-rattling nuclear diplomacy, which at times amounted to 
nuclear blackmail , , •. , at the height of the Suez crisis, the Russians 
had threatened to hurl nuclear rockets at Great Britain, ••hich, '-rith 
France, had invaded Egypt, The threat added to world alarm at the time, 
even though it was viewed in Washington as merely a form of political 
blackmail." 

''Nuclear diplomacy , , • , , nuclear )·-lackmail • , , . . 'oli tical blackmail", ~- hodge-
; podge, after ha vino: on the very ;'revious rac<= quoted Krushchev·• s · 19f.l us-:>· of. the 

J same term ar:ainst. the U, S.: 

"There was a time when American Secretary of State Dulles brandished U.<;rmo
nuclear bombs and followed a policy from 'positions of strength' with regard 
to the socialist countries. ;.;e followed this policy with regard to all 
states which disagreed with the imperialist claims of the United States. 
That was bareface atomic blackmail, ;,ut it had to be reckoned with at the 
time because we did not possess sufficient means of retaliation; and if we 
did, Thev. were not as many and not of the power as those of our opponents." 

Thus the material below will not take into consideration such things as Sec. 
Dulles' doct:-:ine of "massive retaliation", nor Soviet statements such as that to 
Feildmarshal Montgomery about the vulnerability of K•.-~" allies in wartime in con
ditions of nuclear warfare. U.S. and USSR practice of what most persons would pro
bebly subsume under a category of "nuclear blackmail" seems to be different. The 
Soviet examples have been overt public threats by the national leaders, either 
bluff or intended, :,_t times of particular crisis. The U.S. examples have been of 
a different order and of several grades: 

private 
a) direct/communication of a threat to a foreign power 

• b) deployment of nuclear capable weapon systems at the time of a crisis, 
or in a chronically stressed area 

c) discussion in national decision making bodies such as -the National 
• Security Council of proposed use of nuclear weapons in a conflict 

The last of these should perhaps not be considered "nuclear blackmail'' (perhaps 
unless information re the debate is leaked). If an e~uivalent category existed on 
the Soviet side it would certainly not be known of, but for varying reasons such 
consideration was probably not a feasable or necessary alternative for the USSR 
since World War II. Because much less is spoken of or known about the U.S. examples 
references for these were sought and are indicated below. 

Lf. 



l) Korea 

"President Truman 'considered' employing atomic weapons in Korea, bringing the 
British prime minister, Laborite Clement Atlee, flying to Washington to dissuade 
him from an action that many feared would ignite World War III''. (G.C. Reinhardt, 

,, 
0. 

~RAND P-3011, Nov. 1364) 

I 

\. 

• 
r 

·I 
• 

• 

• 

Some mention of the U.S, policy. debate on this matter at the time of Korea appears 
in books by Truman, Maxwell Taylor, Dernard Brodie, Kissinger, Schelling, J.c. 
Spanier, and T,W. Filson Jr. and in papers by Gen. Gavin, (BAS, May 8, 1970), 
Wohlstetter (in Quade, 1964), Fruchtbaum (Science, May 8, 1970), 

Eisenhm<er's memoirs apparently contain a reference to the communication to the 
Koreans on this subject but I have not chased this down yet, 

"Some high officials in the Eisenhower regime have indicated that we did trans
mit to Ho, just as we had done in Korea, a threat to use nuclear weapons unless 
some compromise was reached in negotiations to end the war". (Wohlstetter in Pfeffer, 
1968). 

2) Vietnam - 1954 

Admiral Radford' s "Project Vulture" has had reasonably adequate treatment in the 
literature: 

Chalmers Roberts - The Reporter Magazine, Sept, 14, 1954 
Norman Palmar - Aircraft Carriers, 1969 
Edgar Kemler- Nation, July 17, 1954 
R,J, Barnet - Intervention and Revolution, 1968 
Bernard Fall - Hell in a Very Small Place; The Siege of Dien Bien Phu, 1967 
Jules Roy - La Bataille de Dien B1en Phu, 1963 

At least two aircraft carriers had nuclear weapons on board and naval aircraft to 
deliver them were· avail·ablc in th'c area: In ·addition \Vohlstetters ·qu:cJtat ion .. abo:ve 
refers t" a transmittal to the Vietnamese, and Yarmolinsky has referred to "the 
representations of the joint chiefs as to the liklihood that nuclear weapons might 
be required ••• " which seems to be additional to and aside from Radford' s plan. 

3. Quemoy - 1955, the first Quemoy Crisis 

"The Air Force and the Navy had, by majority vote, committed the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to the use of atomic weapons for the defense c·f these islands. General 
Ridgeway, however, opposed any use or threatened use of atomic weapons. Secretary 
of Defense WiLeon issued a directive forbidding discussion of this controversy 
on the grounds that "security information" was involved". (H,L, Nieburg, Nuclear 
Secrecy and Foreign Policy, 1964). See .. also Chalmers Roberts, The Reporter Magazine, 
Dec. 16, 1954. 

4. Quemoy - 1958, the second Quemoy Crisis 

A reasonably thorough summary - Quemoy; The Use and Consequence of Nuclear Deterrence, 
was written in 1960 by R.W. Barnett, but is not generally available (Harvard Univ.; 
Center for International Affairs). Whiting and Hanson Baldwin (Limited War, The 
Atlantic Monthly, 1959) also refer to the nuclear capable 8 inch howitzers which 
were moved "from Okinawa to Quemoy, emplaced ••. and turned over to the Chinese 
Nationalists". Baldwin states that the nuclear shells for these guns were never 
sent to Quemoy; this is not commented on at all by Barnett. The nuclear capability 
of these weapons was publicly identified by the U.S. Barnett questions whether these 
weapons.deterred, or were needed to deter, or what their function> was in fact, in 
juxtaposition"to the 5 attack carriers with nuclear weapons then in the S9venth 
fleet·, Rewlus missiles in the area, and Matadors also quickly set up and announced . , 
as be1ng on Formosa . 



• 

• 

6. 

5. Lebanon 

_.Available information or Lebanon is vague. The Sixth fleet was of course in the area 
and presumably supplied with nuclear weapons - in fact there were reports that . 
conventiona~ Neapons were rusaed to it in response to an urgent request from its 
("·..>: '?.nder. (similarity to Adm. Felts statement in 1968 in the second Quemoy crisis). 
Gen. Taylor later ·.nade the anomalous statement that "an" Honest John rocket 
was afloat off Beirut, but was not allowed to land because it could fire an 
atomic warhead as well as a conventional one. 

6. Vietnam: Khe Sanh, 1967-68, and 1970-71 

Ellsberg h; 11 directly referred to government discussions at the time of Khe Sanh, 
and these were-discussed in the press at the time, finally drawing a disavowal of 
sorts from president Johnson and General Wheeler. In 1970 rumors began again and 
private academic contacts with the office of the president have indicated that 
the administration "refused to rule out the use of nuclear weapons". 

The above examples on the U.S. side, -discussion re the USSR follows below- are 
listed perhaps because they represent deployment or potential deployment against 
a non nuclear power, (presumably deployment at the time of Lebanon would not 
have been intended against the Lebanese). Thus the NATO - Warsaw Pact deployments 
are considered to be in another category, as would be (U.S.) deployment at the 
time of the Cuban crisis. 

It would however be interesting to have a list of times in whic~ these forces have 
been placed on full alert. This was reported to have been the case with SAC at the 
time of the Cuban missile crisis, and at the time of the Suez crisis SAC and 
other US nuclear forces were put on alert, but not those in Europe. In 1966 Neville 
Brown wrote that "the unique mobility of ballistic submarines has already been 
exploited by the United States on several occasions to demonstrate her committment 
to friendly non-m•cl.,ar nations under potential threat of nuclear attack". (Journal 
of the R.U.S.I., 1966). French forces apparently went on alert at the time of the 
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. 

(Reports of) Soviet deployment of nuclear weapons at the time of the Sine-Soviet 
border conflict are left an open question. I would be inclined to put them together 
with the listed examples. In this regard it is interesting to recall the constant 
array of U.S. nuclear delivery forces that have been in the China theatre. We 
mentioned the two attack carriers in 19~4 which increased to l;'ive by 1958-59. In 
1960 U.S. Chief of Naval Operations Arleigh Burke "said there were more nuclear 
bomb carrying planes aboard five aircraft carriers in the Mediterranean and Far 
East than in Russia's entire heavy bomber fleet" (Missiles and Rockets, March 
14, 1960). B-47s and B-52s were later based on Guam, in the Phillipines and at 
Kadena AFB on Okinawa. Regulus missiles were deployed in the China seas throughout 
the missiles' operational lifetime (1955 to 1965) on both surface vessels and on 
submarines. Matador missiles were on Taiwan from 1958 to 1967, and 50 1,200 mile 
plus Mace launchers on Okinawa from 1962-63 till the end of 1969. 

"Military planners say the Mace requirement developed because there is no adequate 
substitute for having a sizable heavy nuclear strike force 350 miles off the China 
coast. Formosa does not fill the bill because we do not have complete control 
over it and its armed forces" (Missiles and Rockets, March 13, 1961). (Yet the) 
Matador missiles were 11turned over .•. to Nationalist Chinese with nuclear warheads 
maintained under U.S. control" in 1963. Matadors launched from Taiwan require 
assistance from a ground control radar station maintained in the Pescadores Islands. 
Regulus carried a high yield warhead, in the range of one megaton. Mace carried a 
warhead in the high kilotons or of 1 megaton. One source gave a yield as high as 
5 Mt in 1962 (Int~via, Nov. 1962) 
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All in all, rather impressive. 

In addition Matador missiles were also in Korea from 1959 to 1962-63, and at the 
time of the 1969 Pueblo crisis the "USAF had only 12 fighter aircraft in South 
Korea at the time - all McDonnell F-4s, equipped to carry nuclear weapons only ••• " 
(Aviation Week and Space Technology, Jan. 29, 1968). 

On January 31 1970 President Nixon stated re the ABM system: 

"The area defense, on the other hand, is absolutely essential as against 
any minor power, a power, for example, like Communist China .••• an area 
defense ••• therefore gives the United States a credible foreign policy in 
the Pacific area, which it otherwise would not have". 

In plain English that means the ability, as long as possible, to use nuclear 
weapons against China with total impunity. Since that is a "threat" of sorts, 
probably the entire 1954 to 1971 U.S. deployment of nuclear weapons off the 
China coast would have to be placed somewhere in this framework. 

Soviet examples 

There is nothing very subtle about these, and in analogy to the older phrase 
"sabre rattling" have been called "missile rattling" and "rocket ra;ttling nuclear 
diplomacy" by various commentators. There are questions about how credible 
they were at various times - that is whether they were bluff or not, (Sir J. 
Slesso~ Foreign Affairs, Oct. 1963), and what their purposes were. (Hans Speier, 
Soviet Atomic Blackmail and the North Atlantic Alliance, World Politics, April 1957). 

1) The most well known examples are the Nov. 5, 1956 notes to Eden a~d 
Mollet (U.K. and France) by Bulganin and their adjunct to President 
Eisenhower. 

to Mollet: "what would be the position of France if she were attacked 
by other states having at their disposal modern and terrible means 
of destruction" . 

t;:> Eden: "In what position would Britain have found herself if she 
herself had been attacked by more powerful states possessing every 
k!nd of modern destructive weapon. And there are countries now which 
need not have sent a navy or air force to the coast of Britain but 
could have used other means, such as rocket ·technique. If rocket weapons 
had been used against Britain and France, •.. " 

to Eisenhower: ("The only direct reference to etomic and hydrogen· 
weapons made in any of the Soviet communications occurred in Bulganin's 
letter to Eisenhower. It was altogether factual and read simply: 
· ••.•• "Spcier) 

"The Soviet Union and the U.S.A. are permanent members of the 
Security Council, and the two great powers which possess all 
modern types of arms, including the atomic hydrogen weapons" 

Speier concludes his analysis of this incident by saying "The use of 
atomic weapons was never overtly threatened", which is certainly in 
contradiction to the general understanding of the event. 

2) In the 1958 Lebanon crisis Kruschevs' letter to Eisenhower recalled 
that the Soviet Union "has atomic and hydrogen bombs", very close 
to the phrasing used by Bulganin two years before to Eisenhower. 



.. 
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3) In July 1960 Mr. Kruschev stated that "Soviet artillery can hit 
America if the U. S. moves against Cuba". 

8. 

4) At the time of the U-2 crisis (1960) I believe that Mr. Kruschev 
threatened bases - and hence nations - from which the U-2's took 
off and at which they landed. 

5) In 1958 Kissinger wrote. "From the Suez crisis to that over Syria 
warnings of missile attacks have played an increasing role in 
Soviet diplomacy". (Foreign Affaris, April 1958) 

In conclusion to the listing of these U.S. and Soviet "examples", which hopefully 
would all be within the (a), (b), (c) categories I set up at the beginning of 
this section, and which are not intended to be understood as complete listings 
- they are simply the items to which I have references at hand - I would suggest 
that the examination of these examples or incidents will teach us much more than will 
theoretical discussions about the possible effects of "nuclear blackmail" in 
prompting escalation, or other , theoretical political discussions. 

It would also be interesting to reconcile some of the crisis or alert force 
deployments with the concerns various nations have had for security guarantees 
against "nuclear blackmail". How does one separate the "nuclear blackmail" of 
the deployment of nuclear weapons by one nuclear power against the other wbich 
is implicit and must be seen as the necessary fulfillment of a "nuclear umbrella" 
to protect a non-nuclll!!F;J-!f!Fom "nuclear blackmail". If all nations recognize 
this as obviously necessary, one ought at least to do away with the slur value 
of the phrase, and turn it into, if not a respectable term, at least one with 
more precise and identifiable meaning. 

At the meeting of the Security Council, from 17 to 19 June, the U.S.A., U.K. and 
U.S.S.R. made declarations concerning the security of non-nuclear-weapon states. 
The core content of the identical statements was that: 

"Aggression with nuclear weapons, or the threat of such aggression, 
against a non-nuclear-weapon State would create a qualitatively new 
situation in which the nuclear-weapon States which are permanent 
members of the United Nations Security Council would have to act 
immediately through the Security Council to take measures necessary 
to counter such aggression or to remove the threat of aggression in 
accordance with the United Nations Charter, which calls for taking 
"effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of 
threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or 
other breaches of the peace". Therefore, any State which corn,; 's aggression 
accompanied by the use of nuclear weapons or which trx~~t~~s such 
aggression must be aware that its actions are to be countered effectively 
by measures to be taken in accordance with the United Nations Charter 
to suppress the aggression or remove the threat of aggression. 

The (USSR, United Kingdom, United States) affirms its intention, as a 
permanent member of the United Nations Security Council, to seek 
immediate Security Council action to provide assistance, in accordance 
with the Charter, to any non-nuclear-weapon State, Party to the Treaty 
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, that is a victim of an 
act of aggression in which nuclear weapons are used." 

The Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States held in Geneva in September 1968 also 
adopted a resolution re this topic. The Conference: 

t On the item Measures to assure the security of non-nuclear-weapon states: 

1. "Reaffirmed the principle of the non-use of force and the prohibition 
of the threat of force in relations between States; the right to 
equality, sovereignty, territorial integrity, non-intervention in 
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internal affairs and self-determination of every State; and the 
inherent right reccgnized under Article 51 of the Charter of individual 
or collective self-defence'which, apart from measures taken or authorized 
by the Security Council of the United Nations, is the only legitimate 
exception to the overriding principle of the non-use of force in 
relations between States'." (Adopted by 56 votes in favour to 5 against, 
with 26 abstentions). (Sponsor: Federal Republic of Germany). 
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PROGRAM 

March 9th, 1971 

14.00 Luncheon at Parkveien 45 

The luncheon is given by the Royal Norwegian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Host: Thore Boye, Permanent Under Secretary 

16.00 - 16.30 Departure for Klekken 

20.00 . Dinner 

March 10th,l9Z1 

08.00 - 09.15 Breakfast 

09.30 - 09.45 Welcome and Organization of the conference 
Johan J. Holst 

Perspectives on the nuclear issues in some 
,_ voluntary non-threshold countries 

Chairman: Kenneth Hunt 

~ 09.45- 10.15 Norwegian Perspectives 
Johan J. Holst 

A 10.20- 10.50 Danish Perspectives 
Niels J. Haagerup 

11.00- 11.30 Finnish Perspectives 
Jaakko J. Valtanen 

11 . 30 - 1 2. 00 Coffee Break 

12.00 - 13.30 Discussion 
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13.30 - 1 5. 30 Luncheon and recreation 

1 5. 30 - 16.00 Canadian Perspectives ~ ~) .e~ 

~ichael E.Sherman 
~~Q ~ 1 6. 1 0 - 16.40 Dutch Perspectives 

J.Henk Leurdijk 

16.40 - 17.00 . Coffee Break 

17.00 - 18.45 Discussion 

19.00 Dinner 

March 11th, 1971 

08.00- 09.15 Breakfast 

09.30 - 10.00 

10.10- 10.40 

1 0. 50 - 11 . 30 

11 . 30 - 12.00 

12.00 - 13.30 

13.30 - 1 5. 30 

1 5. 30 - 16.00 

1 6. 1 0 - 16.40 

16.40 17.00 

19.00 

Perspectives on the nuclear issues and 

European security 

Chairman: John Sanness 

Italian Perspectives 
Franco Celletti 
German Perspectives 

Uwe Nerlich . 
Discussion 

Coffee Break 

Discussion continued 
Luncheon and recreation 

Polish Perspectives 

Ryszard Frelek 

Swedish Perspectives 

Jan Prawitz 
Coffee Break 

Dinner 
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March 12th, 1971 

08.00 - 09.15 Breakfast 

Perspectives on the nuclear issues in some 
threshold countries 

Chairman: Donald G. Brennan 

J 09.30 - 10.00 Israeli Perspectives 
Alan Dowty 

YJ 10.10 - 10.40 Australian Perspectives 
I 
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Harry Gelber 

10.50- 11.30 Discussion 

11.30- 12.00 Coffee Break 

12.00 - 13.30 Discussion continued 

13.30- 15.30 Luncheon and recreation 

15.30 - 16.00 Japanese Perspectives 
Ryukichi Imai 

16.10- 16.40 Indian Perspectives 

K.Subrahmanyam 

16.40 17.00 Coffee Break 
17.00 - 18.45 Discussion 

19.00 
20.3\)- 21.00 

21.00- 22.00 

Dinner 
An American perspective on nuclear guarantees, 
proliferation and related alliance diplomacy 
Malcom W. Hoag 

Discussion 
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March 13th, 1971 

08.00 - 09.15 Breakfast 
---·--------------·-··-------·-----··- «----~~------ .. --·--------

The long term problem of nuclear proliferation ~ 
management \ 

Chairman: Gunnar Garbo I 
I • 

09.30- 11.00 Round table discussion 

R.Frelek, H.Gelber, K.Hunt, J.J.Holst, T.C.Schelli4g 

\ 11 . 00 
13.00 
14.00 

- 1 2. 30 Discussion 

Luncheon 
Departure 
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PARTICIPANTS 

AUSTRALIA 

HARRY G. GELBER 

Professor, Faculty of Economics and Politics 

Monash University 

Clayton, Victoria 

CANADA 

MICHAEL E. SHERMAN 

Professor, Chafr o:f Canadian Studies 
Johns Hopkins University 

Baltimore, Maryland 

DENMARK 

NIELS J.HAAGERUP 

Foreign Editor, "Berlingske Tidende" 
Copenhagen 

O.K. LIND 
Lt.Colonel, Chief Long Range Planning Group 

Danish Defence Staff 
Copenhagen 

FINLAND 

JAAKKO J. VALTANEN 

Colonel, Finnish Defence .College 
Helsinki 
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GERMANY 

UWE NERLICH 

Director of Research, Security Foundation for 

Science and Politics (SWP) 

Ebenhausen/Munich 

INDIA 

K. SUBRAHMANYAM 

Director, Institute for Defence Studies and 

Analyses 

New Delhi 

ISRAEL 

ALAN DOWTY 
Professor, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

The Eliezer Kaplan School of Economics and 
Social Sciences 

Jerusalem 

ITALY 

FRANCO CELLETTI 
Istituto Affari Internazionali 

Rome 

JAPAN 

RYUKICHI IMAI 

Manager, Fuel Section, The Japan Atomic Power Company 

Tokyo 
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THE NETHERLANDS 

J. H. LEURDIJK 
Seminar on International Law and International 
Relations 
University of Amsterdam 

Amsterdam 

POLAND 

RYSZARD FRELEK 
Director, Polish Institute of International Affairs 

Warsaw 

SWEDEN 

INGEMAR N.H.DORFER 

Center .for International Affairs,Harvard University/ 
University of Stockholm 
Stockholm 

JAN PRAWITZ 
Advisor on Disarmament, Ministry of Defence 
Stockholm 

U S A 

WILLIAM B. BADER , 
Director, Europ~an Office 
Ford Foundation 
Paris 

DONALD G. BRENNAN 
Hudson Institute 
Croton-on-Hudson, New Yor,k 
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MALCOLM HOAG 
The RAND Corporation 
Santa Monica, California 

THOMAS C. SCHELLING 
Professor, Center for International Affairs 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, Mass. 

INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES (ISS) 

KENNETH HUNT 
Deputy Director, ISS 

London 

INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (Oslo) (PRIO) 

SVERRE LODGAARD 
Research Associate, PRIO 
Oslo 

STOCKHOLM INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SIPRI) 

MILTON LEITENBERG 
Research Associate SIPRI 
Stockholm 

NORWAY 

JENS BOYESEN 
Ambassador, Head of Norway's Permanent Delegation in Geneva 

ERIK KLIPPENBERG 
Director of Research, Norwegian Defence Research Establish
ment 
Kjeller 
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VIDAR WIKBERG 

First Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Oslo 

ARNE OLAV BRUNDTLAND 
Research Associate, Norwegian Institute of International 

Affairs 

Oslo 

JOHAN JORGEN HOLST 

Director of Research, Norwegian Institute of International 

Affairs 

Oslo 

JOHN M. SANNESS 

Director, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs 

Oslo 

ANDERS C. SJAASTAD 

Research Associate, Norwegian Institute of International 
Affairs 
Oslo 

JOHN K. SKOGAN 

Research Associate, Norwegian Institute of 'International 

Affairs 
Oslo 

KARL A. TORSTENSEN 

. Research Associate, Norwegian Institute of International 
• Affairs 

Oslo 
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Members of the Norwegian Governments Advisory Commission 

on Arms Control and Disarmament are invited to attend the 

conference to the extent that their schedules perm~t. 

The members of the Commission are: 

Gunnar Garbo, 

Knut Frydenlund, 

Paul Thyness, 

Andreas Andersen, 

Johan Jorgen Holst, 

Tonne ~uitfeldt, 

Finn Lied, 

Torkel Opsahl, 

Kjeld Vibe, 

Oscar Vffirno, 

Member of Parliament (Liberals) 

Member of Parliament (Labour). 
Member of Parliament (Conservative) 

Director General, Office of the Pr1me 

Minister 

Director of Research, Norwegian Inst. of 

International. Affairs 

Colonel, Norwegian Defence Staff 

Director, Norwegian Defence Research 

Establishment 

Professor of International and Consitutional 

Law, University of Oslo 

Deputy Director General_ for Political Affairs, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Head of Divison for Arms Control and Dis

armament, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
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"'*** 

Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

The States concluding this Treaty, hereinafter referred to as the 
<Parties to the Treaty>, 

Considering the devastation that would be visited upon all man
kind by a nuclear war and the consequent need to make every effort 
to avert the danger of such a war and to take measures to safeguard 
the security of peoples, 

Believing that the proliferation of nuclear weapons woulq seri
ouslf enhance the danger of nuclear war, 

In conformity with resolutions of the United Nations General 
Assembly calling for the conclusion of an agreement on the· preven
tion of wider dissemination of nuclear weapons, 

Undertaking to co-operate in facilitating the application of 
International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards on peaceful nuclear 
activities, 

Expressing their support for research, q.evelopment and Other 
efforts to further the application, within the framework of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards system, of the 
principle of safeguarding effectively the flow of source and special 
fissionable materials by use of instruments and other techniques at 
certain strategic points, 

Affirming the principle that the benefits of peaceful applications 
of nuclear technology, including any technological by-products which 
may be derived by nuclear weapon States from the development of 
nuclear explosive devices, should be available for p~aceful purposes 
to all Parties to the Treaty, whether nuclear-weapon or non-nuclear
weapon States, 

Convinced that in furtherance of this principle, all Partiei; to the 
Treaty are entitled to participate in the fullest possible exchange 
of scientific information for, and to contribute alone or in eo-opera-

• tion with other States to, the further development of the applications 
of atomic energy- for peaceful purposes, 

Declaring their intention to achieve at the earliest possible date 
the cessation of the nuclear arms race and to undertake 'effective 
measures in the direction of nuclear disarmament,· 

Urging the co-operation of all States in the attainment of this 
objective, 

Recalling the determination expressed by the Parties to the 
1963 Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer 
space and under water in its preamble to seek to achieve the 
discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons for all time 
and to continue negotiations to this end, 

Desiring to further the easing of international tension and the 
strengthening of trust between States in order to facilitate the ces
sation. of the manufacture of nuclear weapons, the liquidation of all 
their existing stockpiles, and the elimination from 11aiional arsenG~JS 
of nuclear weapons and the means of their delivery pursuant to a 
~reaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effec
tive international control, 

Recalling that, in accordance with the Charter ·of the United · 
Nation!;l, states must refrain in their international relatiOns from 
the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 
independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with 
the purposes of The United Nations, and that the establishment and 
maintenance of international peace and security are to be prm;noted 
with the least diversion for armaments of t11e world's human and 
~conomic resources, 

Have agreed as follows: 
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ARTICLE I 
Each nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not 

to transfer to any recipient whatsoever nuclear weapons or other 
nuclear explosive devices or control over such weapons or explosive 
devices directly, or indirectly; and not in any way to assist, encou
rage, or induce any non-nuclein-weapon state to manufacture or 
otherwise aquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, 
or control over such weapons or explosive devices. 

ARTICLE II 
Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakea 

not to receive the transfer from any transferer whatsoever of 'nuclear 
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of control over such 
weapons or explosive devices directly, or indirectly; not to me.p.u
facture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear 
explosive devices; and not ,to seek or receive any assistance in th~ 
manufacture. of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 

ARTICLE Ill 
1. Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty under

takes to accept safeguards, as set forth in an agreement to be 
negotiated and concluded with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency in accordance with the Statute of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and the Agency's safeguards system, for the exclu
sive purpose of verification of the fulfilment of its obligations 
assumed under this Treaty with a view to preventing diversion of 
nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons· or other 
nuclear explosive devices. Procedures for the safeguards required 
by this Article shall be followed with respect to source or special 
fissionable material whether it is being produced, processed or used 
in any principal nuclear facility or is outside anY such facility. The 
safeguards required by this Article shall be applied on all source or 
special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities within 
the territory of such State, under its jurisdiction or carried out 
under its control anywhere. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to provide: 
(a) source or special fissionable material, or (b) equipment or 
material especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or 
production of special fissionable materi~J, to any non-nuclear-weapon 
State for peaceful purposes, unless the source or special fissionable 
material shall be subject to the safeguards required by this Article. 

3. The safeguards required by this Article shall be implemented 
in a manner designed to comply with Article IV of this Treaty, and 
to avoid hampering the economic or tech~tological developmf of the 
Parties or international co--operation in the field of peacefu~ ,uclear 
activities, including the international e:-:c~1ange of nuclear material 
and equipment for the processing, us~ or production of nuclear 
material for peaceful purPoses in accordance with the provisions of 
this Article and the principle of safeguarding set forth in the 
Preamble of the Treaty. 

4. Non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the Treaty shall conclude 
agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency to meet 
the requirements of this article either individually or together with 
r;thcr Stntes in i~.ccordance with the Statute of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency. Negotiation of such agreements shall ~om-
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mence within 180 days from the original entry into force of this 
Treaty. For States depositing their instruments of ratification or 
accession after the 180-day period, negotiation of such agreements 
shall commence not later than the date of such deposit. Such agree
ments shall enter into force not later than eighteen months after 
the date of initiation of negotiations. 

ARTICLE IV 
1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the 

inalienable right of all the Parties to the Treaty to develop research, 
production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes without 
discrimination and in conformity with Articles I and II of this Treaty. 

2. All the parties to the Treaty undertake to facilitate, and have 
the right to participate in, the fullest possible exchange of equipment, 
materials and scientific and technological information for the peace
ful uses of nuclear energy. Parties to the Treaty in a position to do 
so shall also co-operate in contributing alone or together with other 
states or international organizations to the further development of 
the applications of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, especially 
in the territories of non-nuclear-weapon states party to the Treaty, 
with due consideration for the needs of the developing areas of 
the world. 

ARTICLE V 
Each party to the Treaty undertakes to take appropriate mea

sures to ep.sure that, in accordance with this Treaty, under appro. 
priate international observation and through appropriate inter
national procedures, potential benefits from any peaceful appli
cations ·of nuclear explosions will be made available to non4 nuclear· 
weapon states party to the Treaty on a non-discriminatory basis 
and that the charge to such parties for the explosive devices used 
will be as low as possible and exclude any charge for research and 
development. Non-nuclear-weapon states party to the Treaty shall 
be able to obtain such benefits, pursuant to a special international 
agreement or agreements through an appropriate international 
body with adequate representation of non-nuclear-weapon states. 
Negotiations on this subject shall commence as soon as possible 
after the Treaty enters into force. Non-nuclear-weapon states party 
to the Treaty so desiring may also obtain such benefits pu:i:-suant 
to bilater,al agreements. 

ARTICLE VI 
Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to -pursue nego

tiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of 
the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, 
and on a Treaty on general and complete disannament under strict 
and effective international control. 

ARTICLE VII 
Nothing in this .Treaty affects the right of any group of States 

to conclude regional treaties in order to assure the total absence of 
nuclear weapons in their respective territories. 

ARTICLE VIII 
1. Any Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this 

Treaty. The text of any proposed amendment shall be submitted to the 
Depositary Governments which shall circulate it to all Parties to 
the Treaty. Thereupon, if requested to do so by one-third or more 
of the Parties to the Treaty, the Depositary Governments sha)j 
convene a conference, to which they shall invite all the Parties to 
the Treaty, to consider such an amendment. 
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2. Any amendment to this Treaty must be approved by a majority 
of the votes of all the Parties to the Treaty including the votes of aU 
nuclear-weapon States Party to the. Treaty and all other P!llties 
which, on the date the amendment is circulated, are member~~ of the 
Board of Governors of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 
The amendment shall enter into force for each Party that deposits its 
instrument of ratification of the amendment upon the deposit of such 
instruments of ratification by a majority of all the Parties, including 
the instruments of ratification of all nuclear-weapon States Party to 
the Treaty and all other Parties which, on the date the amendment 
is circulated, are members of the Board of Governors of the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency. Thereafter, it shall enter into force 
for any other Party upon the deposit of its instrument of ratification 
of the amendment. 

3. Five years after the entry into force of this Treaty a confe
rence of Parties to the Treaty shall be held in Geneva, Switzerland, 
in order to review the operation of this Treaty with a view to 
assuring that the purposes of the Preamble and the provisions of the 
Treaty are being realized. At intervals of five years thereafter, a 
majority of the Parties to the Treaty may obtain, by subll\itting a 
proposal to this effect to the Depositary Governments, the con
vening of further conferences with the same objective of reviewing 
the operation of the Treaty. 

ARTICLE IX 
1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for signature. Any State 

which does not sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accord
ance with paragraph 3 of this Article may accede to it at any time•. 

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. 
Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be 
deposited with the governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire
land and the United States of America, which are hereby designated 
tile Depositary Governments. 

3. This Treaty shall enter into force after its ratification by the 
States, the Governments of which are designated Depositories of the 
Treaty and forty other states signatory to this Treaty and the deposit 
of their instruments of ratification. For the purposes of this Treaty, 
a nuclear-weapon state is one which has manufactured and exploded 
a nuclear-weapon or other nuclear explosive device prior to January 
1, 1967. 

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are 
deposited subsequent to the entry Into force of this Treaty, it shall 
enter Into force on the date of the deposit of their instruments of 
ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all signa
tory and acceding States of the date of each signature, the date of 
deposit of each instrument of ratification or of accession, the date 
of the etry into force of this Treaty, and the date of receipt of any 
requests for convening a conference or other notices . 

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary Governments 
pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of The United Nations. 

ARTICLE X 
1; Each Party shall in exercising its national sovereignty have 

the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it decides that extra
ordinary events, related to the subject matter of this Treaty, have 
jeopardized the supreme interests of its country. It shall give notice 
of such withdrawal to all other Parties to the Treaty and to The 
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United Nations Security Council three months in advance. Such 
notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events it l"!lgB.rds 
as having jeopardized its supreine interests. 

2. Twenty-five years after the entry into force of the Treaty, a 
Conference shall be convened to decide whether the Treaty shall 
continue in force indefinitely, or shall be extended for an adidtional 
fixed period or periods. This decision shall be taken by a majority 
of the Parties to the Treaty. 

ARTICLE XI 
This Treaty, the English, Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese 

texts of which are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives 
of the Depositary Governments. Duly certified copies of 'this Treaty 
shall be transmitted by the Depositary Governments to the Govern
ments of the signatory and acceding States. 

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorize4 have signed 
this Treaty. 

Dol)e in triplicate, at the cities of Lond()n, Moscow and Washing
ton, at the first day of July one thousand nine hundred and sixtyeight. 
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DOCUMENTATION ( 1 0) 

Resolution 255 (1968) Adopted by the Security Council 
at its 1433rd meeting on 19 June 1968, 

The Security Council. 
Noting with appreciation the desire of a large 

number of States to subscribe to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons, and thereby to undertake not to receive the 
transfer frOm any transferor whatsoever of nuclear weapons or other 
nuclear explosive devices or of control over such weapons or explosive 
devjces directly, qr indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise 
acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not 
to seek or receive any assistance in tlie manufacture of nuclear 
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 

Taking into consideration the concern of certain of 
these States that, in conjunction with their adherence to the Treaty 
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, appropriate measures 
be undertaken to safeguard their security, 

B ear in g in m in d that any aggression accompanied by the 
use of nuclear weapons would endanger the peace and security of 
all States, 

1. R e c o g n i z e s that aggression with nuclear weapons or the 
threat of such aggression against a non-nuclear-weapon State would 
create a situation in which the Security Council, and above all its 
nuclel!l"-Weapon State permanent members, would have to' act im
mediately in accordance with their obligations under the United 
Nations Charter; 

2. We I comes the intention expressed by certain States that 
they will provide or support immediate assistance, in accordance with 
the Charter, to any non-nuclear-Weapon State Party to the Treaty 
on the Noli-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that is a victim of an 
act or an object of a threat of aggression in which nuclear weapo~ 
are used; 

3. Re a f fir m.s in particular the inherent right, recognized 
under Article 51 of the Charter, of individual and collective self
defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United 
Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to 
maintain international peace and security. 
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NUCLFAR 1:!FAPONS AND DANISH SECURITY POLICY 

Niels Jorgen Haagerup 

Berlingske Tidende 

' . 

The very term "threshold power" \-Tould probably be 

abhorrent to Danish policy-makers. They see Denmark ---as 

does the public, undoubtedly---as a small, non-nuclear state 
I : with no nuclear pretensions whatsoever and with only a highly 

theoretical, and very tiny, potential for military nuclear 

power. The idea that Denmark might yield some influence, how

ever limited, in preventing the spread of nuclear by playing 

upon an implicit threat of going nuclear herself unless other 

and real theshold powers definitely abstain from acquiring 

nuclear vreapons has probably not even been considered. 

This is curious from at least one point of view, since 

Denmark has tried to play a role in the international efforts 

to stop or to limit the spread of nuclear weapons. The Danish 

position is by no means unique in this respect, but Denmark 

has practically been in competition, especially 1vi th Ireland, 

to be ana to remain tne perfect non-nuclear state par ex-

cellence. 

The Danish government has been active in tba discus-

sions in the United Nations, especially in the deliberations 

of the First Committee of the United Nationsduring the annual 

General Assemblies. Not a member of the CCD herself, although 

she \-Tould have liked to have had the place which was taken 
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by Holland, she has often praised the work of the CCD and 

• its predecessor, and unlike Sweden and other threshold pO\·rers 

has been very reluctant to engage in any criticism of the 

super powers. 

Denmark was one of the very first countries---after 

Ireland---to ratify the NPT. l"lhat is more remarkable, in 

September, 1968 the Danish government, by way of a memorandum, 

tried to influence the governments of almost all the key 

threshold powers to sign and to ratify the NPT. The Danish 

ambassadors or charges d'affaires in Bonn, Rome, Berne, Tel 

Aviv, Tokyo, Nevr Delhi, Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro were 

instructed, as of September 26, 1968, to inform these respec

tive governments of the Danish government's views on the grEll t 

importance:of a rapid ratification of the NPT. 1) It should be 

added that this highly unusual Danish diplomatic initiative 

was not mentiOned or noted in the Danish press at the time 

and presumably not by the press in the countries ·concerned. 

No information is available as to the reactions of the recipi

ent countries, if any. 

More constructively, Danish nuclear scientists and other 

staff members of the Danish nuclear research station at Rise 

· have develop·ed various control methods whi eh are in fact used 

by the IAEA in its vrork in member countries. Danish specialists 

are also cooperating with experts from certain other countries 

in developing and improving control methods. This work was 

started in April, 1970. Finally, Denmark has actively contri

buted to the work of the Nordic Cooperation Committee for 
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Detection Seismology, established in 1967. It submitted its 

report in 1969. 2) 

The Danish political activity to hasten the ratifica-

tion of the NPT cannot be explained in purely a foreign poli

tical context. It must also be examined against the background 

of the domestic political scene in Denmark, the composition 

of the present government and, in particular, the personal 

interest of the Danish !Hnister for Disarmament, Mr-; Hel veg 

Petersen---who is also Minister. for Cultural Affairs and 

Minister for Developing Countries •. This splendid mixture of 

jobs can hardly be rivalled by any other country, developed 

or under-developed. 

It would not suffice, however, to explain the activity 

in terms of personalities or in terms of one individual. It 

.is accepted, if not very much discussed, that the prevention 

of a further spread of nuclear weapons would definitely con

tribute to international security, and thereby also to 

Denmark's security. 

It is interesting, however, that since the NPT Denmark 

has been at a .loss as to what should be done to "follow. up" 

on the signing---and eventual ratification---of the treaty.· 

A subcommittee of the Danish Disarmament Committee, consisting 

of both political representatives and foreign ministry offi

cials, was asked in 1967 to study the possibilities for sup

plementing a NPT with other partial disarmament measures in 

Europe. The report of the sub-committee, which was headed 

by the chairman of the Disarmament Committee, concluded that 
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it was not possible to pinpoint concrete European disarmament 

steps which would be a natural follow-up to the NPT. It \vas 

suggested .that the best thing for Denmark to do \vas to follow 

the international disarmament debate very closely, so as to 

be better aware of the possibilities for further steps.3) 

Since that time the Danish disarmament efforts have 

mainly concentrated in the field of conventional armaments. 

This began in 1967 with the proposal by the then Prime Minister 

and Foreign Minister Jens Otto Krag in the United Nations re

questing the Secretary General to-ascertain the views of the 

member states on the possible registration of all transfers 

of weapons from one country to another. This was submitted 

too late for discussion in 1967 but .':las reintroduced :i:n··1968, 

again as a proposal to inquire about the views of the UN 

member states on the registration of international arms trans-

fers. But although a number of countries had indicated their 

support beforehand, other countries, especially some non

aligned and Communist ones, opposed the proposal as discrimi

natory towards the arms receiving nations (an Indian argument), 

or as a deviation from the road towards disarmament (a Wtiite 

Russian argument). This proposal was, therefore, recalled 

before a vote was taken, but the Danish interest in it was 

maintained, and the Danish emphasis on disarmament measures 

relating to conventional~weapons has been stressed more than 

once. By far the largest majority of the UN member states are 

burdened budgetwise by conventional weapons, and these weapons 

constitute a danger, as a member of the Danish delegation 
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pointed out on November 12, 1970 in the First Committee of 

the 25th General Assembly. 4) In the field of nuclear weapons 

disarmament Denmark is no longer particularly active, except 

for strongly supporting S.\LT in various officia~ pronounce

ments inside and outside the UN. 

As far as nuclear weapons in Danish defence policy are 

concerned, it is doubtful if the Danish views differ radically 

or ev~~:slightly from those of Norway. Very briefly, it can 
; 

be said'that when the Danish nuclear exclusion policy was first 

stated in 1957 it was with the stipulation that this policy 

applied to the "present conditions". As recently as 1964 

Foreign Minister Per Hrekkerup stated, in a speech to the 

Danish Folketing, that Denmark continued to refuse nuclear 

weapons on her soil, "But that does not mea·n that in saying 

no we commit ourselves to an indefinite future which we do not 

know •••• "5) But this statement, however cautious in its reser-

vation, was rather an exception. As time went on the "present 

conditions" reservation to the nuclear exclusion policy began 

to disappear altogether, and for a number of years the Danish 

nuclear policy has simply been that Denmark will not accept 

nuclear weapons on her soil. Sometimes the words "in peacetime" 

are added; more often they are not. Not too much significance 

should be attached to the wording. The policy in a war situa

tion, or even in a period of tension, is not prejudiced. Still, 

the refusal to accept nuclear weapons.)n time of· peace has 

become almost dogmatic and has also been justified by the 

so-called Nordic balance, to which Mr. Per Hrekkerup especially 
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. 6) 
has referred more than once. 

However, this stand was a purely political decision • 

The Danish Chiefs of Staff urged that Denmark should acquire 

ammunition and pointed out that the Honest John and Nike 

missiles received from the United States were of very limited 

military use without nuclear warheads. When a politically 

.important defence agreement was concluded by all major poli

tical parties inside and outside the government in 196o the 

Chiefs of Staff again advocated that nuclear ammunition be 

stored in Denmark under the approved nuclear stockpile arrange-

ment of NATO. They were supported in this by the two opposition 

parties, the Moderate Liberals and the Conservatives, which 

together held almost 4o% of the seats in the Folketing • 

But the three government parties, the Social Democrats, 

the Radical Liberals and the Single Tax Party, opposed the 

idea. Mr. Poul Hansen, the Defence Minister, explained the 

Danish attitude in an article in January, 1961 : "As the 

situation is today it is probably doubtful if Denmark.would 

obtain greater security against an act of aggression launched 

especially against us by receiving nuclear weapons. The.deci

sive factor is that we (Denmark) are part of a larger whole, 

and that it is certain that an q;gression would release such 

an opposition that the aggressor must take into account that 

the alliance becomes effective. Accepting nuclear weap:> ns 

could, on the other hand, contain a risk for the detente efforts 

and make them more difficult if nuclear weapons were spread 

to larger areas than where they are already. Denmark and Norway 
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have pursued the same policy in this, and no change in this 

policy seems to be called for.''7) 

The reasons for the Dutch refusal to accept nuclear 

ammunition are thus given,to be the fear of its detrimental 

effects upon the detente, the danger' of a further geographical 

spread of nuclear weapons and the wish to foll0\1 the same 

policy as Norway. The view that nuclear weapons on Danish soil 

might not add to the deterrent effects of the NATO guarantee 

of Denmark's security was also included among the arguments·for 

the nuclear exclusion policy. 

It is not possiijlle to say to what degree these arguments 

constituted an after-rationalization of the original Danish 

decision. They could all be considered va.Lid from a Danish 

point of view, although it would be erroneous to ignore the 

domestic political climate. The influence of the nuclear 

disarmers was neg~igible and very likely nonexistent at the 

time of the original Danish decision in 1957. Their claims 

of having influenc~d Danish nuclear policies were later repudi-

ated by Mr• H~kkerup. 

But as the campaign against nuclear weapons grew stronger 

in the early 60's it is likely that it influenced public 

opinion. It is notable that the Conservatives and the Moderate 

Liberals dropped their demand for nuclear weapons (ammunition) 

as early as 1962 without any explanation. The matter was not 

raised again, in spite of the fact that the military reasoning 

behind the advice given by the Chiefs of Staff in 1960 was 

still considered valid by the mil.i tary leaders. But by 1962 
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it had become an axiom that Denmark could not accept nuclear 

weapons. It was no longer a controversial issue. The Nordic 

balance argument was added to those of Mr. Poul Hansen in the 

1961 article • 

The impression was gradually created that the nonexis

tence of nuclear weapons in Denmark was favourable to the 

detente, though suggestions such as those made by the Finnish 

President,' ,'Mr. Kekkonen, in regard to a more permanent commit

ment for making Scandinavia a nuclear-free area were rejected. 

Such an arrangement could oniy be brought about as part of a 

wider European 'security scheme, it was officially stated by 

the Danish government. 

Back in 1958 the Danish Prime Minister, Mr. H.C. Hansen, 

in a letter of reply to the Soviet Prime Minister, Mr. Bulganin, 

wrote that the Danish government assumed that his (Buiganin's) 

idea of an "all Nor.thern Europe" free of nuclear weapons had 

been submitted with the understanding that "Northern Europe" 

also -included those areas of the Soviet Union \vhich, from a 

geographical point of view, belonged to that area. 8) 

Also the Chiefs of Staff seem to have accepted the idea 

that the political assets of the Danish policy are of more 

importance to the security policy of the country than the mili

tary advantages obtainable. If this holds true, the basis for 

such an evaluation is presumably that the risk. that an aggression 

would escalate into nuclear war is just as great without nuclear 

ammunition on Danish soil in normal times of peace as it ;wuld 

be with a changed poHcy. 
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The issue of nuclear weapons on Danish soil did not 

come up again until 1968 when an American B-52 plane carrying 

hydrogen bombs crashed close to the coast of Greenland out

side Thule. The Danish government made it clear that the 

Danish nuclear exclusion policy also applied to all of Green

land, and that it was assumed that this policy was fully re

spected by the United States. This was not contested by Wash

ington, since the U.S. government pointed out that the plane 

had been on a routine mission flying along the coast of Green

land and had not been stationed in Greenland. 

The question of nuclear weapons also arose in a different 

context when the MLF was discussed. The Danish government re

fused to commit itself to a policy of straight approval or 

blank refusal, but made it clear that it did not plan to parti

cipate in such a scheme if it were carried out and that it (the 

Danish government) was completely satisfied with the present 

nuclear arrangement within the alliance. However, when the 

formation of a Nuclear Planning Committee was discussed later 

Denmark supported the idea, mainly because it diverted atten-. 

tion away from the controversial MLF plan. Denmark was not con

vinced that the MLF would, in fact, increase the likelihood .of 

the proliferation of nuclear weapons, or that Germany would 

get access to nuclear weapons via the back door, as it was put. 

But Danish official circles and public opinion were 

very much aware of the Soviet arguments against the MLF and 

feared that the negative Soviet position would make a NPT 

less likely. In view of the strong Danish interest in a NPT. 
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it was considered undesirable to establish a multilateral 

nuclear force or any other kind of joint,.NATO nuclear force • 

The Danish support for the idea of the McNamara committee 

applied to the original idea' of an 11 select" committee, since 

Denmark had no wish to be involved herself. But when it turned 

out that other small and medium-sized NATO countries such as 

Holland and Turkey were anxious not to be excluded from the 

planned consultations, the Danish government indicated its 

willingness to participate in the new arrangement. Con?equently 

Denmark---though in the first round not Norway---became a 

member of the NDAC and 18 months later joined the NPG for a year 

and a half. This participation has not been particularly con

troversial in .Denmark, although newspaper reports on new 

guidelines on the use of tactical nuclear weapons, possibly 

as a means of demo.nstration and conceivably in the Baltic, 

aroused some interest for a short time. But the reports were 

denied and probably only briefly stimulated the general feeling 

that nuclear weapons are bad and therefore are to be avoided. 

It has never been denied, however, and several times 

was publicly acknowledged that nuclear weapons play a vital 

role in the defence of the alliance. Furthermore, the Danish 

·Defence Minister has more than once warned against "lowering 

the nuclear threshold", although his statements on the subject 

have normally been used to combat proposals to cut the conven

tional forces. His warning appeals to the~popular loathing of 

nuclear weapons, making it clear that any reduction of con

ventional manpower would most certainly increase the difficulties 
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in preventing a possfble aggression from escalating into a 

nuclear war. The argument warning against lowering the nuclear 

threshold was used as recently as December, 1970 by the Defence 

Minister in his rejection of a Social Democratic defence reform 

proposal implying considerable manpower reductions. 

The Danish rejection of tactical nuclear weapons for her 

own forces is now taken so much for granted that in a wide

ranging official review of Danish security policy published 

in the autumn of 1970 no attempt was made to analyse the reason

ing behind this policy. It is conSidered not only unequivocal 

but unalterable. To question it is out of the question. To 

discuss :tt is unnecessary. Therefore---this abrupt end to a 

brief survey of Danish nuclear policies • 
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In what i have to say I shaJ.l be speakillg enl.y for .~sel:f, 
thCI'ugh obviously it. is bound .to be infiuenoed by '!;he situation 

. . 
of I11Y country and its currents of opinion. l,'iuolear weapons· are 
a subject which bas aroused so much i.tite.rest, not te say apprehen-

. . . 
Sll.on~ in .Poland that it has even produced a orop of Widely circu-
lated jokes. Here is a specimen. Question: W:Qat action is to be 

i 

taken if a nuclear war breaks out?o Answer: Lie down on the gro1.Uldt 
wrap yoursel:f in a white sheet and slowly', Without panick:i.Dg; 
crawl to the nearest cemetery~ I imagine that the defense doctrine 
expressed in this answer can be treated as a universal one. The 

onl.y.effective insuraJ:).oe against the.nuolear threat is to de . . 
everytM.Dg in ou.r 'power that is ~pessa;cy te banish this danger, 

i ; . 

whioh means mak::tng absolute.l3' sure that tUese weapons wlll not 
be used •. 

As far as Poland's positien on the nucley weapons issue 
is concerned, it is 1.n a sense paradoxical. After all, it \'."as cy 

country wbioh pioneered the idea ef atom-free zones which ;bas 
gained great· favout' in the werld and, even been impleuented in 
a n111!lber of regiollS in the :form of treaties or declarations. 
But not, unf~rtunataly 1 in the arelil to which it originally 
referred,_ which was Oei:l.tral Europe-.' .Moreever, it is .Poland which, 
alODg with Ozeohoslovakia, has ·been marked out as the target ff)r 
tactical atomic weapons, for what is called a "warning .sal.vo,.~ 
This is to be learned from tbe "Guidelinesi• :for the use of 
tactical nucl&Qr weapons in Eastern Europe recently adopted by
NA!ro. You can imagine how Polish public opinion feels about that~ 
Not that I think there is a:a;y point in taking issue witb the 
authors of tlle se "guideline a" on moral grounds. Wbat I shall b';r 

to do later is to put forward some pragmatic ~gumems which 
suggest to me that a:a;yene Who thinlm along such lines has taken 
leave of the instillot :f~r self-preservation. 

Among the general remarks presented b:1 Mr. Jehan Holst, 
with which incidentally I tlloroughl;y agree, there is 1rbe f::llc·;:ing 

r~oommendationt "The papers eught to identi:ty the explicit 
./ 

policies which the countries have pursued as well as cbaracteriu 

• 
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the nature of the position actually arrived at. "This, I think, 
is absolutely right. 

Polish policy on nuclear weapons is fairly widely lmown, 
thanks chiefly to two initiatives: the Rapaoki Plan and the 
Gomulka. Plan, As you know, the Rapack:l. Plan, first tabled :Ul 

1957 and subsequently revised in the spirit of the comments it 
aroused, proposed the creation of an atom ... free zone in Central 
Europe. Its object was the complete denuclearization of this 
area, the elimination of all atomic weapons. Thus it also aimed 
at removing the danger of these being used in the intensely 
inflammable contact-zone be~1een two opposed politico-military 
groupings and at sealing off this area against a.xzy possible 
proliferation of them. 

Obviously, as regards this latter point, one ef the prinoi pal 
objects was to forestall the nuclear armament of.West Germany~ This 
was the aspect of th~ Rapacki Plan which attracted the g1.'eatest 
attention in the West and was in fact seizeiJ. on a~ the main 
objection to the idea of an atom-free zone. However, it was not 

• long before it transpired that the Plan had shbw.il conSiderable _ 
foresight in· its anticipation of this particular danger as well • 
.A. few years after its announcement and it a dismissal. by NATO oatne 
the disclosure of the well-lmown memorandum of the Bundeswehr ge~
rals concerning West German access to nuclear weapons~· Various 

. . 
schemes were canvassed with this end :Ul view, notably Yhe so-called 
~ultilateral force"~ This made it much easier to understand the ., . . 
hostility shown by the governments of Chanceilor J.denauer and. his 
successorl~ to the Rapacki Plan. This said, let me lnake it qu_ite 
clear tblt. I fully appreciate an~ endorse the observation made by 
the present West German Chancellor~ Herr WUly Brandy, in his 
book, ''¥.riedenspolitik in Europe", that the rejeetion ef the Rapacki 
Plan was wrong and that it should have been made tm. subjeet of 
wide and constructive discussion. · 

I make no Secret of the ~act; nor for that matter have we 
ih Poland ever done so 1 that one of the chief purposes of the 
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Po:U:sh ·ip:Ltiatives on nuclear· weapons was to prevent them gettin€; 
in~o·the hands of West Germany. I don't see how anyone can find 
this surpri."sing. ·Poland which lost 6,.5 million people in the 
C~cond World War and was spared none of the horrors of total wa:r 
in. its Nazi version, bad and has not 'only the right but also an 

ineocapable obligation. to take an active stand against arry 

.prospect of weapons of mass destruction being made available to 
Germany. This w:i.ll be understood all t}l.e b-9tter iNhEln we reme:~ber 
t~t· ~ll pl;'evious lJiiest Gef.man gover~iits pe~sil:!tently disputed 

. '·,..: ~ .. 
a.third.of the present Pxea of Poland. Nevertheless I cannot 

' . . .. . \ 
emphasise too strongly tbat it. was not t.hese aspects of the Polish 
initiatives on nuclear weapo.lll;l. which we.re the .heart of t,he matter~ 

. . -~ 

The results· of the Cecond WQ.rld War and above all alliance with 
I . . . 

the Soviet Union and the appearance of the German Democratic . . .... 

Republic have utterly transformed·Poland's security ~onditions. 
Before the war, Poland, like Czechoslovakia and certain other 
countries, lived in acute danger from the German threat and had 
to face it alone; As things stand now, my country is in just the 
same position over security as other parts of Europe. Germany is 
ne longer the menace with which we had to contend in the past. 
The problem that now confronts us, and other coun~ies as well, 
is to remove the danger of a new war in E!_~ope and,. in particulill', 
to ensure peace in the area of centtal Europe wbsre the security 
of the whole continent is at its most vulnerable.' 

The reason I am stressing this point is that appreciation 
of these new securi+.y conditions is essential to proper under
star.ding of the Polish initiatives on nuclear weapons and,· in more 
general !;e.l'ms 1 Polt£1'. p:1licy on the iSf!Ue of security in Eur.~1pe • 

ll we are so firmly opposed to any thought of Welrt German 
nuclear armament it is out of concern for the .particular danger 
in which this would place the whole of Europe. The reason w~ feel 
so strongly on this matter is not simply the past record of Ger
many and our memor.ies of the last war. Although this is an argu
ment ~f some force, especially on the grounds of political moral
ity, there are oth::rs which are far more immediately to the poil:rt. 
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In the first place, the· p~ospect of West German aocess to nuclear 
weapons is made particularly'alarming by the ~sion of Ger~ 
into two states - why, I need hardlY elaborate~ 1:n the second 
place' it would be pos~ tively inviting proliferation •f nuclear 
weapons. 

Let me be perfectly franl;t:: I am sure thAt 1.!, despite the 
signature of Cpancellor Brandt's Government, the -Non-.Pluliferation 
Treaty· fails :to achieve ratification and came into :force in ~est 
Germany, Poland, and no doubt certain other countries as well, 
would be compelled to have second thoughts abeut their atitude to • • • 'I 
the Treaty, whioh we··were one of the first states to sign and 
ratify~ In the same way 1 arry multilater.ai. sohemes, like the MriF' 
er .the "European nuclear pool", would raise the question of the 
response of the W~saw Treaty. I am drawing your attention tct this 
because the idea of West Germany securing access to nuclear weapons 

bes not, as we know 1 . been altegether abando~<}· On this ~tter 
Herr Strauss, for one, does not see eyeMtf''6hancellor Brandt 
and has been openlY toying with. the possibility of. o~eating 
a "European nuclear pool" made up of Britain, France and West 
Germany. And th!'U'e are other. straws in the wind which we find 

. diaturbing, lilre the reo!lmendB.tion of a European nuclear weapon 
made over a year ago by a group of Conservative Party members · 
in Britain. I think therefore that tb8 West would, be well-advised 
te get it clear that the Soviet Union and the other '.iarsaw Treaty 
countries are thoro,ughly determined to prevent tm nuclear armam&Dt 
of West Ge.rmany in arry cinum.stances. J.s we see it, euch an 
eTentuB.l=!-tY wouJ,d spell war in Europe.' I myself believ~ that 1n the 
same way as it is held in the West that West Berlin would be 

a casus beili for NATO, the corresponding issue for Eastern Europe-, 
would be West German aocess to·nuclear weapons. 

The purpose of what I have said is to explain olit',point.•f 
view .on nuclear weapons, and not to· put··west Germany in the dock, 
which is how Polish pronouncements on the problems .of seourity in 
Central Europe have tended to·be treated, especiallY in the past. 
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" In my own mind I am sure that Chancellor Brandt' s Government . . . 
!mows the score and is anxious to keep West Germany :out of 
a blind alley~ It is in point uf fact try~ to steer West 
German policy out of the dead ond ih which it was stranded by its 
predecessors in Bonn. One·token is the landmark Treaty concluded 

. ' 
in Moscow on August 12th, 1970 which opened the door to a process 
of normalization.of relations between the socialist countries 
and West Germany. A second is the Treaty .ancluded with Poland 
on December 7th, 1970. We believe in Poland that Chancellor 
Brandt 1 s Gtlvernm·;:J.t will succeed in overcomi.l:lg the opposition 
at ~ome and among some of its allies and push through the rati~ 
fication of both these treaties. This lies not obly in the vital 
interests of the countries directly concerned, West Germany in
cluded, but also has a crucial bearing on the prospects cf 
strengthening peace and security~ Europe~·To bring down the 

. cUrtain -on the cold war in Central P;urope, wbich also entails 
accepting all the necessary political. and legal co~equences cf 
the existence of two German states, is of cardinal importanoe 
to building up the process of detente on our oontinent and 
ushering in a new phase in the development of tbB European situa
tion. 

·We fully appreciate the significance of the Brandt 
Government's signature on the NPr and we have J;!.O doubts that .he 
is eager to have it ratified and does not share nuclear ambitions 

. . ~ . 
of ·Herr Strauss and the Bundeswehr generals. It would, however, 

' ' 
be a mistake to forget that there are also other political forces 
in West Germany 1 that these have not given up hopes of securing 
access to .nuclear weapons· and that in this they have, unfortunately 
the blessiDg of certain quarters in other ~0 countries. For ~his 
reason it is essential that on'the basic ·questions of European 
security, including nuclear weapons, the issues be draw absolt.'te
ly clearly. 

As far as Poland is. concerned, ·we neither wish nor plan ·tc 
-· 

embark on a course .::>:f"'nuclear armament •. Poland was among the .first 

.... 
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group of states to sign and ratify both the Moscow Eartial Test-Ban 
Treay of 1963 and the NET. We have also recently signed the 
treaty on denuclearization of the sea and ocean bed. It-was 
a Polish initiative which led the United Nations to appoint 
a group of experts to study the effects of usi.Dg nuclear w~apons. 
MY country has,. therefore, been a consistent advocate of putting 
an end to the nuclear arms race and a particularly vigorous oppon-

. . ' 

ent of proliferation. This in fact applies to all. weapons of mass 
destruction and s6 also ;ncludes chemical and bacteriological 
weapons. Eoland is see.ldng a total ban on these weapons and their 
complete elimination~ We are pleased to see that Norway, along 
with otper Scandinavian countries, takes a siuhlar view on these 
matters. .. 

• This brings me bac;k to my star11i.Dg-point - the question of 

' -

non-proliferation. I fully ·agree, with the point made in Mr. Joban 
Holst' s memorandum that "the possibilityc of continued nuclear 
proliferation constitutes one of the most salient challenges to 
the future stability of the international order"~ 

Poland is not a nuclear state and, as I have said., does not 
intend to become one, even though it oommands the requisite sei
entific, technological and industrial capacity~ Nevertheless as 

. 
a European country and a member of the Warsaw Treaty, .Poland is 
placed in the sit;uation which Mi~ Holst describes in the general 
phrase "nuclear security environment". We lie in the "nuclear 
engagement" area of two great politico-military alliances, N~O 
and the Warsaw Traty. Furthermor:1, we have seen that in the 
"guidelines" adopted by NA'I'O Poland has been ·singled out as 
a target ~or the possible use of tactical nuclear weapons. 
No wonder then that the problem of nuclear weapons is one that 
is bound to be one cf our moBt vital concerns. 

Along with the other treaties that have been concluded, the' 
NIT offers a cbanae of preventing the ~roliferation of nuclear 
weapons in the world, though it is not in itself a gU<U"antE;le that 
is foolproof. I doubt personally whether the NPr can prove 
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fully effective unless backed by detente and the defusing 
.. of the world's trouble spots~· On the other hand, if armed con-, 

fliots 9.nd the cold war continue, this could scuttle the NIT 
o arrangements.· In other words'the political formula for non-pro

liferation reads: N.Pr ylus further detente. · 

__ , 

This is a formula which seems to me to be of universal val
idity, In Europe· and p.erbaps in certain other areas as well, it 
would need to.be extended to include regional systems of ~ollec
tive security. 

Before I go on to certain observations on this matter, I 
I . 

would like to pause for a moment and, as I promised earlier, 
consider the "guidelines" for the use of tactical nuclear 
weapons recent}S adopted by NATO,. ·Here I find Ieyself in agreement . 
with some of the comments made by Major E.Hinterhoff in his article, 
"NATO' s Nuclear Strategy .and Eastern Europe", published in the 
November 1970 issue of 'oNATO' s ·Fifteen "• In this he presented 
certain reserva~ions of-a strategic and political nature to the 
idea of using tactical nualear weapons. To these I would·like 
to add a few questions of Iey own which may, !"hope, provide some 
food for thought. 

First, to contemplate the use of tactical nuclear weapons 
by one side, in this specific case, by NATO, must perforce pre
suppose the possibility of retaliation in the same coin. 

Second, if you ar.e thi nld ng of using .tactical: nuclear 
weapons against the "transit zone" of tbe Warsaw Treaty, you must 
expect the same move to be-made against the "trasit zone" of NATO, 
Now 1 fl:'ankly speak:Log, I can just understand the authors ::Jf the 
"guidelines" 1 experts from West GerlllBJlJ' and Britain, the first of 
wb,om assume that both German states Will be exclhuded from the 
nuclear weapons target area while the latter bank ~ their 
country not being· treated as a part of the NATO "transit zone", 
though both propositions seem at best arguable. Nowever it simplY 
beats me how on earth thinldng of this kind. eould have been 

/ 
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accepted by countries like Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium, 
franee and Italy Which in the event of a clash would fo;rm the 
natural "transit zone'' of NATO. In' effect they are putting them-

., selves .in exactl;¥ the same position as they have agreed to put 

,. 

Poland and.Czechoslovakia. 1 -·· 

Third, if you accept the idea of firing a "warnillg .sal--vo" 
with tactical nuclear weapons, you must face up to the question 
of whether you are not forcing the other side into a position 
where, in the event of a conflict, it has absolutely .no alternative 
but a pre-emptive strike against the sites of thei!IE! weapo_ns. 

A number of· other questions could be added to this list., but 
I imagine .that these three speak forcefully enough for themselves. 
Not to put too fine a point on it, I must say that of all the 
suggestions regarding the use of nuclear weapons I have come . . 
across, the many-levelled escalation' concepts not excluded, this 
particular one strikaa me as exceptionally absurd and ~erous. 

However I have brought up this matter simply as a footnote 
to m:r main argument whi-ah concerns the European "nuclear security 
environment": 

We are confronted by two great challenges: 
- preventing nuclear proliferation in ~ope and 
..;:. nuclear diseng.agement in Central Europe. 

,As regards the first of these, the most important task at 
present is the universal.ratification and observance of the NPr by 

aU the ·states of Europe. When you come down to essentials, wba.t 
non-proliferation on our continent means primarily BJ:ld 1 in point 
of fact, even exclusively is ruling out West German nuclear 

. . 
· armament. This is the key to removing altogether the threat either 
of: "simple", "individual" proliferation to specific Eurepean 
countries or of nuclear weapons spreadi.ng on a "multilateral" basis. 
It may well be that this latter :from of proliferation is the 
greater danger, especially as its advocates are busily going over 
the NPr for possible loopholes. 

/ 
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However, in Europe, in our specific circumstances, we 
cannot leave the matter at head.i!lg off fut'ther proli:ferati~n • 

. We are alread;y living in a "nuclear security environment'' _ 
which totals, taking both· sides, NATO and the Warsaw Treaty, to
gether, something like 15.000 warheads, a quan"\iity man_; times 
greater than What would be needed to wipe out European- civiliza·-:

tion. 

Complete nuclear disengagement in Europe will not ce pra.<.:·-· 
ticable until such time as we have a total ban on these weapons 1 

if o:nl.y because there are three European states, the Soviet 
Union, Britain and France, which are nuclear powers, though the 
main reason is the military commitment in Europe of a fo:::::t;b. 
nuclear power, the United States. • 

Hol'lever; this does not rule' out the prospect, both neces

Sa:r:! and possible, of nuclear disengagement ~-Central Eurcper. 
. There are many arguments_ iD. its fa7our, aboVe' all the fact. that 
this is an -area that- can be the making or breaking of peace and 
security on the whole continent. To banish tbe danger of nuclear 
weapons be~ used in this region would be tantamount to insuring , . . 

they were not, used anywhere in Europe. 

" I am o onvinced that the time will come ·when Europe retur~ 
to the idea of an.atom-free zone. It may well do so by stacses? 
v~ the Gom~lJm. Plan which recommended no more than a nuclear 
weapons freeze in Central Europe. In_my personal view, tbe s·u.ccess 
of the ~ talks, by which we in Poland set great store, cou:l.d 
open the' way to this. 

The point is that our approach to the problems of sGct:rity 
in Europe and so to nuclear weapons must be dictated by ti"'e re
quirements of security and guided by deten~e. For many yee.:!:'s they 
were treated solely 1 or almost so, :from the strategic poin:t ~-:f 

view - in- terms of threats and counter-threats~· However, the pro
cess of-detente to date and in'the future should be used to make 
our bearings in this matter the possibility o:f furthering tbe 
chances o:f a Europe-wide system of collective seccurity and so 

< 
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•1: overoom:i.ng the cleavages and perils produced by the cold war. 
\ 

. I personaly. Would pin m:/ hripe s t:if such a charige of approach 
~~-the-convening of a·conference on security and cooperation in 
Eul'ope. Not because· I imagine that it oould solve all tbe.se 

·problems: that would be asking too much. Nevertheless such a 
• 

Conference WOuld herald the openillg of a DeW phase :in the devel-
. -

tpment "\of the Eurcpean situation and might perhaps lead to the . 
setting-up of some permament body' such as a ~curity C'>Ommission 
for .instance, in which these issues could be given deeper and 

more busiDB sslj.ke scrutiny. I .believe :that current developments 
in the world and still more. in Europe warrant such optimism. 

I . 

• 

• 
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN DUTCH FOREIGN POLICY 

J.H. Leurdijk 

Uni v er si ty of Amsterdam 

I. The present era is often referred to as "the nuclear 

age", a term which implies a qualitative change in the 

relations between states as a result of the introduction 

of nuclear weapons in the international system, as compared 

to the nature of those relations in the pre-nuclear age. 

Hassner is right in saying that, "The expression 'the nuc-

lear age' implies an assumption on the decisive relevance 

of military technology (or, if one wishes; of the global 

strategic balance) which may be justified but is certainly 

not self-evident 11 .1) Nuclear weapons have deeply influenced 

' not only the conduct of world politics, but also the theo-

rizing on international relations. The theory of the balance 

of power, for example, no longer refers to a multipolar 

international system in which war and the switching of .. 
alliances are the traditional mechanisms of adaptation 

to a disturbed balance, but to a bipolar, nuclear system 

in which the nuclear armaments race is the equilibrium 

factor. The question now under discussion is whether the 
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concept of balance of power,· refering to a. special structure 

of the international system with a characteristic pattern of 

interstate relations, is still relevant now that we are in 

the nuclear age. 

The formation of theory in international politics has 

traditionally taken place on the level of the big powers 

which were the subjects of international politics, while the 

small states were the objects of international politics. Has 

the influence of nuclear weapons made this traditional differ

entiation between large and small obsolete and replaced it 

with the distinction of nuclear and non-nuclear? 

The effort to check the further spread of nuclear 

weapons was given priority on the agenda of the disarmament 

negotiators after China revealed herself as the fifth nuclear 

power in October, 1964. At that time a natural limit to the 

spread of nuclear weapons seemed to have been reached, since 

the five nations possessing these were the ones explicitly 

recognised in the United Nations Charter, which pre-dated 

Hiroshima and the advent of the n:uclear age, as the major 

powers in the post-war system. Have nuclear weapons enabled 

small countries to break down the categories of large and 

small powers, so that the only discriminating factor in the 

future will be the possession of a nuclear force? On one hand 
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nuclear weapons are seen as the "great equalizers" which 

enable small countries to have national solutions to the 

security problem by creating a system of "global deterrence". 

This is probably a dangerous myth. 2) But on the other hand 

.we are witnessing a further differentiation which places the 

U.S. and the Soviet Union in a class of their own, because 

of the continuous nuclear arms race between these two. 

If the Non Proliferation Treaty (NPT) succeeds in 

keeping the "nuclear club" closed, which is to be seriously 

doubted for several reasons, it will exclude the acquisition 

of nuclear weapons as a possible solution to a country's 

security problems. In the present situation the NPT is unac

ceptable to those very countries on which the success of the 

treaty depends. But the great majority of the non-nuclear 

countries is willing to accep.t the NPT as a framework within 

which they have to adapt themselves to the nuclear environ

ment. The range of adaptations by non-nuclear countrie.s 

varies from a policy of consciously acquiring nuclear weapons 

or keeping the nuclear option open, to a complete reliance 

on the nuclear guarantee of a nuclear weapon country. 

Classification according to this continuum does not 

correspond with the differentiation between large and small, 

as may be seen by comparing Israel and the Netherlands. 
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These two nations are at extreme opposite points of this 

range, even though both have the capability of producing 

nuclear weapon3. Some countries which practise a policy of 

nuclear abstention can nevertheless be involved in nuclear 

problems by being the object of nuclear aggression or black

mail, by membership in an alliance with nuclear allies, by 

the stationing of nuclear weapons on their territory, or by 

membership in an organization of nations striving for a 

distinct identity in nuclear affairs. The last case applies 

to the Netherlands. In this paper I shall analyse how the 

Netherlands, as a non-nuclear country, behaves vis-a-vis 

the nuclear problems they are involved in because of the 

abovemention~d factors. 

II. There is a great deal of agreement among the authors of 

Netherlands foreign policy as to the constant factors which 

determine both the style and the actual orientation of that 

policy. The approach to international problems is legalistic 

and moralistic, rather than in terms of the balance of 

power like most of the big European countries. In addition 

this policy is .characterized by the priority given to econo

mic interests, a natural preoccupation for a country which 

depends so very much on international trade for its pros

perity. Trade flourishes in an international climate in 
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~hich law and order prevail and which is based on an inter

national legal order and a respect for moral principles.3) 

Because of her maritime tradition resulting from her 

geographical position, the Netherlands' policy is oriented 

to~ards the Atlantic, instead of tn a more continental direc-

tion towards Europe, as is the case in most large European 

. 4) 
countries. 

After the Second World War Netherlands foreign policy 

was findamentally reoriented---mostly in 1947-48---with a 

shift from voluntary neutrality to alignment.5)rt was an 

alignment which was determined in the first place by the 

bipolar structure of the international system, within which 

a small country had to adapt to the dominating relations 

between the big powers of the time. On the other hand this 

alignment agreed in various ways with recognized tendencies 

in-the external relations of the Netherlands: NATO, and 

especially cooperation with the U.S. within that framework, 

,;,. 

has since then formed the basis of Netherlands foreign policy. 

A natural symbiosis, as it were, was formed between the 

maritime, Atlantic-oriented trend and the preference for a 

legalistic-moralistic style in foreign policy, which was 

also found in American foreign policy. As Van der Beugel 
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said,, nThe course changed, much of the attitude remained. n6) 

This Atlantic orientation of Netherlands policy has hardly 

been challenged since then, neither by Parliament, which on 

November 21, 1968 rejected a motion by the Pacifist Socialist 

Party that the government leave NATO by 121 votes to 57), nor 

by public opinion, as was evident in a poll by the Socialist 

Broadcasting Company which showed 85% of the population in 

favour of continuing the Netherlands' membership in NAT0. 8) 

Although the new orientation in Netherlands foreign policy 

can be well explained by the post-war situation in Europe, 

one should take the new nuclear situation into account in 

explai~ng the continuation of this orientation. In an exclu

sively conventional situation it would probably not have 

been possible for the European countries to bring about an 

equilibrium with the Soviet Union, since this would have 

required the permanent presence of too large an American 

army. But through nuclear weapons the U.S. can be permanently 

involved in Europe in spite of an ever decreasing army, which 

now is the physical evidence of the American nuclear guaran

tee to West Europe. The nuclear weapons came at a natural 

moment in the evolution of international relations. The 

scope of the weapons adapted itself to the framework of 

interests such as had developed, and which was evident in 
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the decisive interventions of the U.S. in both world wars 

when they temporarily brought conventional armies to Europe. 

In principle, nuclear weapons have made the geographical 

extensions of alliances unlimited, as long as the nuclear 

guarantee is credible. The American guarantee of her security 

is not only the basis of Dutch foreign policy but is also 

the determining factor in the Netherlands adaptation to the 

nuclear environment. 

If it is true that Dutch foreign policy is determined . 

by the bipolar, imclear structure of the international system 

on the one hand, and on the other hand reflects the constant 

factors determining the style and orientation of this policy, 

the same policy can be expected to continue.through the 1970's, 

if the NPT succeeds in freezing the nuclear status quo in 

Europe. In the following we shall try to identify a number 

of basic factors of Netherlands politics on nuclear problems, 

and within this framework the Netherlands attitude towards 

the effort to check the spread of nuclear weapons will be 

analysed. Two observations should be made beforehand: 

1) As the challenge to the bipolar, nuclear structure, which • 

has characterised the world since 1945, manifested itself 

in the sixties, only the Netherlands policy for the decade 
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1960-1970 will be studied. This challenge was created by the 

spread of national nuclear capabilities under the impact of 

economic and technological developments and by nuclear nationa-

lism, as reflected in the national nuclear armament of France 

and China who were willing to reduce or break their alliance 

commitments, and in the deliberate development or maintenance 

of the nuclear option by such nations as Israel, India and 

South Africa. 

2) The analysis of this poli'cy is mainly based on the discus-

sion of nuclear problems in the Netherlands Parliament, as 

it appears in government documents and the Proceedings of 

Parliament. 

III. When the Netherlands accepted NATO as the basis of her 

foreign policy she also embraced the philosophy of the A tlan-

tic defence efforts. A representative excerpt from 1961 out-

lines the elements of this: 

"It is only thanks to NATO and the defence cooperation it 
realised that the individual nations could find the required 
confidence to bring the considerable sacrifices which were 
necessary for the building of a reasonable defence against 
the serious Russian threat. In the first place the Nether
lands G0vernment is convinced that in the light of the 

threat experienced the national existence of the Netherlands 
people and the security of West Europe in general can only 
be safeguarded by an alliance as stro~ as possible with 
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the U. S., by· virtue of whicb the latter country becomes 
permanently invovled in the West European defence. In the 
second place it is also strongly convinced that, because of 
the extent of the threat experienced and the scientific and 
financial consequences of the modern armament, a national 
Netherlands defence effort can only have sense and effect 
as part of an integrated allied armed force, which is adapted 
to the requirements of the present moment. The NATO fulfills 
both conditions and for the Government the NATO is therefore 
the pivot of the Netherlands foreign policy. 119) 

There are few indications that public opinion, parliament or 

the government want to question the basis of NATO policy, 

even though there has been a more critical attitude towards 

western defence in the Netherlands in recent years. Those 

who reject NATO and the balance of power based on nuclear 

weapons still keep themselves outside the scope of any dis-

cussion on Netherlands foreign policy. There is considerable 

consensus on this aspect of the policy, and individual critics 

are not supported by any effectively organised group, major 

political party or pressure group. 

In a report on nuclear armament, issued on July 3, 1962, 

the General Synod of the Dutch Reformed Church pronounced a 

radical "no" against the use of nuclear weapons, even as 

retaliation for a nuclear attack. (This "no" did not apply 

to the possession of nuclear weapons.) Although ea. 30% of 

the population belongs to this church, it is typical of the 

situation that none of the big political parties---even the 

Christian Democratic parties which are connected with it---
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1 0) 
supported this pronouncement. The Netherlands finds the 

theoretical justification for her participation in NATO in 

the theory of the balance of power, and she accepts nuclear 

weapons in the nuclear situation as an indispenable element: 

"The Government accepts nuclear weapons as part of the 
Western defence and continues to consider those weapons, 
together with the inherent means of delivery, as an 

11) 
indispensable deterrent." 

This "deterrent" has to be credible in all aspects, so that 

any doubt about the continuance of the military balance is 

avoided. 13) From·the rejection of the denuclearisation of 

Europe by the Netherlands, it also appears that the Dutch 

government had made the maintenance of the nuclear balance 

of power in the world the highest directive of its· foreign 

policy. The plans offered by Rapacki and Gomulka were re-

jected by i.a. the argument that the opposition of the two 

blocs had brought about a decrease rather than an increase 

of tension. 14) Neither could the government back Sweden's 

resolution 1664 (XVI), December 4, 1961, in the General 

Assembly of. the United Nations, which suggested an agreement 

on the prohibition of the stationing and storing of nuclear 

weapons in non-nuclear countries, because it could "especially 

in Europe, seriously affect the present balance of power 
·• 

and could be detrimental to the interest of one of the parties. 111 5) 

' . 
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Though the Netherlands endorses the effort towards general 

and complete disarmament, the nuclear balance has to be main

tained, and the partial and collateral measures to it should 

be tested. The government supported the effort to stop the 

spread of nuclear weapons, for the very reason that this was 

a danger to the stability and balance in the world, and it 

recognized this as the most urgent arms control question in 

the world. 16) 

This identification with the N&TO doctrine and the 

balance of power as the best guarantees for peace has hardly 

been influenced by the changes in the international system 

during the sixties. It will also be the frame of reference 

for Dutch foreign policy in the eighth decade of this century, 

as outlined extensively in the 1968 Memorandum on the Policy 

Concerning NATO and Defence Matters. It also means that there 

are no changes in the basic elements of this policy on 

nuclear problems. These can be summarized as follows: 

1) The Netherlands does not desire either the acquisition of 

a national nuclear force or participation in particular forms 

of collective ownership ocf nuclear weapons. 

2) They do not want the independent decision on the use of 

nuclear weapons or participation in the use of atomic weapons. 
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3) The Netherlands relies entirely on the nuclear guarantee 

given by the United States through NATO for her security. The 

power to decide the use of the nuclear weapons of the alliance 

should rest entirely with the President of the United States. 

This attitude implies a rejection of the existence of national 

nuclear powers within the alliance, and of a European nuclear 

force not integrated with the American force. 

4) Out of political considerations the Netherlands does con-

sider desirable consultation and participation in the planning 

concerning nuclear weapons, such as has been realised in the 

NPG and the NDA C. 

5) The Netherlands is against the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons and regards measures to control this spread as most 

urgent. 

~qe Netherlands does not wish to produce her own 

nuclear weapons, although she has the capability to do so. 

Unlike the .situation in other small European countries like 

Switzerland and Sweden where there has been a grEB t public 

discussion on the acquisition of tactical nuclear weapons, 

the possession or production of such c·Jeapons has never been 

discussed in the Netherlands. There have only been the decla-

. , .. , rations of the Minister of Foreign 1\ffairs, Mr. Luns, ·that 
t· ... 

•1 
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the Netherlands does not intend to produce nuclear weapons17) 

and " ••• that the Netherlands Government has no independent 

decision powers on the use of nuclear weapons and does not 

strive for these decision powers." 18) The absence of a dis

cussion on these matters can be explained by the integration 

of the national defence efforts in NATO, and the complete 

confidence in the nuclear guarantee of the u.s. Neither is 

there any, or hardly any, discussion of the credibility of 

the guarantee in relation to America's own vulnerability. 

"The l}overnment does not doubt that the U.S. will use, if 

necessary, any possible means for the defence of the whole 

territory of the treat. 111 9) Dutch policy is hardly influenced 

by the way the American government makes this guarantee effec~ 

tive within the framework of different possible nuclear doc

trines. The replacement of the -doctrine of "massive retalia

tion" by the doctrine of "flexible response" did not give 

rise to any serious resistance, such as occurred in West 

Germany, even though the interests of both countries---

i.e. excluding the possibility of their own territory being 

the battle theatre and limiting the need for conventional 

troops---are to a great extent similar because of their com

parable geographical positions. One author explained the 
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Netherlands passivity in these matters by the fear of being 

put on a par with Germany. 20) 

Our support for having the decision-making on the use 

of nuclear weapons completely centralized with the Am·erican 

President is based on our complete confidence in the will

ingness of the U. S. to defend \'Jest Europe with nuclear wea

pons if necessary. It is the view of the Netherlands that 

the nuclear defence of Europe should be left entirely to the 

U.S, and that every encroachment on this undivided power 

would affect not only the credibility, but also the effec

tiveness of the American should nuclear weapons have to be 

used. On January 9, 1963 State Secretary for Foreign Affairs 

Van Houten declared, "The Netherlands Government does not 

object if in fact the nuclear deterrent and the power to use 

it remain an American monopoly. 1121) Hence, the U. S. should 

have and maintain a veto on the use of the nuclear weapons 

of the ktlantic alliance. This belief plays a strong role· 

in Netherlands policy concerning the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. The discussion in the Netherlands on an 

Atlantic nuclear fleet was based on the understanding that 

the U.S •. would maintain their veto on the use of nuclear 

weapons, even though it was reported in 1963-64 that members 

of the American government said that the possibility was open 

for a transfer of that decision to the European participants. 
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The Dutch view was that only if the decision to use nuclear 

weapons could be taken without the consent of the existing 

nuclear countries would it constitute proliferation. There 

still remained the possibility of forming a multilateral 

fleet in common ownership with a· number of countries while 

America still retained her veto on the use of nuclear wea

pons, which was fiercely rejected by the Soviet Union. The 

desire to centralize the decision making on the use of 

nuclear weapons rejects the existence of other national 

nuclear powers. In a statement backed by the major parties 

Mr. Luns said that be would be pleased if England (and 

implicitly France) 1<0 uld renounce her nuclear weapons ?2ll

though formally England can decide independently on the use 

of her nuclear weapons, he stated firmly that England would 

not use her weapons outside NATO, and that within NATO 

nuclear weapons would be used only with the consent of the 

American President. 23)In addition, the Netherlands Parlia

ment has repeatedly emphasized that the abandonment of 

national nuclear armament in Europe would facilitate the 

solution of the German nuclear problem by complete military

nuclear~integration in NATO, and would also end the discri

mination against Germany, which many parties in Hol·land 
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consider undesirable. 24) Since the Dutch people are strongly 

suspicious of West Germany's military ambitions, the Nether

lands is definitely against any nuclear armament of this 

country, even under the cover of an Atlantic nuclear force. 

The Government of the Netherlands declared that the extent 

to which Germany obtained a say in nuclear "hard-ware" 

would negatively influence its willingness to participate 

in such an arrangement. 25) When the NLF plan threatened to 

be watered down to a bilateral agreement between the U.S. 

and Germany the Netherlands declared herself against it. 

These considerations imply a certain image of the 

nature of the international system which offers the best 

guarantees for the maintenance of peace. In the nuclear age 

peace is best guaranteed by a bipolar balance of power, in 

which the u. S. and the Soviet Union have exclusive powers 

to decide on the use of nuclear we:;pons. This point of view 

is dictated by utilitarian considerations, i.e. the credi

bility and effectiveness of the nuclear deterrent as far 

as the West is concerned, and not by any moral aversion to 

our sharing in the nuclear defence. The Netherlands has 

accepted her NATO obligations concerning n~ear tasks, as 

well as the stationing of tactical nuclear weapons and 
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the nuclear policies of NATO. The Netherlands' policy on 

the most urgent problem of nuclear arms control in the 

sixties, the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons, 

was inspired by this image of the nuclear system. The Nether

lands wholeheartedly supported the efforts of the U.s: and 

the Soviet Union to maintain the bipolar nuclear structure 

against possible challengers, as expressed in the limited 

nuclear test ban treaty of 1963 and ·the NPT of 1968, as well 

as the efforts to maintain the nuclear balance between each 

other through S\LT, although the latter was never made a 

condition of the former. 

IV. The control of the spread of nuclear weapons has always 

been given great importance in Dutch policy, especially since 

1965 when certain demands by Western European countries con

cerning the substance of a non-proliferation agreement threa

tened to frustrate the Soviet-American approchement. Nuclear 

technology has made it necessary to seek solutions to many 

problems of disarmament and arms control in a world-wide 

treaty, to which regional solutions must be subordinated. 

The necessary, universal context for the regulation of the 

problem of the spread of nuclear weapons is determined by 

two circumstances: 
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1) the range of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery 

is universal; the repercussions of their use will be felt 

throughout the international system, while the competitive 

invoii.'Vement of the U.S. and the Soviet Union in different 

parts of the world makes regional conflicts liable to 

nuclear escalation; 

2) on the other hand, the spread of nuclear technology and 

materials all over the world in the context of peaceful 

applications of nuclear energy and the importance of this 

in the economic development of all countries has resulted 

in greater and greater demands for a policy to control the 

spread of nuclear weapons. The necessary universal framework 

for the solution of this problem is also determined by the 

fact that more and more countries have become self-sufficient 

in nuclear matters, while international trade in nuclear 

materials and reactor technology is growing. Since a non

proliferation policy demands sacrifices by non-nuclear 

countries, it is most realistic to ask these of all non

nuclear countries on an equal basis. 

The danger of the proliferation of nuclear weapons 

among nations first originated outside Europe. Neverthe-

less, European nuclear problems dominated the non-proliferation 
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debates to a considerable degree. The demarlds made by 

'.Vestern Europe \•!ere not in accordance with some basic con

siderations of the non-proliferation policy, such as univer

sality and non-discrimination among non-nuclear countries. 

These demands Here: 

1) the recognition that certain forms of alliance cooperation 

in nuclear matters would remain possible, which concerned 

proposed NATO arrangements; 

2) the maintenance of the possibility. of the estabJ ishment 

of a European nuclear force, and 

3) the protection of the exclusivity of the Euratom safeguards 

system within the territory of the European community. 

These conditions were especially advocated by West Germany 

and Italy, whose point of vievr differed considerably from 

that of the small Hest European countries, notably the Nether

lands. We wanted to subordinate these demands to a policy 

aimed at creating a universally acceptable non-proliferation 

treaty. In summary, while the incentive for an active non

proliferation policy resulted from the dangers of the spread 

of nuclear weapons outside Europe, the preoccupation with 

regional European interests considerably delayed the accep

tance of a universal non-proliferation agreement and even 
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endangered it. Secondly, the claim of special consideration 

for these interests vias not related to the purposes of a 

non-proliferation agreement but was inspired by the wish 

not to endanger a distinct European identity in nuclear 

matters. 

With regard to these claims, Dutch policy has always 

been inspired by the recognition of the greater priority for 

an agreement on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and 

by the constant factors of adaptation to the nuclear environ-

ment. Vle will deal vli th this in more detail when studying 

the controversies over the MLF, the European option on nuclear 

weapons and the position of the Euratom control system in 

a non-proliferation agreement. 

The controversy over how far certain forms of "nuclear 

sharing" in NATO were compatible or incompatible with a 

policy of non-proliferation delayed real progress on an 

agreement for several years. Three sorts of nuclear arrange-

ments can be distinguished: 
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a) the U.S •. or other nuclear countries share part of their 

nuclear weapons with a mixed association of non-nuclear and 

nuclear countries, and the latter renounce their veto on 

the use of nuclear weapons; 

b) the same arrangement in which the nuclear countries keep 

the veto on the use of nuclear weapons, and hence the emphasis 

is on common ownership and control of nuclear weapons; 

c) purely consultative agreements in which the non-nuclear 

countries participate in the planning of nuclear matters. 

The Netherlands did not seek any _participation in the decision

making on nuclear weapons nor consider this desirable for 

other countries. Her approach to the nuclear arrangements 

within NATO was based on the fact that the decision to use 

nuclear weapons should rest unconditionally and totally \vi th 

the American President, since this '.Vas the best guarantee 

for the credibility of the nuclear commitments. At the time 

the first version of the MLF plan, which left open the possi

bility of transfer of the veto, and according to which the 

American non-transfer article· of the draft non-proliferation 

treaty of 1965 vias formulated, was discussed the government 

stated: 
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" •.• the transfer ••. of a part of American nuclear planning 
and responsibility to the multilateral project is contrary 
to an efficient distribution between the allies, especially 
in the light of. the existing necessity to strengthen the 

conventional.element in NATO defenceS on which the European 
countries should concentrate more. 112 ) 

The Netherlands did declare herself willing "to study ••• 

the political opport~i ty and the practical possibili ties 1129), 

because she recognised the political advantages of the plan: 

stronger ties of the U.S. and England with Europe, the preven-

tion of the development of independent n~lear powers, a pre-

emption of German irritation over unequal status in nuclear 

matters, and the possiblity for Europe to get more into line 

with the U.S. technologically and industrially.30} The Dutch 

did participate in the MFL discussion in the so-called Paris 

working group of NATO and in the experiment with a mixed crevl 

on the "Claude Ricketts 11 .31) All this, in addition to positive 

statements on the NLF by Foreign Minister Luns outside Parlia

ment32), suggests that in the last instance the Netherlands 

would still have been willing to participate, especially 

since the Christian Democratic parties in Parliament favoured 

the plan. 33) HoV~ever, a certaL-. evolution is evident in Dutch 

views. As a result of a change of government in the spring 

of 1965, whi eh brought the Socialists to power, ( Mr'. Luns 
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was seconded by the Socialist Van der Stoel), and by the 

realisation that the MLF plan stood in the way of any early 

agreement on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, the 

government proceeded to emphasize that a non-proliferation 

agreement should have priority over the nuclear arrangements 

in NAT0~4this was clearly stated in the Second Chamber for 

the first time in December, 1965.35) 

But the Netherlands government did accept an arrange-

ment providing 'for the right of veto on the use of nuclear 

weapons by the nuclear powers, henc!e providing for common 

ownership and control of nuclear weapons. It did not consider 

such an arrangement contrary to a non-proliferation policy. 

As State Secretary for Foreign Affairs Van der Stoel said 

on October 21, 1965 in the U.N. : 

" ••• an arrangement for nuclear sharing in the Atlantic 
context is in no way contrary to, or conflicting with 
the principle of non-proliferation, provided that those 
weapons cannot be used without the consent of existing 
nuclear powers---in other words: as long as there are no 
additional fingers on the trigger .n36) 

The Russians objected to MLF constructions which gave non-

nuclear countries physical access to nuclear weapons---a 

situation they maintained which could lead to the~ of 

nuclear weapons by these countries with the consent of a 
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nuclear country37)or to abuse because they might not heea 

the veto.J8) The Netherlands, hovlever, did not wish to parti-

cipate in these arrangements, so it was easy to back the ne':l 

American plans proposed in the course of 1.965 to improve con-

sul ta ti on·· and planning concerning nuc.Lear weapons. The se were 

also supported by Parliament.39) The Netherlanas ana Belgium 

are now alternating members of the Nuc~ear Planning Group 

(NPG), changing every two years, but both countries are perma-

nently involved with ambassadors and staff in the preparation 

for the ministerial meetings of the NPG. Originally the NPG 

was conceived of as a small committee of five countries; the 

four big members of NATO plus one sma~l country which wou~d 

alternate. Amenaments to this scneme were made on the initia-

tive of Canada aLd the Netherlands since the first arrange-

ment could have led "to a degree of discrimination ••• which 

is no longer compatible with the principle of equal rights 

· th All' " 40) Participation in the consultation and 1n e lance • . 

planning about nuclear weapons is more in accordance with the 

Netherlands nuclear policy than is participation in the deci-

sion on the use of nuclear weapons or in the physical owner-

ship and control of the same. An American author was correct 

in concluding that, "Consul tat ion within NATO has been the 
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Dutch method of compensating for being small and lacking 

any automatic claim to a special relationship within the 

United States 11 .4-1) 

Lacking any incentive to create a national nuclear 

force, the Dutch consider only one alternative to the complete 

reliance on the American nuclear guarantee: the creation of 

a European nuclear force. If we assume that the Dutch accept 

the NPT as a framework for their adaptation to the nuclear 

environment---a reasonable assumption---then a European 

nuclear force can only come into being vrhen Western Europe 

is unified politically, according to the American interpreta

tion of the non-transfer article of the NPT. 42) On the other 

hand, the NPT does not allow any form of cooperation betvreen 

nuclear·countries and non-nuclear countries other than con

sultative arrangements. In any case, the physical participa

tion of non-nuclear countries in the ownership and control 

of nuclear vreapons is excluded, as is their participation in 

the decision-making on the use of nuclear weapons. This 

situation wholly corresponds with the Netherlands wishes 

in this field. The Netherlamrls rejects any pre-federal Euro

pean cooperation in nuclear matters in which existing nuclear 

countries give up their veto on the use of atomic weapons 
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and the decision to use these weapons can be taken by a majo

rity of non-nuclear countries. The objective of the American 

amendments of March 22, 1966 to her draft treaty of August, 

1965 was the exclusion of any construction in which the U.S. 

would renounce her veto on the use of nuclear weapons brought 

into a framework of multilateral nuclear cooperation, but 

they did not exclude the possibility that other nuclear coun

tries like France and England might bring their complete arsenal 

into a mixed association of nuclear countries in which the 

use is decided by the majority. 

This last exception was related to pre-federal forms 

of European nuclear cooperation in which England and France 

would participate. The American amendments were discussed in 

the North Atlantic Council in the spring of 1966. At that meet

ing the Netherlands stated.that she considered the creation 

of a mixed nuclear association "in which a decision to fire 

nuclear weapons could be made by a majority of non-nuclear 

weapon states out-voting the nucl.ear weapons members of the 

association1143)to be contrary to a non-proliferation policy. 

The Netherlands preferred the drafting of the non-transfer 

article as follows: "Not to transfer nuclear weapons into the 

national·control of any non-nuclear weapon state, or into the 

control of any association of states". 
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The Netherlands equally rejected an independent Euro

pean nuclear force: "An effective defence of Europe is only 

feasible in Atlantic terms. The formation of an independent 

European nuclear force'would be contrary to this idea and is 

hence rejected by the government."44)over the course of the 

years the government has forwarded a great number of arguments 

against such a nuclear force. The formation of a really effec

tive European nuclear force v/Ould cause strains in the coopera

tion with the U.s. 4 52 __ a basic argument from the point of 

view of the Netherlands government which places so much empha

sis on the American nuclear guarantee. If a European nuclear 

power could function as the trigger which could involv.e Ameri

can nuclear power (even against her will), it could lead the 

U. S. to sever her alliance commitments. 46) In addition the 

Netherlands has always rejected political and ,military blocs 

within NATO---even a military association of the six EEC 

countries. 47) Also, the creation of a European nuclear force 

would mean a far-reaching intensification of the military 

effort48)and would have a negative impact on the effect of 

arms control and better East-West relations. 49) Such a Euro-

pean nuclear force is not considered credible in Holland 

because vi est Europe, with its population density and industrial 
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concentrations would be an all too easy target for enemy 

missiles ~O) although this arcument is unsound '.'i thin the 

context of the present ''counter-city strategy''. 

But the Netherlands has never excluded the possibility 

that an integrated Europe could have a nuclear force int~gr~ted 

with the American power, so that the alliance •rith the U.S. 

would not be j eopar,di zed. 51) However, it is doubtful if the 

integration of a European nuclear force with American nuclear 

power could be realised on any basis other than that of 

subordination, and at the same time not only.tbe condition 

of European but also of Atlantic integration must be fulfilled. 

The Netherlands government recognises that the creation 

of a European nuclear force is a purely academic question, 

so one may conclude that from the practical point of vie·.v the 

Netherlands rejects the creation of a European nuclear fore~: 

---a position which has the support of the major parties in 

Parliament. The Netherlands did not press, as did West Germany 

and Italy, for the maintenance of the so-called European 

option clause in the NPT, which would have enabled Europe, 

once it unified, to build its own nuclear force. In any case, 

this option could only have been realised under the very 

limited conditions mentioned above • 
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Of all the nuclear problems, the Netherlands has 

given the highest priority to obtaining universal regulations 
,. 

to control the observance of the peaceful use of nuclear 

m~~r1a.. There was a question of if arid how much the regional 

control by Euratom could inspect this obligation within the 

six Community countries. In the beginning two standpoints 

were diametrically opposed to each other. On the one hand 

there was the view of the Soviet Union, which characterized 

Euratom as a "closed organization of West Germany's allies 

in the military NATO bloc"1'2) Even in December, 1967 they 

declared that there should be a "single system of control for 

all non-nuclear states" ;3) to. be realised in the IAEA. On the 

other hand there was the original position taken by West 

Germany and Italy, with the support of the Euratom Commission 

(later the European Commission), who wished to maintain the 

exclusivity of Euratom control within the Community , so 

that the IAEA could not have any direct control on Euratom 

territory. This demand for recognition of the Euratom contiPl 

system on an equal footing with the IAEA control gave rise. 

to opposition in the ENDC, from non-aligned as well as 

Communist countries who advocated the principles of univer-

sality and uniformity of international control, which in 

·themselves implied rejection of the Euratom inspection in 
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favour of the IAEl\ safeguards. 

The Netherlands has never backed the arguments which 

were given so very often,_ notably by West Germany, that the 

admission of IAEl\ control within Euratom would mean the end 

of the common market for nuclear materials and would expose 

the European nuclear industry to-international espionage. 

The Netherlands emphasized the central aspect of the credibility 

of a control system, and her policy has been aimed at breaking 

the exclusivity of the Euratom control to give priority~ 

the IAEl\ control system~ At various times the Dutch government 

pronounced itself in favour of an effective, world-wide 

control system. Although the Netherlands was certainly not in 

favour of breaking down the entire Euratom control system?4) 

she felt the essential factor for the credibility of an inspec-

tion arrangement to other countries was the acceptance of 

physical inspection by the IAEl\ of the observance of the obli

gation itself within the Euratom territory. She declared that 

the NATO countries must agree to at least what they would 

demand of other regaions, such as Eastern Europe.55) 

A Dutch author expressed it as follows; 11 ••• third states 

••• cannot be expected to accept a community .self-inspection 

by a group which is apparently interested in keeping its 
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its nuclear option open .•• "57) The emphasis on the integrity 

of the Euratom control system could also lead to a prolifera

tion of regional control systems~8)while a credible arrange

ment for inspection under the NPT could set a precedent for 

future regulations in the field of arms control?9) 

The Netherlands position on the appropriate relation 

of Euratom and IAE& safeguards, which she has actively pro~ 

rooted in the European Community~06an be summarized in four points: 

1. The IA~ should function as the central instance of contro1?1) 

2. The IA~ should have a real possibility of exercising control, 

which would mean that the IA~ should not only be informed 

of the methods of Euratom control, but should also exercise 

control over the observance of the non-production obliga-

tion i tseu?2) " 

3. This real possibility of control should be given substance 

by common inspections by Euratom and.IAEl within Euratom 

territory, which is "technically feasible and equally desir

able politically, in order to make the verification by the 

IA~ credible and acceptable in the eyes of the other 

parties to the treaty. 1163) 

4. The relation between Euratom and IA~ should be laid down 

in a verification agreement whicb should establish the 

modalities of the control and which may not .be contrary to 
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the bases of cooperation within Euratom and which would 

avoid duplication and adminstrative. problems~4) 

The priority the Dutch government had given to IA~ has found 

expression through the years in the effort to strengthen the 

position of the Vienna organisation by, on one hand, broaden

ing the field of its activities, and on the other by propos-

ing to admit IA~ control within the territory of the Community. 

Its policy was motivated by the interest in counteracting the 

spread of nuclear weapons and in establishing an effective 

internatio~al inspection system~5) 

V. The way in which the Netherlands has adapted herself to her 

nuclear environment can be characterized as "qualified absten

tion": she rejects a national nuclear armament but accepts the 

nuclear guarant.ee of an ally. The broad framework of her policy 

has been determined by the bipolar nuclear structure of the 

international system for more than two decades after the 

Second World War, but there is good reason to suppose that in 

future this policy will be more and more determined by the 

agreements between England, France and West Germany on Euro

pean political problems, including the nuclear defence of 

Europe. Should this lead to a European nuclear force, it 

could mean the end of the Amel'ican nuclear guarantee for 

Europe's security, since ·the U.S. would no longer be able to 

:< ,..:: 
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organise the Western defence on its own terms. Dutch policy 

would then be confronted with a dilemma! to participate in 

these argeements or to return to a policy of neutrality. The 

policy in nuclear affairs is aimed at avoiding this dilemma. 

Theoretically it is based on President Kennedy's dumbbell 

concept , which has already been superseded, according to 

which 11 ••• a unified Europe will be able to come to full deve-

lopment and hence will be able to give a more valuable contri-

bution to the development of the world, within the broader 

framework of an Atlantic Community, in whian North America 

and Europe will be able to act as complementary partners on 

the basis of complete politico-economic equality and co

resonsibility11~6) However, both the intellectual consistency 

and practical feasibility of this concept are seriously ques-

tioned in Holland. 

On the level of practical politics the Netherlands is 

striving for an Atlantic defence system, in which the decision 

on the use of nuclear weapons rests with the U.S. and the 

European allies are involved in consultations on·the nuclear 

defence of their territory. As Russell concluded; 11 The Nether-

lands has striven for a nuclear defense system which places 

the United States alone in.the first category and puts the 

.. 
rema:ilning alliance members on a virtually equal plane in the 

second rank .n 67) 
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The two parameters which will determine the Netherlands 

policy in the seventies are the continued trust in the nuclear 

guarantee of the U. S. and the NPT. "The Government is still 

of the opinion that the effort to prevent the spr•ead of nuc-

lear weapons implies that the nuclear defence of Europe should 
' 

be placed within the Atlantic Framework, based on the nuc-

lear guarantee of the U.s." 68)That is why the government has 

always emphasized the open character of the European Community 

. and rejected any bloc formation within NATO, such as an inde-

pendent European nuclear force. Rather they advocate the 

Special Committee of as many countries as possible to regulate 

nuclear matters within NATO, and the choice of consultative 

arrangements in which all allies could participate on an 

equal footing; '.' ••• for a successful solution of the problem 

of nuclear. sharing (it is) of the greatest importance •••• · 

that an element of real eo-decision of the European allies is 

realised with regard to the totality of nuclear planning and 

' 

•' 
strategy of the alliance ."69) If the creation of a European 

nuclear force integrated with the U.S. is not possible, the 
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Netherlands \o/OUld probabl;{ come to the conclusion that "as a 

permanent solution a strong alliance in the nuclear field of 

the U.S. with a number of individual European powers would be 

by far preferable to the blind promotion of the unification of 

a rump-Europe which could follow an obstinate policy. 11 70) 

One does not necessarily need to agree with a foreign policy 

closely allied to the United States to recognize that this 

has been the basis of the Netherlands posittmn._in nuclear mat

ters and is supported by a broad consensus in the Netherlands?1) 

The Netherlands has been positive towards an agreement to pre

vent the spread of nuclear weapons from the first drafts and 

emphasized that the treaty does not necessarily hinder·the .: 

te~hnological development of countries which renoui:tee;;itlle:>P:CO-· 

duction of nuclear weapons, the possibilities and objectives 

of Euratom, nor the peaceful use of nuclear energy. 

Both the American nuclear guarantee and the NPT could 

disappear, over a period of time, as guides for the nuclear 

policy because of developments beyond the influence of the 

Netherlands. Should that occur the Netherlands would be forced 

to redirect her policy, but sh§ds not prepared for any re

orientation at present. 
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to acced to the NPT or not und thnt in the fj_nnl deci.so.on poli_t;_co.l 

nrcUinents ~-n favour of the NPT were 0:Lven pr~_or:i. ty to m:i.li to.ry 

argu;_·Jents wh:i.ch, however, were very valid :1.!1 the~.r oyvn mer::i_t. 
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One purpose of this paper is to show that that conclusion '.s 

erroneous. 

The dects~_on to absta:i.n froiJ. 2. il.ationnl nuclez:.r str:i.ke force was 

not made when an evaluat".on of the NPT for poU.t'.cal reasons 

could no·t w;::'.t any longer, Instec:d, ;_t was :;rc:dually and s'.lently 

made as <.l. consequence of nn evc.luat.i.on of the strateriio doctrj_nes 

of surround:i.:i.1g power-blocs years before a formCLl dec~.sion 011 the 

NPT had to be made. 

The debate wether Sweden should have the boi'lb or not, or'.g'.nally 

st2.rtj.ng on the day of H!.roshj_ua, re;::ched a level of pol;.t;_cal 

s:i.[;n:i.f~_cnnce :i_n 195~-. The :l.ssue stayed :i.n the focus unt~.l 1962 

when ~-t st2~rted to fo.dc out. In the nj_d s5.xt~_es j_t WC',s alnost pol~-

cnlly deo.c1. The nwJ.ber of LLrgwJ.ents for tlnd ae;;o..inst a Swed-i_sh 

bonb i_s ~.mpress:i.ve. It covers questions of foreign rolnt:i.ons and 

strateG;y, costs, reseo.rch o.ncl developruent, r-i_sks ~.nvolved ~-n 

testin,z 5 and :i.deal:i.st:Lc, p::tc~_f:i.stj.c nnd moro.l o.spectso The pol:i.t:Lcnl 

parties were nostly splj._t on the question and o. 11 bai1--the-bomb 11 l~wve

ment wets orGO,!l~_zed. 

A few fo.cts are bo.s::i.c. Sweden :i.s 2. non-o.l:i.c;ned couiTtry. Th~.s 

ruled out sharing of nucle.:;,r weapons wj_th other nGt~_ons or buy:i.nc.; 

nucle::tr weo.pons abroad. The latter was also ruled out by the 

e..tt:i.tude of the nuclear po\vers. Domest~.c 1:12..nufo.cture would be 

the only w:::.;I to aqu_;_re the bomb. All aqu:i.r"'-~-1.:_; :i.n fo..vour of o, 

Swed~.sh nuclear force assw11ed n. tact~.cal weupon to support the 

res:i.stance n:;ainst ::i.nvas:i.on across the borders or over the sec.. 
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An independant strategj_c deterrence was d!.sussed but never 

seriously proposed. In the tnct<.cal context !.t j_s qu<_te clear 

that the Swedish armed forces would be greatly more able to cause 

dnrnage to an :i.nvador ~-f equ.:i_pped wj_th nuclear vveapons than w:i.thout. 

The doubts were based on considerations of alternative costs and 

of the c;reat power-bloc's doctr<.nes. 

There !.s no questj_on that Sweden absolutely speak!.nc; will be able 

to manufo.cture o. nuclear vrcapon 5.ndependo.ntly. The two bas:i.c frt.c-

tors, domest~.c uranium and ~J.n a.dvai.1.ced r:ucleCl.r technology, o..re 

there., Testj_nc.; j_n Svveden both ~-n the atmosphere n11d underground 

would be poss<.ble w<_thout rad.<.oact!.ve r!.sks to the popul,.t)_on. 

Avc:<.l2.ble cccpnc!.ty for reseCtrch and product!.on would, however, 

restrict n nuclear vveo.pon progrmn to one type of vrarlltead. In 

ccdd<_t;_on, the tact<.cal concept dj_q not anke spec<.ccl meccns of 

del:i.very nee es sary. The ex:i.st:i.ng lj_ght bm:1bers would do. 

In the late f:i.ft:i.es the lJOl:i.t:i.cetl debate over the Duclcrtr :i.ssuc 

v1o.s lively and emot<.ono.l. It resulted in 1959 <.n n compron!.se 

dec<_sj_on of the Swed!.sh govennent to the effect thc,t there would 

be no crash-pror;ram for production of weapon gr2.de fj_ss:i.onable 

mnterial o.1.1d no reseo.rch effort to desj_gn 2.nd test Cl. wu.rheo.d. 

Instend " poss!.ble m.i.l!.tccry producti.on of pluton<.wn should be 

linlced to the c:i.vj_l J.lucle.::tr reG.ctor progrru11. Th-i_s m~=.de pcss:i.ble 
Enc_l/ 

n 1_3ostphonement of the(~_-s-i_oJ.1 to go nucles.r by severC\.l ye2.rs 

unt:Ll the c~_vil pro:~rr..'..m vw.s further cleveloped, w). thout loo sii1C 

t:i.me :i.f the fj_nc\.1 dec:i.s.i.on ';Yas to be pos:i.t:i_ve or loos:i.ns money 

:i.f :i. t v;c,_s to be negat:i.vo. A coord:i.nnt:i.on of the c:i.v:i.l nnd m:i __ 

l:i.tc.ry proo;rmns vras also supported by econom~.CLi..l f<:lctors. Th~.s 

wns the coj_1tent of who:t vn.s c<::"'..lled ;1the nucleo.r opt:i_on policy" .. 
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On the reseo.rch side the effort wrts li.mi.ted to n silll.dy of 

possi.ble me::tsures to protect the country agEdnst nucleccr attack, 

also including a general rev:i.ew of bomb cies~.c;n necessary to 

make nn assessment of poss:i.ble nuclear we£'1pons deployrHent rLga::i.nst 

Sweden. Th<.s latter progrnru woulc1 also provi.de i.nformat!.on of 

importance for a poss<.ble manufacture of n Swcdi.sh bm:1b, 

In the fall of 1962 the Secretary General of the Un<.tcd Nat<.ons 

ci.rculatcd " question to the non-nuclear member states on who.t 

cond~_tj_ons they vmuld be w_;_ll::i.n~ to c.bsto.:i.n from aquj_r~.ne nunlear 

weapons c.nd joj_n into 2. ';no:·.l-c."'.tOl!lj_c clubn. The club ho..d been 

suggested j_n the General Asse:c:1bly by Sweden 1 s fore~.gn lllj_n::i.ster Mr 

Unden. The Swedi.sh covor:li.wnt repl<.ed po si. ti.VGly, howGver, on sever::tl 

condit!.ons: i.ts posit!.on Vle>.s vccli.d throuc;hout 1963 only (;.t was 

ln.ter prolonced), thc;,t the nucleo.r pov!8TS ac;roed to Q test bo.n~ 

that a r.uHber of stntes i.n Europe also agreed, and that o. nucl<?ccr 

attack or blackmai.l would i.nvo.U.dntc the b8.si.s for th<? Swed<.sh 

posi t:i.on. 

On 12 August 1963 Sweden si.c;ned the Treaty Bann<.nc lJuclear Wcs.pon 

Tests !.n the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Vlo.ter. It was 

understood that th<.s would l.<.m<.t the possi.bj_l;_ti.es t0 develop c. 
not/ 

Swedish bom.b 11 soii.lewh;:;~t 11 wh:i.le ;severely, c.nd thcot the nuclear 

option pol~_cy in a formal sen e would be only r:letr::;~.Il.Ctlly :i.n-

fluGilCed by the treaty. 

The expected development of the c~_yj_l nucleo.r proc;r:...wn had 

;_nd!.cated that by 1965 "the ::Jecc;_sj_on11 had to be tccken j_f ti11e 

was ~aot to be lost. However, approaching that tj_me 
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many people wakened up only to f".nd that the whole basis for the 

nuclear opt~_on pol:tcy hc::.d bee1-1 changed. The c~.v:i.l program wo..s 

cons-".derably delctyed. The 11 Swed.".sh style" natural uran".umheavy 

water re~ctor concept ho..d been exchant:sed for a e nr:i.ched ur0.n:i.um-

l:i.r_;ht vvo_ter model under the pressure of concrete economi.cal f2.cts .. 

But en:t'".ched uretniUJ,l R\S avn.!.lo.ble only from abroad and only upon 

the co11d:i.t:i.on of exclus~_ve poo.ceful use. A reprocessing pl2.nt 

for plutonhun extraction had not been buj.l t. It was cleer tho.t 

2. coordino.t.ton of c:i.v:i.l Cl.l1d lll:i.l:i.tnry nuclear product~_on was no 

longer a practj_co.l p<l.th to the bomb. Inste2.d of approo.chtnc; the 

d<-l.y of Dec~_s:i.ony Sweden pushed a constant est:i.110.ted seven-yee.r 

period of reseo.rch aad development o.heo.d of every dBy the Dec".s".on 

we.s not made. A number of econolili.co.lly mot:i.v:?.ted dev-i_at:i.ons froiJ. a 

line of developrJ.ent of the c~.v:i.l atom:i.c power progrcw.u compat~_ble 

w).th o. mj_l".tnry co-product".on hctd practico.lly speak".ng over the 

years i'.laost etdded up to a "s".lent No" to the Swed".sh bor.Jb o.nd 

postphoned. the fj.rst poss".ble deplOY1ilent ).nto the m".d seventi.es, 

Th.ts developc<eilt ).s not uil:;_quely Swedj_sh, AJ.J countr".es but 

Fr2.nce have taken the S.:1E18 steps. 

However, the expressed !.To to the bomb c.od~_f:i.ecl ~-n Svveden's 

?.dherei.lce to the HPT WC'-s not o_ result of etn :i.ndustr~.al s:i.tuat:i_on 

but an 2-nalys~.s of the str::-:.te(;:i.c posj_t~_on~ econor.J.5.cal resources 

o..v2.:i.lable D..nd the requ:i.reillents of the DY,t~.onr:,l secur~_ty .. The 

Swed:i.sh dcfc:nce pal ;_cy _;_s bv.scrt on a few 8.ssu.rnpt~_ons. One :i.s 

that the Europeo.n thenter for the foreseeo.ble future w".ll be 

dom".lo.J,ted by two dBjor blocs, lTATO o.nd the Vhrsnwpccct, v1ith 

pc.rtj_o.lly contradict:i.nr~ tnterest s and :i.n c;ener<'.l bc;,lar1ce of m_;_l:i.-

t8.ry power betweei1 e<J..ch other •. Sweden :i.s e, SEl.::oll country and 

cannot ~.nfluence th:i.s s:i.tuo.t:i.on. Sweden j_s furtheriiwrG ~-n :i.tself 

of no value to e".ther of the blocs, but cc.ccess to Swed).sh 
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terrj_tory IliQY !.n t'.me of cr".s".s be of Vlllue for one of the blocs 

:i.n _i_t.s nct~.ons aga_-i_nst the other bloc. Ec.cll bloc w:i.ll thus be o,ble 

to mount i~w.rc;inal forces only Q2;;:1.j.nst Sweden EJ.S :i.ts primary problm::: 

w:i.ll be to match the :forces of the ndverso.ry bloc. Ai1. ieOJlated 

nttrwk on Sweden w:Lth the full forces of ;:-:. superpower ~-s thus 

def-i_n~_tely unl.i.kely. 

The secur~_ty ~oo..l of Sweden :i~s to surv:i.ve as 2. sovere:i.gn state, 

To nchj_eve th.-:i.s goal Swedea h3.s declared the :i.:L1.tent~.on to sto.y 

neutro.l to o.ny m~_l:Ltary oonfl:1.ct in accordance w:i.th the Haf'..g-

convent~_ons ~ To make thi.s ~.atent::i.on credi.ble s-weden :i.s a non-

al.i.Gned sto.te j_n pence-ti.me o.i1d has et relnt:i.vely stronG defe:L1ce ... 

The streno:ht of the c:trnGd forcee should be suff~.c~.ent to deter ~n 

nttClclc of any of the blocs us~.ng the marg~.nal forces they may be 

able to lllloco.te o.ga;.nst Sweden. 

It ~-s c.lso i1ecessary to recogn:Lze the strong hes.i.t:::_t~.on 

l_evels_/ 
superpowers to esccclate " conflj_kt to nucleetr;~-nd thej.r 

of the; 

j_nterest 

to cont2.~.l1 o. conflikt on lo'(V levels (flex~.blc response) by mcnn.s 

of ne,:O u.-i.8.t~.ons., Conseqt.:.ently, convent~_onc,l force ho.s bee:n c;·!.ve11 

:i.ncreo.sed -i.Bport2nce~ wh.i_le J.TL~cle2r weapons pr~_mcr_-i_ly are n 

e.dversflry. 

The relevc.nt quest~_o:·.1 ~-s now w~ther nuclec.r vrec:.pons would j_ncrense 

Svrec1en' s poss:i.bl~.l t:i.eR to sto.;y outs~~de o. confl:i.ct ~-n Europe, :::;=i.vel1 

a reetson.::_::_ble level of defence expendj_tures. As shc,.ll be showl1 the 

o.nsrver :i.s !J.O <! 
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As :i.nd:i.co.ted o.bove 2.11. agressor age.j_nst Sweden. vv_;_ll o.lvvays be pr~_rJa 

rily conce~ned with the meP.sures of h.i.s ms.~.n ndvers['~ry. If the 

mfl:i.n confl.-i.ct :i.s on the conventj_onal level :i.t :i.s unl~.kely that 

an agc;ressor cscc>latQs to the nucleur level on the Swedish front 

and by the.t r:i.sks £'~ nuclear counterntto.ck from l1:i.s El<:J.tn adversary 

on :ell fro:ots. If Sweden ccllocates all its resources o.vccj_lecble for 

defence to ccnventional forccsJ ;_t mo.y be ~"'tble to deter a convc-,

t:i.oncll attnck or force the 2.-:.'_;G'rossor to use nucle,:::.r vvenpons. If 

the mn:i.n confl:i.ct is convent:;_onal ~ the r.J.Ggressor mo.y o..bsta:i.n 

rather than escalate. If Sweden on the other hcmd alloc:ctes resources 

to '" tact;_cnl nuclenr force c\i1d by th;:ct less to the convent;_onal 

forces 7 the le..tter m::-t.y not be o..ble to deter o. convent::i.on<?:.l ntt2.ck 

nnd Svveden mn.y be forced e~_ther to G~-ve up or to esco.lo..te 0.11d by 

that o.ttrrtct a nucle2.r countorcttt01ck on itself ~-n roontro.dict~_on w~_th 

its securitt gonls. 

If the l"ilC:..~.n conflict hc-cs re.::1ched the noucleo.r level a:cl agc;ressor 

mo..y use J.1Uclear weapons o.lso 2.[':3..~-nst Sv,redel1 without r~_sk:i.nc; any

thinG :i.n relat:i.on to h:1.s l:J.J.:i.n adverso..ry. But e~_ther he does use 

nuclear wenpons for the attack aga!_nst. Sweden or not ,he must 

c-.ssume o. r5.sk that h:i.s l!lO •. -i_n c.dversary d:-Lrects o.. nucle8.r str~_ke 

o.gn:i.nst h~.s Swed~_sh operc.t·i_oa .. Such u. str:i.ko could E:8.S:-i.ly be mc:1de 

orders of mcJ.ga:i_tude more _-l_mpress:i.ve thC!.n .3ny poss.-l.ble Svred:i.sh 

nucleo..r force could :i.nfl:l.ct, as there V!ould be :no shorto.ge of 

nuclear we2 .. pons :i.n the ::tsseED.ls of the tv.ro blocs. 

The o..bove re2.sonj.nc; r-tlso r1.1..les out o.n :i.ndepe11clc:.J.1t Swed:i.sh deterrent 

force. A freach type iiforce de :fr8.ppe 11 would _cost so much th2.t very 

l:i.ttle would be left to conve11t·i_onnl forces o.1.1d :i.ts capo..b:i.l:i.ty 1vould 

prob2.bly not be suf:f~.c~.e1.1.t to deter a convent~_o:i.G.l utta.ck. In c.dd~-~ 

t~_on devclo p~:1ent of such C'; force would tnke lllc.J!,e tho.n 10 yects :',t 
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the end of V\h).ch Sweden would be mj_li tarily weak j_n other 

respects and thus open to prevent~.ve counterme[l.sures. 

Thus, o.ssum:"i.i.1.G contj_nued dom~.i1ance of the tvm blocs <tnd 2. h:\:~h 

nuclear threshold there would w~.thin any conce."i_v2blc; level of 

Swedj_sh defence expend.i.ture not be possible to c;al_n suff.:i.c.i_ei1t 

pr~.or:tty for a nuclenr force. Only if nuclear vreapons would be 

standard aqu:i_pment for Sllli."'1.ller n2.tions 9 th-i_s conclus:Lon would 

not be v.::.l~.d 2ny longer. TlJ.:i.s was prec:i.sely the dec.-i_s~_on talc en 

by the Swedish govenoent ;_n the swmner of 1960. after several yezcrs 

of :i.nvest:i_gat:i.on vwrk. When the NPT was opened for s:i.c;nc,.ture the 

dec:i.s:i.on was c~lreo.d;y l.U8.cle. 

In fo..ct the NPT has l:i:ro.:i.ted relevnnce for Sweden's :w.uclec"r opt:i.on. 

Its basj.s, D..ll advnac8d nuclc2..r technology 2.11d domest:i.c ura.n:i.l..UJ. 

deposits w:i.ll rema:i.n rec~rdless of the tre:=tty. The treetty perri.l:i.ts 

a v2.r:i.e.J; y of preparo.t:i.ons and reseo,rch for mC!.nuf2-cture of nucleo.r 

weapons except for 1est explostons. If Sv:edcn vmuld change ~.ts 

mind ~-n the future nnd dec:i.de to go nucle .:::r, :i. t can vt:i. thdro.vv from 

the NPT vv:i.th three r.o.ouths 'not:i.ceJ wh:i.le the t:i.ue requ:i.red fro1n 

des:i.s:i.on to deployraent w:i.ll be lilD..ny years. 

For Sweden the role of the J:JPT :i.s rather to _--i_mpose restr:Lct--i.o~ 

--------------------------~-011 other pnrtiesG NucleCtr weapon states p~rt~es to the treaty nre c----·-
forbi.d.clcn to :p:cov:i.de both 11uclenr weapons r:.nd ass:i.st:J.nce in the:i.r 

ma:i.1.ufo.cture to non-nuclear wez.,pon st.J.tes Gild c-.11 p::~.rt:i.es will 

undert2J;::e not to trc.nsfeT' nuclear material ;_-.,nd equ:i.pment to 

such stf!.tes e:::::cept under snfcqua.rds. 

These prov~.s.l.ons~ _;_ntended to enforce restr~_ct~.ons on non-s~.[;J.lc·.-
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tor~.es as well, w~_ll ~.n :Z·:-,ct h<.:.ve such n stronc~ effect thc.t they 

aloae w:i.ll aake up Dost o:f the tre:J.ty. Only 2. very l:U:u:i.ted nw;1ber 

of countr~_es completely self-supporting :i.n both uro.n:i.wn and nu-

cleC\r technolOGY vdll not be coverd, but poss;_ble nucleat- defence 

runbj_t!.ors w!.ll even for them be substc.nt!.ally more expens;_ve 

etnd t:"Lmo-consum.;_ng to sat:i_sfy. I_t ~-s therefore fa~i_r to say thnt 

the non-prolj_fera.ti.on trea,ty ~-s o.n tnternCLtj_on<?.l scheme for -----···-·-·-..,.._,...,. _________ ,....,...._,. __ 
cooperc.t;_ve prevent!.on of the spread of nucleC\r weapons rctther 

clear opt;_ons, If the treaty !.s v1idely adhered to, there w;_ll be ,.....___.,_.. 
· 1.-L ttle meD.n~.nc; :i.n be:i.ng a non-signatory o.s forej_::;n c:.ssj_stance w~.ll 

Dur:i .. nc; the nesot~.nt~.o:;1s on ilOn-prolj_ferat:i.on r1t the Genevn 

d.i.so..rm.o.:mcnt conference the Swed_-;_sh delegat~.on urc;ed :~. complete 

stop o:.1 o.ll :i.nter112.t:i.on::tl cooperat~_on whatsoever :i_n the mr-lnuf.".cture 

of nucle:J.r wenpons j_n order to ~.solctte the present nnt:i.on2,l vreapon 

progrc:.ms from fore::Lcn [">..S s~_stnace t.lnd supply. Such o. measure v~ould 

have .:::t def·i_:n~_te d.-i.s;:."'.rrao.moa"t effect on the aucle;:.-.,r weapon st2.tes, 

for wh~.ch the non-nucleu.r 'Nenpon sto.tes h::-1ve 3..rc;ued for n lonG 

t~_rde ets .:::1 b.:-.lla:ace to the surrender of tlle:i.r own nuclear opt~.Oi1S .. 

Hovrever~ the Svmd.--i_ch propos~""lls vvere not accepted for ~.nclus;_on :i.:n. 

the formccl text, 

It :ts on the other hcu4td re0.:::-;ono.ble to fl.ssume th~1t OJ.1 o.n :Lnd)_y_-i_duo.l 

b2.s:i.s 2t least the major~.ty of non-nuclear weo.pon st~~.tes w~_ll 

refr3.j_n from Ct.ss::i.st:i.i1l£ or from beinc:_,;- connected to c.ny we0.pon pro-

gro.Ill ::i.n nuclear wecopon states .. 

vthea n :formn.l prov-l_s.i.oo.l to th:i.s effect .--i.s lC".clci_j1~~ "i.t w.i.ll be of 
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the necess~.ty of cont:Li.Tu:i.nc; thetr pol:-i.c:i.es 7 pr~_m;:::,r~_ly tn the f~_eld 

of so.feguo.rds, to do so _-;_n a standnrdj_zed IllELi.'lner, If most countr:i.es~ 

:i.ncludinr:; the mo.in nucle2r m8.ter:i.al suppl~_ers, o.ssu.me a.n :i.nformnl 

''code of eth:ics 11 in these terms, .i.t will _def:i.n:i.tely l1.o.ve o. prctct~.

crtl effect. 

Also :i.n the negot:i.at:i.ons on the test ban h2-s Sweden taken o.n 

native part. It has enaaced in vnr:i.ous control BC~sures. In the 

co.se of the part:i.al test bo.n :i.t runs a pro:~rrun for surveil:i_nc; 

airborne rndioactj_vity ~-n Sweden to asses the stntus of the -~re2ty. 

Tvm 11 techn:i.co.l vi.ol.::tt:i.ons 11 (leakeges of radioact:i.v:i.ty from under

ground tests) h~?.ve been j_ndependantly estQbl:Lshed by th:i.s pror;roJno 

All results o.re publ:i.shed :i.n the sc~_ent:i_f:i.c 1:-i_ttcr~"".ture and thus 

mccde cwrt'.lablc to the worlci coDmtm'.ty. In prej)~.r~.t).on for o. poss'.ble 

coi:Iprehens:-i_ve test ball Sweden hns set up e1:.1 ndve;.nced se.-i.sm.i_c sta.t;_on 

o..nd coopcr2..tes w-..il.tb. other contr:i.es :i.n est.":'..bl~.sh.i.nz .:1. world w~.c1e do.t;:-1. 

exch"'nge ( doteet'.on club) • 

./\.sslli:n:i_nz the o.nnlyscD nboVe 2.nd the success of the NPT 9 nt le2.st 

in Eurpoe, how should the Swed~sh defence be desiGned to meet 

poss5.blc COl1Ventionnl o_:nd j_1ucleo.r r.~ttetcks. And vrh~_ch levels of 

o.gg-ress:i.on o.re poss~.ble to cont0.:i.n :i.n the H8.~i.:n confl:i.ct z1nd O.GD.:i.nst 

us. Oi' course the convont-i.cno.l level :i.s poss:i.blc .. - Also poss~i_ble 

:i.s a convent:i.onal level 1vhere :i.solated nuclectr wc:J.pons were 

exploded for the purpose of demonstro.t:i.ng strength .. Th:i.fi l't:i.ll 

result e:i.ther i.n dc-esc8.lo.t:i.on or ia escalo.t;_on to the nucle2<.r 

level. As :i.t seems nlEtost :-i.mpossible to ach:i.eve pol~_t:i.cnl control 

aELonc; the po.rt.~_es on ~.:ay n:yclear sublevel -i_n Eurnpc the nuclee1.,r 

level vv~.ll l.nclude c-.11 u.se of nucleo..r vveo.po:r1s e::::ccp·G for o.n ~.lltcr

cont:Ulcnt:?.l H:i.ss~_lc oxct .. cnce -i_nvolv:i.n{; populn,t-i_on contra of' the super-
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power~ vvh~_ch v;r~i.ll const~_tuto the top level. 

Ago5nst Sweden methods of etGL.;ressj_on j_nvol v~.nc nuclee.r weapons 

mo.y :i.nclude ::i.so}.o. ted explos~.ve ::; for the purpose of demonstrG-t~i_nc~ 

strength 7 use of nucleo..r \'l82.pons a.r;c::dnst m.il~_tetry t.:J.rgE ts r~:_1d 

etgD,~_nst populo.t:i.on centro..~ prov:i.ded of course th8-t the mo.J.n 

confl~_ct l1as esc2.lo..ted to the nuclear level., In uddj_t:i.on the 

O.[;gressor rn.ay restr:i.ct h~.s use of nuclear vre2.pons :i.1.1 order not 

to counteract 2.c;n:i.nst h:i_s ovm. operat~_ons £ 

It :i.s clearly :i.mposs~_blo to c;.i_ve the armed forces nncl th8 pc~:1l.:2tion 

suff:i.c~.ent protect~.on to 1no.ke them able to st.:'-11.d o. nuclear Ci.ttack 

j_fte. to mn.ke such an 8.tt.:_-,_ck unprof:i.able and by th:-:\t less attrr-.ct~_ve. 

Should the mcd.b confl~.ct escalate:; to the nucloo.r level Clnd such o.n 

o..ttc"l.ck be :i.ncurred on Svveden~ then the lone~ TC:.n[;o secur:i. ty :i.nteres-ts 

would h2.ve to be evaluo.ted ~.n the l~_ght of the .:1.n.:tJ.ed~.o.te s:i.tuo.t·'.on 

and the conf'Li.ct w<.ll helve to be solved by r,wo.ns of negot<.atj_on, 

It vwuld thcJ.."l be esseJ.rG.l.;:-~1 tho.t such protect:i.ve 1~1ec:..sures have been 

undertcJcen so that n.rmed defence cun cont~.une for a t.i_ue-per:i.odc, 

F~.nally ~:. nucleG.r V'f[tr :i.n Europe, whc;re Sljvedcn :i.s not :i.nvol ved, ii12-Y 

co.use r<:!..d:i.o2.ct:i.ve dcbr~.s ·i_:..1 Sweden and YJ.ak~ protcct:i.ve me.':l.sures 

ne c es s['~ry a 
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The Jtrategic Environment 

The current Australian strlitegic debate is being conducted in an 

environment of unusual complexity. The nation's foreign policy and 

strategic decisions for the next decade must be taken in the light of 

forecasts about not just some but all the great powers. This is an 

unusual circumstance for a small or medium sta.te. It seems unlikely that 

for defence planners in ::iweden or Italy the defence postur.es of China 

and J;;pan are decisive matters; or that such officials in Poland or 

Korea find the ~oviet-American involvement in the Middle East very high on 

But Austr. lian stJ:.aJi.Mi.\l • ..)'lanning must take intg.,!pm!ediate 
,.,- - &QW _@ o ot! "' ~ l j~ ~MSUC:U.4IKJIU 

account the defen.!!-P.!l.licies oJ •. £!'~~~. as well as of the Soviet 
i 

Union and the United States, questions concerning the Sues canal and the 

Indian Ocean as m"ch as develOJ>ments in surve.illance techniques and the 

defence aspects of the great powers' space efforts. The range of uncer-

tainties in these matters is very large, This in turn accentuates the 

cautious and derivative elements in Australian policy-making, in the sense 

that policies depend upon developments elsewhere over which Australia has 

t---~------~--~------_;----~----- ~ 
l~.oh 

( ~ contrast Australia's own defence exertions are primarily regional/ 

Since Australian federation at the beginning of this century, security has 

been thought to depend upon the protection of a great )'OWer. Until 1942 

that power was Britain, after that the United ;,totes. 1'hese relationships ....__. ~ . 

alone heve permitted Australian governments to thin< in terms of sending 
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troops to Europe in two 'World 'liars, to Korea and Vietnam. More recently, 

as great power protection has seemed to wane, ''ustralians have concentrated 
...._ ----------------
their efforts in areas closer to home, where great power support was less 
. ----------------~·--y-........,._,._;'•'-"-- ;-....,.--.:-::-·-:----:· ,.. - - ~ --·~----likely to be available and where their own limi te<l efforts could be most 

-- • ,.~• ...,._ .,.--·-----------,~--~---w---~-~-·=",_--__, __ .. r.,-~,-,-------"-~------·-......... ---:'"'~--~·• 
effective: peninsular ~outhe~st Asia and the Indonesian archipelago. This, 

together with the character of disputes in the region has meant that 

pot~ntial troubles in Ne• Guineu, the security of Malaysia and Singapore, 

Japan's position on the shipping routes through Indonesian waters, the 

Soviet presence in the Indian Ocean and the Vietnam war have all been 

'thought t.~---~'.'~~~Jy_more~intimately-but~mor-e-u>:g~ 

than questions of nucle~r strategy • 
.' ·-- -~-_.,..-.............---- - --- -- ~..,..... 

Nuclear problems have theref•-re been, comparatively speaking, a 

minority interest, There have been officials and academics concerned with 

long-range strategic planning, groups concerned with power production; 

deaalination and continental development, ;>8rsons concerned with the 

direction and control of technicul progress, tncluding arms controllers 

and political groups which argue that in a world of uncertain allies and 

~owerful enemi~ a small Australian ~opulation cannot forever safeguard 

ita large and rich continent unless it secures the most advanced weaponry. 

In general, discussion has ranged over four kinds of nuclear conflict 

in which Australia might be concerned, ~he might be involved in, or 

I ••ffected by, a conflict between. some of the gr• at powers, even without 

being the object of a direct attack. Australia could not, for exam;ole, 

remain immune in the event of a Soviet-AmericHn conflict. American stations 
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~ilitiee in Australia would be involved. Australia would have a 

p!l.rt in the counter to any Soviet attack upon the Uf' by southabout 
~Ei!OJC_. __ ::;lJL .. -- V -4 l ·-<&a::ee;;:u b.,aw&M!IJI _ s,_'!WO,I&!lQ.I!iJ& ,..._ ;,.w: AatD4' 

Fractional Orbital Bombardment Systems. Australian fa~ilities would be 
>. ·~.. :; AAW £2ij .. ~ -- Ui1ifli&it£ :Qe.i!Sia!rt 

involved in, and broad Australian interests profoundly afr·ect~d by, any 

Soviet Americn.n naval clash in the Pacific or Indian Oceans. Or, SPcondly, 

Australi.a might hersr;lt be eubjected to long-range attack or threRt of 

attack. A 18oviet-American conflict could eRsily include a Soviet strike, 

either by long-range weapons or by cruise missiles, against eome American 

installations on Australian soil, Another poli.dbility which hae been 

diecusaed ie that a China which had developed a first-generation ICBM 

force hut confronted reasonably effective American anti-missile defences 

might threaten to retaliate againet Australian cities in the event of a 

as atrike against Chinese population centree. A third, and somewhat 

different kind of danger could be presented by an attack upon Australia's 

cities by cruhe l!'issiles from hostile submarines, It h not an implausible 

scenario. By far the gr•ater part of the Australian population is concen-

grated in a few cities on the coast. The Royal /udralian Navy could not 

hope to guarantee the nation against such an attack by adequately 

cont.rolling the very la.rge see aro>ao from which it might be launched. 

'lsueh a threat might be poeed either by~_!ir!~.R~!'ation bJ!~~s_which .. l\_ 

-~lik~~hina _mi~~.develop during the next decl\dr or more, or by a 
~~----·-- .. -

second-echelon c.oviet force, thus ·avo1cl:i:ng-~a;·-commnmen:t· of first-line 

forces r<·qllired to confront the United States, Fourthl:v, there h the 

question of protecting Australia against the possibility of s future 
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inTaeion attempt, HoweTer unlikely this nov seems, it has been argued 

that Australia should not sacrifice the option of nuclear weapons so long 

as there ia sn_y l'oesibility that numerically inferior Australian forces 

might one day need them .to repel an invader, There is a fifth possibility 

which has not been widely discussed but lies in the logic of recent 

technical deTelopments, Australian troops abroad might at some point 

find themselves fighting with or against a force possessed of small-yield 

tactical nucleara. Nor need such possibilities arise only in the region 

with which Australia is currently preoccupied. uiven modem. methods of 

cOIIliDunication and transport and what Albert Vohlatetter had christened 

the Illusion of Distance, the primary Australian concern for Southern Asia 

may itself be merely a phase. 

Defence planners and arms controllers in Australia must therefore take 

into account a large range of politicH.l and strategic possibilities. The 

..;ise of Japanese military g.,.er ,)!ill i!AS!!o!~!!. I! ~Ytl. CJ~!D~~ .. lfhi!;IL.,. 

~stra1ians are likelJ to ~~r1,,l',i~.E,,£~ If the Japanese and 

Chinese positions on· Taiwan and Korea prove incompatible, as eePme likely, 

relat.ions between them will have direct strategic repercussions in iioutheaet 

Asia and the sea routes between Austr11lia and Japan. The eTolution of 

relatione betveen \iashington and Peking will pose another set of problems. 

So will the rlevelopment of a Chinese nucle"'' force und th" strategic 

·doctrines i'equired for its de. ·loyment. The fluctuations of the Sino-soviet 

relationship will directly affect the 00viet presence in and around "outhern 

Aeia and the Indian Ocean, Soviet plans in the Middle East and Chinese 
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attitudu to Southeut ,,aia, It is evident that among the more probable 

Australian security involvements are local conflicts, o·ner•tions in support 

of the civil power in various parts of the lndo-Pacific, flag-showing 

deployment& and other low-key ,.ffairs to which ·nuclear weapons are not 

relevant, Equally, some of the circumstances in which Australia mlght be 

aff~cted by nuclellr weapons now seem highly-unlikely, Yet Australian 

plannere, like others, faoe the awk;;ard problem of lead-times. If the 

lead-time for the deployment of sophisticated weapons systems, whether 

b,y Australia or one of her potential rivals, is seven to ten years, it is 

cl.angerous to dhr.,gard the seemingly unlikely, 

Amid these uncertainties the United States :Is a key factor. Though the 

American alliance remains the centrepiece.of Australian strategic policies, 

it is not relevant to every Austra.lian ;nterest. Nor does it pre•ent 

divergences of view, Nor can it offer unconditional guarantees for 

rarticular future situations, The ANZUS treaty has be-.n repeatedly 

reaffirmed. It is one of the few American trP;,ty engagements which ha'l'e 

not be!~n· seriously questioned in recent times. But, Uka an,y treaty, it 

in'l'olves ambiguities, Action under ;t, including nuclear protection for 

Australia, will depend upon the precise circumstances, and the mood of 

tl•e moment, as much as upon the document itself, :>uch sction c-.nnot be 

clearly predicted, It is a commonplace that American strategic policies 

are undergoing important changes, Technic"l dev•olopments and budgetary 

stringencies play their part, In some important se menta of US opinion 

the will to maintoodn the US global 'position appears to have all but 
' I 

~-f. ·-1 /.1 
,/ , 7r' 

' 
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collapsed, This mood has gone beyond disenchantment with Vietnam. It 

amoWtte to a deep suspicion of ·the entire political philoso;.hy which ha's 

6 

underpinned American efforts in the world since the Truman era, Among the 

disenchanted are pFecisely those establishment liberals.who were formerly 

among the stoutest proponents of US engagement abroad. Many young )~ople 

increasingly assume that the US f~eces no external dangers of aey conae-
, ' 

quenoe, that this security is part of the natural order of things, and that 

military effort is at best a mere distraction from the country's more real 

and ur>(ent domestic problems. There has even been a sustained attempt 

by powerful segments of the US political and academic communities to 

reduce US strrkgic power in relation to the Soviet Union. This has been 

undertaken in pursuit of a concept of "balance" and "parity" whose relevance 

to American domestic debates is clenr enough but whose wider political 

consequences have been little examined and less understood, These 

developm~nts offer no encouragement to smaller powers seeking American 

nuclear protection in any circumstances in which the physical security of 

the US is not immediately and obviously thrPatened. If these trends were 

to prove decisive, the world including Australia would have to adjust to 

that fl.ct, 

Yet maey aspects of the US world position are not susceptible of 

qui ell or easy change. The US cannot, •·ven if it would, ovt out of the 

bilateral stra11egic balanc~ wlth,the Soviet Union. In fact, the recent 

history of Soviet-American negotiations does not suggest that either 

government has any ;nterest whatever in abandoning super-power status, in 
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needlessly ex1~nding the super-pover club or in relinquishing its measure 

of control of the cen;.ral strategic relationshi:·s of the vorld, The US 

cannot abandon its nuclear arsenal, vha.tever· the short-term fluctuations 

of domestic opinion might be. Washington cannot be disinterested in the 

future of Japan, .or Americ"' s position vi th respect to the Siil.o-~oviet 

relationship. Neither can the US abo.ndon Hawaii or the Narianas or its 

dominant position in J'l'.any of the world's oceans or its illvestment in the 

strategic aspects of s,ace technology. 

7 

Hov American ;>over will be deployed and used in future is another 

mattPr, Here, there are vider consider•·tions than those of American 

politics or a.dmini trati on intentions, <>mall nations must take particular 

note of the increasing fragm• nt.,tion of the international system, 

lliplomatic history has often i'luctuute<l between an em.' has is on alliances 

and a stress on uational freedom of oction. The first can offer security, 

but at the cost of periodic involvements in conflicts of sfcondary concern 

yet burdensome costs, 1'he second can offer freedom from tbeae burdens, 

but at the poesible cost of later involvement in big conflicts whose 

eruption an earlier &Jll&gement might have helped to 1•revent. The eviJenc'e 

ia clear tha't maey nations are at present tending tovards lhe second 

approach. Population growth, economic problems and generational conflicts 

dispose them tovar<~s introspection. The decline of the effectiveness of 

the United Nations, the smaller role of foreign aid, the br•.·akup or 

attenuation of the great post-1945 alliance sy ... tems, the disillusionment 

of the adv~nced nations vi th .. \fro-Asian J·retensj on'¥~ and incompetence, all 



te•tify to thia trend, The stress is on soYereignty, independence of 

action, acceptance of the notion that peace.!.! divisible, It is not a 

trend likely to favour the concepts of compromise in a common inter<'.st, of 

accq;tance of broader than merely national purposes, whi eh underlay the 

Conc~rt of Furope e.fter 1815 ,.nd which must, in part, agni n underlie any 

suocessful <>ffor+ to ·rP11'ent or limit the prolifer!\tion of nuclear weavons. 

Pr m ~.uatrnlia's point of vie\·', however, American doubts ·end inter

nationRl J'ragmen1.R tion relate nJOre to Rn unknown future thRn to the present 

a.nd its ;·ractica.l decisions. Thourh the circumst,ences of American 

ascendancy and strnteglc prima.cy are chanrrln,<r, the fi remnins the most 

powerful country in the world. Its alliance with Australia is hardly 

afl'ecterl. If th<>re are to he outside nuclear ~arantees, they c"n hardly 

be 'ther than Americe.n ones, The Chin•• se nuclear force is not. yet built. 

Japanese strn tegi c rover is not deve lored. The 1'ovi et in· erest in 

southern Asia is partial, the Soviet J r•·sence showa no evidence "" yet of 

massive ef!'ort. ·rguments Rbout lend-times notwithstandinp;, if there are 

reasons for constructing an Australian nuclear force, clear and l'r'sent 

dangers are not among them. 

,. 
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The Australian potential 

The re~<l tlriving force behind the current Au,tralian ap,roach to a 

nuclekr capacity is not military but economic. Nucle"r installations are 

expected to ]'lay .. n increv.singly si~nificant role in power production, 

desalination and general uevelo: roent. They vill helr• to vrovide the basis 

for economic growth, populHtion incre~>se and the broAd strength ·on which 

other things, including security and military power, ultimately r•·st. 

Australia has shown an inter"st in Project Plowshnre-type uses of 

nuclear technology. 1'hough a project for cre•1.ting a harbour on the northern 

coast vas shelved for a variety of reusons ranginv from cost to diplomatic 

complications, Australio does not wish to be prevented from accepting other 

projects which may become feasible. Among them may be underground blasting 

in order .to free oil, natural gas or mineral depllsik, or perhaps for. 

eventual underground water storage for irrigation and other purposes. 

More immediately, however, there is the matter of nuclear power. As with 

other developed countries, power consumption is increasing rapidly. It 

will be further stimulated by the consequences 'of recent mineral discoveries 

"hich promise to give Australia a general resource base not unlike that of 

the North American continent. Au~tralia's total installed electricity 

capacity in 1970 was around 15,000 megawatts. Consumption is doubling 

eYery eight years. By the end of the century, according to some e~timat<s 

by the Auo--tralian Atomic Energy Authority (AAEC), the country wi.: 1 have 

some 110,00G megaw tts of installed capacity, 36,000 roeg1owatts of it from 
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. ( 1 ) 
nuclear sources. 

Yet in 1970, Au•trtHH cHd not opente a single power reactor. The 

AAEC has two smnll experiment"l rc ctors, J!l Pi.!: end ~~CATA, both subject to 

Jnternntion•l f.tomic Lnergy .cgrncy (L'L..I) sofcguards. This luck of 

development has to do with the pecuHnri ties of Au,trn liAn condi tinns. 

Thermal electricity has been cheo;:. The isolntion of stPte CRdtal cities 

has made fe•ding the 5 C er 75<' megR.W~>t1s from ll\rge nucleor renctors intu 

the grid of any ~ne state either unnecessary or uneconomic. llut the 

federal government has now begun a ]'ro,ject for a. 500-megawatt reactor at 

Jervis Bay on the Southenst coast. It is a pilot project, clearly intended 

to give Australia experience in a complex new field of technology, to train 

personnel and to rrepare for the day when Awctralia can build rea.c•.ors of 

her ·own, as much as to supply J•Ower. fly the end of 197C, Australia had 
-. 

made no final choice lietween the various Canadian, British, German and 

American reactors which were on offer. It is evident that overseas 

re01ctors, and any other help with nuclear technology, will only be 

available under stringent safeguards ag~<inst military exploitation. If 

Australia adds ratification to her signature of the nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty (NPT), future At"trulian home-built reactors would also have to 

come under inspection. 'fhe AAEC is clenrly looking towRr s eventual sole 

national control of the nation's nucleor fuel. Australia :ossesses 

nntural uranium. During the l10st t.wo yer,rs ther<> have also been probes in 

the direction of a uranium enrichment capnhility, for exRmple through access 

to the Anrlo-Dutch-German centrifupe technology. lly.late 197<', o preliminnry 
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agreement had been secured, under which Australia would have such access 

vrovided that the output would not be ueed for weapons ;urpoaea and 

enrichment would be subject to lAEA safeguards. Enriched uranium is likely 

to play a special role when Au,tralia begins to instal f~st breeder 

reactors t-n the 19!!< 's. '!'he whole thrust of policies so far is consistent 

with an emphasis on economic benefits, which in turn has obvious optical 

and diplomatic advantages. Hut none of this whotly J•recludes eventue.l 

strategic benefits. Nei ·.her these anoangements, nor Australian signature 

of the N.PT, prevent Australia from refining her g-.neral competence in 

nuclear engineering eo that, if she ever had to opt out of the treaty, a 

weapons capability could be swiftly available. Indeed, it is a refusal 

to sign the NPT which would probably have created the greatest obstacles 

to 8Uch a refinement of her capabilities in this field, in that it would 

have led to & cut-off in the cooperation with.iendly powers from which 

the Australian nuclear programme has greatly benefited. Moreover, as time 

goe• by, the costa of nucle01r projects can be expected to decline while 

, the ge~ral process of technological prolifer•tion will nrob&bly make 

individual move• lees noticeable and therefore less politically 

expensive. 

Por the time being an expansion and consolidation of Australia's 

generel scientific and technological competence and in any case :~re

oondi'tione for nuclear developments of any kind, whether in the reactor 

area or in weapons. In 1970 Australia. still lacked the scientific and 

industrial manpower, or the experienced industrial b&se, for unaided rrograsa 



in either direction, Nor, for that matter, does she rosseea the 

aerospace and advanced electronics industry required for the independent 

Ct>nstruction of sophisticated delivery systems or effective defences 

against, for inat..nce, modern high-apePd, low-flying u.ttti.ck a.iicrt1ft or 

submarine-launched cruise missiles, ln these are. s also Autitralian 

capabilities, though of good quality, lack the broad ba;,e required for 

an effort both independent and substantial. 

Though no official figures are availatle, it has been estimated, that 

in 1962 Australia had about 5,600 scientists and engineers qualified in 

the fields appropriate for atomic weapons, about 10 per cent of the 

12 

UK figure and 20 per cent of the :French figure at the same time. By 1 97l• 

the Australian figures may have increased to 8-8,500, One of the problems 

is the very limited employment op~ortunities for graduates in the 

relevant fields. In vhysics, for example, it has been estimated that in 

recent years up to half of all new Australian p:ru.duates had to •eek 

employment overseas, Not the le,, st of the virtues of an Australian 

power reactor programme will be the employment and further training 

oprortunitiea it vill afford such grnduates, For the time bein~, however, 

it seems likely that the diversion of 2-3,500 scientists and engineers to 

a weapons programme - the minimum ~umber rPquired to produce simple 

explosive devices and some form of delivery vehicle - would impose an 

unaccep"ble strain on the Australian economy, 'fhis manpower shortage 

may last until the middle or late 1970s, 

The relatively small number of scientists and engineers is also 

connected (whether as cauae or effect) vith the paucity. of the Australian 

" 
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R & D effort. Again, no firm figur~s are available. But it hua heen 

estimnted that during the later 1960s AustrRlian h & l• expenditure 1088 

between <;.7 and 1.0 per cent of' the liNP, 0.2 per cent of it in the private 

sector. As a rough comparison, in 1964/65 Britain spent 2.5 i•er cent of 

GNP on li. & ll, 1.8 per cent of it in the priv<tte sector, i<'rRnce s"ent 

2.3 per cent in 1965, 1.0 per cent of it in the private sector and in 

1964 Japan spent 1.6 per cent of t;Nl', 1.0 i'~r cent in the priv .. te sector. 

Between 1967 and 1969 the fraction of defence spending which AuRtralia 

.devoted to ll & iJ v•s about 1.1 per cent.. 'l'his is fractionally more than 

similar expenditure in Belgium or llolland but compares badly wi tb +.he 

3 per cent spent b'" west Germany or the 10 per cent spent in this area 

by Sweden, let e.lone the U & il expenditures of natious like Britdn or 

Prance. (Z) In nbsolute terms, ,\ustralian expenditure on generbl. defence 

I! & D in 1968-70 was about A~12 millions p.a. :1y ""Y of comperison, the 

avt>rage annual R & D cost of an air-to-nir missih, spree.<! over some ten 

years, has been estimated at around A~45 to A~55 millions. On the broad 

inues of a national it & IJ effort, hovevGr, the figures are not alone 

decisive. At least equally im1•nrtant are non-qua.ntifiable matters ,.,,eh as 

the general encouragement of and r<>ce,tivity to innovAtion, the science 

policy of the government and the large corporations, the management skills 

of civil aervants and industrialists. Hwre, too, there are grounds for 

doubt. In p11rt, this is doubtless hecause the Austr. lian <'COnomic 

ex1~rience has been that prosperity is achieved through the large-scale 

production of primary produce, and latterly minerals, rather th,'n through 
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innovation and high technology enter)·rise. If these are needed, they 

can be bought abroad more cheaply than created at home. Noreover, much 

of Au•trulian manuf.,cturing industry is both foreign owned an<l strongly 

]•rotecte", The second blunts the spur of com,>eti tion from tecimically 

more sophisticated producers abroad, 1'he first, which is must significant 

in some of the technically most im ortant areas, means that overseas 

companies tend to have theil· research and development work done overseas, 

not ~ their Australian subsidiaries. 

These are important handicaps. &iven the accelercting ;,.a.ce of 

technical development !hey will make it difficult :for Australia, as :for 

almost all other nations, to maintain her relative technical standing 

let alone to close the ·~ap with technologica.lly lea•ling power•, preeminently 

the United Jtetes. Nevertheless, this same process will make particular 

and comparatively static cupabi, ities mDre easily available, f.mong these 

will beAu tralia's ability to build her own reactors, to process her own 

:fuels and to refine a efm·:,le weapons option, Australia might begin to 

stockpile plutonium (albeit under inspection) once the Jervis Bay reactor 

begins to operate in 1975 or 76. Australian-built reactors :fuelled by 

natural uranium might begin to operate between 1978 and 1980. '£hese 

reactors vi·: 1 probably oper .. te under inspection, and roactors run :for 

power purposes vould not be very efficient producers o:f plutonium • 

Nevertheless, some plutonium reserves might be physically available in 

Australia by the end of the 1970s, Some gas centrifuge capability must 

also be expected to be available, as will :fuel fabrication facilities and 
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a plutonium BeJ~ration plant. (J) Furthermore, Australia has no shortage 

of teet facilities. (
4

) The nation could ther<·fore be in a position to 

manufacture some simple plutonium-based weapons devices.~ithin eight to 

ten years of the acquisition of the first foreign r<·actor and ~ithin a 

year or t~o of a govPrnment clecision to go for nuclenr wr·•P'·ns. 

(5) . 
lt has been eRtimnted thnt over a ten year period from the late 

1970's to the later 19!Y,'s !.u,tralio could probably build 150 twenty 

kiloton or 30-40 one hundred kiloton plutonium-bused ~rrhet·ds for an 
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average cost of less thl\n A$50 mi 1 ·ion a y<·nr. ·In adrli t.ion, one hundred 

1 1 000-mile missiles, c~tpable of being launched from ships, would cost 

another A~50 million n ye~>r, ~ith cruise missiles costing still less. 

A command and control network, <Lgether ~ith enrly wvrning rnders against 

bomber or missile attack, ~ould cost another A$60 millions a yenr. The 

matter of delivery systems is referred to belo~; but allowing a notional 

A$50 million a year for such a system, the tote.l cost of the force ~ould 

be well within Austra.lia's capacity. Expenditure of A3200 million a yel\r 

amounts to less than 2Dter cent of the Australian defence budget for 

1969/1970. On the other hand, it is clear that if British and French 

coBts for thermo-nuclea.r systems are a safe guide, Australia cannot in the 

foreseeable fu;ure consider these. .The French nucleur force, with its 

limited capability, appears to be co&ting about as c::uch J.·er annum as the 

entire Australian defence budget, and even this crude guide makes no 

allowance for peak expenditures during some yeurs of particularly he:,vy 

capital expenditure. 
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A future weapons programme? 

Australian nuclenr weapons choices will be limited in other ways. In 

most foreseeable s;ttiations alliance with a nucleRr power, certainly the 

US and possibly the UK, would be more effective in fulfilling Australian 

purposes then an unaided Auetralian nucleer weaJ'Ons effort. Obviousl.v 

enough, credible American support for Australia constitutes a stronger 

deterrent than most threats which Australia herself could offer. If the 

credibility of the US guarantee were to become doubtful, a variety of 

steps may be open to Australia to strengthen the AmericRn com1eitment. 

This is one aspect (though not the only or necess .. ily t.he moet important 

one) of Australia's hospitality to a variety of US milit~ry and space 

facilities on Australian soil. In a situation where this no longer seems 

sufficient, Australia may wish to produce advanced weapons of her own, 

·but as far as possible in conjunction with her greater ally. A wholly 

independent weapons progranune is likely to be undertaken only .as a last 
11 <f11•..1 

resort. The exercise of~weuponsLwill therefore be in considerable part 

a function of the Australian perception -and the perception of Australia's 

potential rivals -of the reliability of her alliance with America. 

The two major dangers, from the Australian point of view, are that 

the American guarantee"may become doubtful or that, even if it does not, 

its effectiTenes" may become. limited. The doubts may arise as American 
• 

commitments are refined over time, or es other nations acquire an 

effPct.iTe deterrent against the US. 00. far, only the :;oviet Union has thie 

capability and its interests in the Indian Ocean and Southern Asia are not 
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yet major. It is therefore a major ~ustralian interest that other powers, 

esrPcially Chirw, do not achieve an effective second strike cnpability 

capable of j.-enetrat,;n('! liS defence>. Once such ;Jowers have this sort of 

capability, a US gur,rantee of Australia, even if it continues to be 

ava.ilable, may result rnerely in n mutuu.l standoff at the stn .• egic level, 

which need not prevent other, or conventional, forms of action. lven US 

heli' against minor uuclear ]'owers might, in te"for fifteen ye rs' time, only 

be a vu 1lable where that minor power has not HChieved alliance st;· tus with 

a power which is itself able to dissuade or deter the Ul?. · 

If Australia comes to the conclusion tlu.t a nucle••r force of her own 

has become necessary, she will surely wish to acquire it without unnece-

sssrily incre,,sing then-existing dangers. It would be nnwise to speed 

any American disengRgement. The le .. s+, p·ssible encouragement should be 

given to the gener~l tendency towards proliferation. It would not be 

helpful to create in, for example, Indonesia a mood of alarm which could 

lead to the local development of nuclear weapons or a future resumption of 

friendship with China or military connections with the Soviet Union. 

Moreover, the sooner Australian wen pons are deployed, the more they wil 1 

imply a quick fix at the expPnse of broader, longer term technical develop

ment. (G) A longer period of technicn.l prowth and the postponement of a 

weapons decision which it implies- will mean better techniques and we,;pons 

in the end. It will therefore aloo cut short the period of maximum 

vulnerability, between the time when the decision to deploy has bec"me 

obvious and when weapons become oper,•tional. 
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If w<•flpons do in future heeome desirable, H will re•UITI8.bly also be 

because the vossibilities of st;.tioning allied we;.;pons on fttJst.>-.,lian soil 

or partly under Aust•nlian co1111!\And hctve been found unre~tl or inede~uete. 

It is not iml')ossible that some anti-satcllit.,,, ground-to-dr, nnti·-FO:<S 

or •·ven anti-mi seile systems may come to he sktioned in or made av••ilable 

to Au•trnlia. llui Austrdin wi, 1 not, by her own 1maided efforts, be able 

to consider the construction of such sophisticated we<l.pons as HIJ(Vs, 

advanced nuclear missile sub~~arines or. anti-ballistic missile defences. 

In considering an Australian-built nuclear force one is thinking primarily 

about four groups of systems. 

The first is an inter-continental missile of up to 3 0 500 miles range, 

with solid fuel boosters. Such missiles w.ould be based in Northern Auetralian 

silos or, more expensively, on mobile launchers. Once acquired, the,,e 

missiles could be used to deter m~jor opponents -the Soviet Union, China 

or, in the more distant future, !>•Jssibly Ja.pan - from launching a direct 

att<cck upon Austrnlin.. •'or such an op,.onent their pr<>senee would imply 

some risk of major dAmage in the event of a conflict, irrespective of the 

stance of any of Austrnlie 's allie~. There would, however, be important 

disadvnnt,.ges. Such systems would be very much more expensive than the 

cost structures outlined )n the ,rPvious section. They would take longer 

to produce. They involve new kinds of technology, especially for re-entry 

vehicles. Though Australia has tRken part in a variety of space flight 

and testing programmes in conjunction with Britain or the Ui, it is 

not evident that the technology required by " varheiid-ce.rrying re-ntry 
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v•hicle would be quickly ma.sterell. I ven once de;.loyed, such mis<iles might 

be vulnereble t.o an opponent's disarming strihe. Their cODilll8nd and control 

u rra.ngements might also be suspect - or else extrl'ml'·ly expensiv". As a· 

result, the would be provocative to an opronent who might expect Au"t•·al·a 

t.o he forced to adopt a fire-on-ll!trning strate10f. ;.t the same time the 

m1ssiles would be unlikely to be available before the m1dcile 1980's and by 

then, ev•n if they wern successJ'ully low1ched 1 such a fir•t-generHtion force 

would probably have little penetrability ageinst the anti-m1ssile d~fences 

of a tecl·nically sophisticated opponent. 

The second type of system would be an air-to-surface missile or free 

fa •.ling bomb carried by aircrnft. buch a mi sdle would offer few n<>blems 

for Australian technology. In the bomber Cl' tegory 1 A us tre lia possesses 

some 60 Mirage IV-A s1.rategic bombers, cont.rols some Phantoms and has 24 

F 111C aircraft. on order. A system of this kind, based ;n Northern 

Australia or on friendly territory, could be used in support of a variety 

of policies, or the deterrence of threats, in much of Southea..st Asia and 

the Indonesian archipelago. ~ince anti-aircraft systems are far from 

perfect and low-flying aircraft c>m J>enetrnte even very sophisticated 

defences, such aircrnft might also have some use as a det .. rrent ag•dnst 

major opponents like Chino and the c,oviet Unim,. But here, t•·o, there ure 

difficulties. C·nly about two thir<ls of the aircr.:ft would be available 

at BnY one time. The airfields would be vulner1• ble to pret>mption by 

missile, aircraft or submarine-borne attack. It would therefore be 

necessary to maintain an airborne alert, which implies a total force 
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rather greater than Australia's prospective 24 P 111s. The aircraft, 

moreover, have a radius of less than 2000 miles. If any of them are to 

reach a major opponent, thE>refore, Australia will also need uir tatdlers 

which she has not boup;ht or overse<>s :,ases which she does not have. 

Furthermore,an announcement, or evirlence, of plans to de ·loy a nuclear 

force would raise e.<iditional difficulties, If Au,.tr:.lia continues to 

buy major weapons ay•-tems abroacl; their use· may in some circWI'stnnces be 

subject to a veto by the supplier power which could deny the necess:~ry 

spare •·arts if it disapproved of the purpose for whi eh the system w:• s 

being used. It will be interesting, in this connection, to see what, and 

what quantity, of BJ4re parts Australia acquires together with her P 111s. 

If, on the other hand, ,\ustralia were to try to build F111-equivalents 

herself, they would- even assuming that Australia commanded the necessary 

technology - be vastly more expensive than the A~300 million which 

Australia is likely to spend on the version from Gener;.l Dynamics, Nor 

have the American-supplied aircr•<ft been modified tu carry nuclear 

weapons. Australia has not develo. ed the Short. Range At.tc·ck Missiles 

with nuclear warheads which the American FB 111 version of this aircraft 

will carry. No moves appear to have b•·en made to acquire such weapons. 

Nor is it cl··ar what effect Australion modifications to the plane, to 

enable it ·to carry similar or other means of deliverin~~: Austro.lian-

produef'd nuclears, would have on thf' 01•err•.tiolllll :erformance of the 

aircraft. Another possibility, on a very differont level of sophistication, 

may be open to Au•tralia. Once free falling bombs are available, potential 

•:· . 
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opponents would be faced with some risk that an attack upon Australia 

would be avenged by civil aircraft requi sit.ionP.d and sent on one-"y 

nuclear deliv.ry missions. Whether, and under what conditione, a 

potential opponent would consider such vuln,.r••blll aircraft to be a serious 

factor in hie strategic equations is another matter. 

A third kind of ~stem would comprise eight to ten ships - surface 

or submarine or a mix of both- carrying oruise or ballistic missiles· of 

ssveral hundred miles range. These would constitute a force which no 

opponent could dhreglir•.i. ,:;urfaC!e ships could be built or ·bought and 

converted relatively cheaply. The cost of conversion of submarines has 

been estimat.ed at around A<>JOO,OOO per boat per year, Pending a break-

through in Anti-submarine 'i&rfare nllither the .:>oviet Union nor China, and 

perhaps not even the Japanese, could guarantee the prevention of an attack 

frou1 such a force, As for the surfa4e ships, they would bo hard to 

detect, and therefore preemptively destroy, among the hundreds of merchant 

ehipi! on the w!'rld's sea lanes, Both in the case of major opponents and 
G 

within the South East Asian region, population cent.res within several 

hundred miles from the coast would be at risk in a conflict with an 

Australia thus armed. The cruise missiles would not be vulnerable to 

anti-ballistic miAsile df.fenees, though many of them might be destroyed 

by more conventional ground to air systems, The force would represent 

a row~rful deterrent.. The difficulties in this cntr•gory llr& that to be 

viable the force would have to be much b' IU!er than Australia' a presPnt 

naval capability would permit. It would create problems for naval 

• 
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bueee dtuated near the Auetralian population centru. !Leliable control 

and communications s,ysteme for the fleet would present additional pfOblems, 

possibly including a need for facilities abroad• Nevertheless, this seems 

the most promising s,ystem. 

Tlle fourth kind of effort would be to counter a future invasion 

attempt •• An attuck on an invasion force before ·it had sailed would be 

strategically and politically indistinguishable from a first strike. It 

is very hard to imagine Australia having either the means or the 

disposition to undertake it. An att~ck on an invasion force at sea or 

aJ·ter it had landed on Australian soil would involve shorter-range surfsce

·to-surfacP- missiles and free falling bombs. (Another, and perhaps more 

improbable suggestion has been for nuclear landmines to be sited on 

uninhabited parte of the coawt.) 'fochnico.lly, these systems cresent no 

problem. Their usefulness, however, is not always evident. An att.acl!l' 

upon an invasion fleet properly deployed at sea might be much more 

effective if carried out by conventional means and in conjunction with an 

ally (especially the US Navy) than by unaided Australian nuclear bombard

ment. A 20 kiloton device neRd not disable a warship if it falls more than 

one mile •way. A fleet of 100 shi~s stationed at pro1~r intervals might 

therefore need, say, 50 bombs to disrupt the fleet and 100 bombs aimed 

with reuaonable accuracy if the defence wl.shed to put every ship out of 

action. Even the use of larger plutonium bombs does not resolve these 

difficulties. An attack on troops landed in Australia might be easier•, 

especially if the enemy had landed in the North, where his resupply would 
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be eaaieet bJt no major Australian po~ulation centres would be in danger. 

On the other hand the enemy, knowing th>tt Australia possessed tactical 

nucleH.r "eapons, would be unlikely to oper,te in " fe.shion which •xposed 

hia troops to them; and a landinl' force near >~:v·•ney or Drisbane could 

preswnably not be thus dealt "ith. 

It is evident enough that many of these ecennrios contain large 

improbabilities. No invasion nf Australia is at pi'esent remotely likely. 

No Australian f!OVernment is likely to accept silo(nificant expenditure to 

guard a~rainst it, es distinct from ret•lininf( the option to do so in the 

future. The question of toctic"l nucle"r "er:pons, ho"ever, bears upon 

leu unlikely Austrelian involvements: i.ow-level conflict overset•s • 

Se'Yeral powPr~, nnit especinlly thr, liS, r.re pl~cin,g inct:'enserl emphasis 

upon grenter fire-power t.o coapenso te for decre;· si nr numbers of men in 

uniform. There is fresh emphasis upon miniaturisution of "arheRds, 

yields in the single-fipure kiloton range and only short-term r<>diat.ion 

effects. If !mrsued, tbis development will tend to obliterate any but 

the paychological gap between nuclear and conventional weapons. It \lill 

create a new family of armaments whose use would be much less likely to 

lead to esce.lation, and might therefore be subject to fewer hesitations. ( 7 ) 

It Au•tralian troops eng~>ged ove•sefLs should find themselves fighting 

alongsid.P. allil'll, or again1t enemies, equipped with small-yield nuclears, 

there could be gr.,n.t pr<>ssures for Australia to acnuir<' the technical 

knowledge needed to construct these sophisticatPrl smRll weopons. 

Actual ,lu•tre.lian procurement policies to rlnte have befln much ass 

ambitious a.nd much more complex than this simple categorisotion would 
' 
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imply. No single veapona system has been acquired, or proposed, which 

would unambiguously innicnte an Australian d"sire for a nuclear ca)ll\bil.ity • 

.Auetralian bomb~r•, including Mirage jets end older Canberrn "• could be 

modified +.o c"rry such wenp•n•s if they were available, and subject to the 

kinds of disatlV>tntt•ges outli.n~tl above. The F 111s Yill ha.ve nn ohvious 

nucle><r : otential, uaeful :n spite of the fr..ct. that Australia is not 

buying air taakPr8. 'l'loe implic"tion, especially for nf'«r~r neighbours like 

Indonede is that the nircrnft, conlrl cr.rry such"" pon8 if it becRme 

necessar·y. This "'"Y hnxr il i ul Olllf' tic r<'VRnt.,ge s without, consti tutinr, a 

threa.t sufficiently overt to arouse an Indonesian r' sponse. In the navn 1 

area., .Austro.l11. has hou?,ht, four conv~ntional 1'0bP,ron" clr.ss submarines from 

Britain, and. s~ver· 1 Charles F. ,•cloms-t·:pe destroyers from the Ull. The 
11(~~ ... 

deotroyers a.re fi tt.o·d ,.i th the Austrf! lia.n ~ anti-subme rine system end 

the US 'farta.r ship-t.o-nir mi saile. Austr><lia.n expa.nsion in th•se cnt<>gories 

h limited by the fact thn t procurement of ma.j or na.val i terns tends to be 

by purchase abroad. lu,trnlia.n shipyards ·ave not a.ttempted to build 

eubma.rines, and Australian-buil t destroyers hnvo in the past proved to 

be di atinctly more expensive than ships bought oversees. In a period 

when a vessel is, incre singly, merely a ;:latform for the deployment of 

weapons systems, the need for o.dv,nced rnrl11rs and missiles mny emphasise 

the desirl<bility of buying the entire system, ship a.nd weapons, in one 

packa.ge from Rbllli,·d. Nrvertheless, :.hese purcl!&ses •lso refine Austr~;lia.n 

ailitary capability and trnin ;•ersormel in oppo·ntinr. uolvnnced systems. They 

tie in with other Austro.lian e:perience in mi Aile testing anrl launching, 

aDd in telemetry. This, too, carries implications for the coming decade 

which other nations cannot ignore. 
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The do .. atic politics of a nuclear weapons decision 

At no point since the second World War has any Australian 

GOYernment shown itself enthusiastic about.acquring auolear weapons and 

there has uver been large-scale public sup:·ort for such a policy. Pew 

Members of Parliament have spoken in favour of it. Noone has suggested 

that such weapons are needed for reasons of ,prestige or, inde<·d, for any 

reason other than the possibility that American protection might become 

doubtful. The reluctance of successive governments to pursue a nuclear 

weapons policy has doubtless been reinforced by the realisation that, 

for the time being, Australia is in no poaition to do so. Indeed, it is 

common ground between the Government coalition and the opposition Australian 

Labor Party (ALP) that Australia is not yet in a poeition to decide whether 

to acquire nuclear weapons. Debate has therefore involved the eomevbat 

vaguer area of which future options Australia should foreclose. The ALP 

hae uaually stressed ita abhorrence of all forms of nuclear warfare. On 

the grounds of both moral principle and strateg\c argument it has stressed 

support for the Nuclear Non-Proliferatior. Treaty and has·, indeed, spoken 

in terms of nuclear-free zones for the ~outhern hemisphere or the 

Southwest Pacific. It rejects the notion that Australia should acquire, 
A 

or re~n the option to acquire, nuclear weapons. But the ALP also has 

certain difficulties. Though the party supports the US alliance, the. 

Government has over the years scored repeated electoral successes by 

claiming that the ALP is unreliable on this issue. The ALP has therefore 

had to present both its anti-nuclear weapons views and its suspicion of 

US bases and facilities in Australia without increasing ita vulnerability 

.. 
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to thh foi'ID of attack. The party bae been able to argue that any 

Australian move which conflicted with the NPT ~ould offend against American 

support for that treaty end thus harm rather then help the alliance. But 

ita position has not always been eesy. This element of ALP weakness 

undPrlines the importance of other groups which take a very different view. 

The moe~ po:w~rful among them h the Democratic Labor Party (DLP), a 

largely Catholic group which split, from ALP some fifteen years ago on 

the i &Rue of a.lleged A;,p "softness" on C~mmtm; sm. Though it is a minority 

group, the DLP strengthened both its ropular vote and its Parlia.mentary 

npresenta.tion in the Senete elections towor<<s the end of 1970. But i t.s 

moat importa.nt a.sset is the fnct that Australia's referentia.l voting 

system makes the Government coalition dependent unon the second preferences 

of DLP voters in certAin crucial areas of the country, notably the Sta.te 

of Victoria. In a general election, the loss of u major portion of those 

second preferences would topple the Government. Consequently, though 

the DLP would presumably be relucta..nt t'o bring in an ALP administration, 

the coalition headed by Prime Minister John Gorton h very sensitive to 

iw~eD on which the DLP fe~ls strongly. One of the foremost of these 

iaauee is defencE!, The DLP has persiaiwultly argued in favour of a 

greater defence effort, arguing that in the longer term IIA!ither the US 

nor aey other ally caa bf' relied upon and Aud.relia 's security demands . 

the rrov.iaion of a nuclear force. '£hPse proposals have IJot always been 

either technic~<lly sophisticated or diplomaticelly wise. Nor has the 

Government favoured them. But jn terms of Australian r·olitics, they 
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uaquestionably baTe aome influence. 

Given the regional cbaracteJ(' of uch of Austral '•'s ,,ol'ties, the 

technical complexity of the issues which nre not well understood by the 

public, &lld the need to take decisions which, once teken, will be binding 

are into the future, the views of the civil service are of particular 

importence. Botl; within the service, and among academies and intellectuals 

on the fringes of goTernment, the number of people concerned with nuclear 

weapons affairs is small. Those who have argued that weapons are, or 

might be, ne~ded have been fewer still. Some officials within the AAEC 

baTe been attracted by the prospect. Its Chairman, Sir Philip Baxter, is 

on record as saying that Australia will need the most advanced weapons, 

of wbateTer kind. Yithin the Department of Defence there is a lllhool of 

through which believes that in view of the great range of uncer~.ainty in 

all Australian strategic planning at present, a clear renunciation of 

weapons opinions might be unwise. The weight of opinion in the Treasury 

seems to be that no major expenditures in this direction are warrantedl 

and in Foreign Affairs the dominant view is probably that moTes towards 

a weapons option would hsve highly undesirable consectuences vis a vie ... 

the t'nitPd Stetes and Britain and, not least, among Australia's neighbours. 

Public discussion of theee mat•ers has U8U1Ll1y. cpncerned one or more 

of four issues, The first is the mora.lity of owning or producing nuclear 

weapons or of threRtening to use them. The second is whether any Australian 

force could reasonably be expected to fulf'l the purpoBes for vhich it v"s 

acquired and deployed. ~ome opponents of a weapon o,tion argue, for example, 

that Australia will never be the object of a serioue Chinese nuclear threat; 
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that China will continue to be arlequately deterred by the USSR and the US: 

and that even if a thr<>at to Austro.lia does -emerg<· 'n the 198 's, an Australian 

nuclenr force would be too small <~nd unsophisticated to offer a credible 

deterrent to it. The third is whether the explicit ado:•tion of a wenpons 

option would on balance increase Australia's powec· and influence in the 

areas of her gre .. test concem, especially oouthenst Asia, or whether it 

would on the contrary diminish Australian security by arousing unnecessary 

and hostile reactions, The fourth is what kinds of policies Australia could 

pursue without unnecess .. rily antagonising her friends in Britnin, the 

uS and, rerhaps, Japan. On the one hand it is argued that flritain "ould 

atrenuously object to any attempt by Australia to exploit any form of 

British help and cooperation in the direction of a nuclenr weapons option1 

and that the USwould strongly object to ::n:; Australian move which under

mined Amerioan anti-prolifer»tion efforts. 1'he latter might carry 

e•pecially heavy penalties in a variety of matters from US military 

cooperaHon and sup;,ort, anrl Austrillian defence purchases in Americ", to 

the import of US capitol and technology. But it also seems likely that 

the US '•as shifted the emphasis of its anti-proliferation strnt.egy. The 

etrPBB US•'d to be on preventing or slowing down all kinds of nuclear 

proliferation, It has moved to maintaining an American technicfll lend 

so great that the acquisi~ion of second or third-gritde nuclear forces by 

leaser states no longer poses a threat to the US. If this ia so, a minor 

nuclear force in Australian hands need not a-:r-.i ously af f'ront US policies 

in this aroa. The logic of the US desire for regional balances may even 
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c011pel acquieaoenoe in at least some nucle•'r component in the etsbilhing 

of those balances. In Rny case, both the British and the French precedents 

indic,te that once o. nuclear force ho.s been acquired by & SIDILller state, 

US policy accepts the fni t o.ccompli and adj~&sts itself to it. 

,\t the hub of these arguments has been, for the lust t"o yenrs, the 

J.uatralio.n attitude to the l•PT. Groups to the left of centre on the 

J.uatro.lian political spectrum ho.ve ar.·~ued for a ''"'ift and tmqualified 

accepto.nce, signature o.nd rntific~tion of this instrument. The DLP ho.s 

auggested tho.t the treaty would tie Austro.lian ho.nds without offering & 

aerioua meo.sure of security in return. The A,~ has raised a variety of 

technice.l objections, including a suspicion of the consequences of 

inspection which seems to ho.ve been derived, at least in l'f•rt, from German 

and Jape.nese doubts on these matters. '\ut. m><jori ty opinion (including 

acade•io stratep,ists)hns t•rgue<l in fnvour of the treaty. Aust,·alia, it 

has been &><id, should adopt o. generlllly f'<vourHble atti•ude to it, &he 

has a stake in preventing or slowing ~own the sprend of nuclear weopons, 

both as a member of the community of nations o.nd, more &]~cificnlly. 

because proliferation would increase instabil i t.y and .there''ore danger in 

her own region. It is true that the treaty cannot, of itsPl f, J.•revent 

l'roliferation. Nor do the treaty, and the o.ssocinted bfg powe1 guarantet·a, 

ensure the security of sign&tory stateo'· J>.ut the treHty can hope to 

influence the intentione rather than the capacities of neo.r-nuclear 

countries, It will mo.ke absention ensier for those stutes which do not 

have a compelling n.eed to. go nuclear. It can prevlde aome assurance for 

paira of antagonistic states that neither will take sudden advantage of 
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the other in this area. The treaty will have an effect on the great 

powers also. Its success will affect·~he guarantees which the great 

powers are willing to give to thair &IIIILller allies; Its ftdlure would 

adversely affect the chances of detente between the liS and the US::iJi. and 

accelerate the trend tow.,rda fragmentation of the international system, 

with the great powers seeking to insulate themselves from unwanted 

involvement in the disputes of others. ln ·ao far aa Australia has an 
Ill 
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interest in a world built around a Soviet-American detente, andAincreasing 

rather than decre .. dng internntional cooperation, she ab. uld support th·e·!. . ' 

NPT. At the same time, Australia should reinforce the trend which seeks 

to make the ;;eaceful uses of nuclear tec';nology, including the peaceful 

use of explosions, widely nv,.ilable. And she should refine her nuclear 

capabil·'ty and engineering skills in w"ys which are c6mr·etible with the 

treaty. The Government ap:>ears to have accepted at least some of t.hese 

arguments. 

. , 
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The Australian Go•ernment and the NPT 

The most recent full statements on the Government's attitude came 

early i.n 1970. On the 18th February the Prime Minister, Mr. Gorton, 

announced the Australian decision to sign the treaty. On 27th February 

Auetralia signed the treaty, but tabled a series of reservations on 

matters which required clarification before Australia would proceed to 

ratification. The Government proclaimed its sUpJlort for the principle 
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of non-proliferhtion of weuoons of r:ass d.-struction, accepted t.he 

prO!>Oeition that the security of the world would depend upon effective 

measures to control nuclear arms, and expr•,•saed the ho;•e that the treaty 

would be eftectiTe and contribute to that end. It commanded the tree.ty 

to other governments, and hoped its imrlemente.tion would lend to improved 

relationahi; s. The Government not"d that sone im ortnnt ner•r-nuclear 

atntes - including two. of particular interest to .lustralit., West Germany 

and Japan - had agreed to sign, and their a~cession would help to make 

the t11eaty more effective. At the same time, it was stressed that the 

Australian sigDAture did not of itself imply ratifi'cation. Aseurancu 

would have to be obtained on severel points. It would have to be made 

clear that the treaty would. not affect existing mutual security arrange

ments. In particular, the pro osed great ;oower guarantees to accompany 

the NPT must not be taken to a.f :·ect or repluce arrangements in accordance 

with the normal rip,ht of individ\18.1 and collective self-defence under 

Article 51 of the UN Charter. The Government stressed its understanding 

th&t the NPT would not only not hinder but ositivP.ly asdst non-weapon 

states in the exploitation of the :•eAceful uses of nuclanr energy. The 
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Go~ernment also paid es,.eial attention to the matter of safeguards under 

Article Ill of the NPT. Its stvtement of reservations made three points. 

Au,; ralis must not be subjected to safegur•rds agreements less favourable 

than those accorded to other signatories, individually or collectively. 

It seems likely that this referred to t.he discussions on whether the 

inspect·' ng agency, the IAEA, should inspect Eurnpean signatories ,lfrectly 

or sho11ld accept supervision by the appropriate section of the European 

community. The Austrnlian stgten,ent also asked that safeguards Rrra.nge

ments should not hinder the development. and use of the !'e~ceful uses of 

nuclear energy or obstruct economic development and trade. On the other 

hand, inspection should be positive enough to ensure detection of any 

breaches .of the treaty. 'rhirdly, the statement asked for a review of the 

IAEA safeguards system to ensure that provisions were made for Australia's 

special needs. It wns further noted that the tres.ty contained provisions 

for withdrawal in the event of the supreme national interests of a signatory 

being jeopardised. 

From the indirect evidence at present available, there were several 

reasons for the Australian Gov.,rnment' s tento.tive support of the treaty. 

Australia would feel more comforto.ble in a world where the NPT was effective 

than in one where it was not. The maintenance of US nuclear preponderance 

and of a stable Soriet-Americ<•.n balance is consistent with Australian aims. 

The rea seurances which Canberra sought during 1969 and 1970 "i th regnrc; to 

the Nixon doctrine seem to havf' been brondly satisfAc<ory. The Austrrlian 

signature may also have been 'receded by more specific discussions about 

the applicability of US guarant~es of Australia in any future circumstanceR 
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of nuclear threat. Australia's signature was in any case delayed until 

after those of \lest Gerlll8ny, Japan and Italy and -,receded that of 

Indonesia by only a few days. Obviously the general trend_ on croliferntion 

was very much in the Goverrunent's mind. 

Australia's _continuing need for foreign technology must also have 

pointed towards signature. Indeed, given the diplomatic circumstances of 
NliFl 

1970/71 and the adberence of the UK &nd the US to the treaty, the 4develop-

n.ent of Australian capabilities, whether for l'eactors or for wea; ons
1

may 

positively demand acceptance of the Nl'T. At the same t.ime,,in so far as 

the treaty succeeds in slowing down proliferation, it may enable Australia 

to catch up in such matters as delivery systems and general weapons 

technology in case the spread of these weapons does go on. Once Australia 
W\l~i...,';l> 

has ratified, she ~ also be a member of the conference to be held to 
W~II'-"V 

review the treaty's progress. She wtH have a voice in dPciding on any 

amendments which may be proposed. And there remain ambiguities about which 

of these decisions will be sett.lod by simple IMjoriti"s and which may 

require unanimity. 

On the other hand, it s~ems that the snfeguar•la provisions are, 

from the Australian point of view, a most difficult hurdle. Discussions 

·with the IAEA ,, s to aafegua.rds procedureB have gone on throughout 1970. 

What the issue will be is not yet clear. It is sufficiently well 'mown 

that safeguards can offer a warning of, sRy, the diversion of fissionable 

material to military purposes. They cannot 1-•rPvent it. Even if a warning 

were giTen, the mechanism to act upon .it is not established; the use which 

any political authority might make of that mechanism is quite unclear. 
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In any case, safeguRrdo will not be foolproof, A nation determined to 

c 
divert fhsft._nable material could dhert perhaps u; to 5 :>er cent of i.ts 
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throughpu~ of plutonium without detection even if its reactors were being 

inspected, This uncertainty, moreover, operntes more effectively nrcainst 

small than against lar"e nuclear powers: five per cent.diversion in an 

embryonic nuclear power programme might not matter, Pive per cent diversion 

from a large and sophisticated programme mip,ht ,oermit the construction of 

a strategically significant military force. At the s.;me time, the very 

fact that )ustralia and the US ha··e ratified the NPT could make it 

politically more difficult for the Ul to give Australia help with some of 

the relevant technologies, even in wnys which are technically compatible 

wit:, the treaty. These and other uncertninties must give ;Jause to a 

threshold power like Austr•di11, i'or one would expect that her attitude 

to nuclear policy •c'roblems will continue to be formulated in the 1 ip;ht 

of the relationship between US str~ttegic power und develo:>ments in b:astern 

and ~outhern Asia, with ,articular ref~rence to the developing attitudes 

of China, India, Indonesia and Japan to the trenty n.nd its cons•.·quences. 

Of equal importance will be the impact of the eventu11l suf< g=rds provisions 

on the industrial and technical development of ,\ustralia, The uover011ent 

seems determined to have no unnecessary oi··stacle placed in the way of 
IN'f" 

Australia's entry t,p"'a nuclear post-industridism. 'l'hat a military cttpacity 

will be at least a bye-product of that entry seems inevitable. Whe~r 

that bye-product will be exploited remains to be B••n, 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) In Australia, as elsewhere, the situation promises to be rich in 

ironiea. One effect of conservation and anti-pollution pressure• is 

likely to be an accelerated development of more advanced power 

production techniques. Hany of these, from advanced breeder 

reactors to methods for harnessing solar energy, will have uses, 

or by-products, or clear military value. 

(2) The figures are derived from C.J.E. Harlov, The European Armaments 

ll&se: A Survey, Parte 1 and ·, (Defence, Technology and the Velitern 

Alliance, No.2) London, Institute for ~trategic ;;tudies, June. and 

July 1967. For a general discussion of the Australian procurement 

position, lee Ian Jlellany and James Richardson, Australian Defence 

Procurement,~ H. Gelber (ed.) Problems of AustrAlian Defence, 

Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1971, Cb.16. For R & D see 

esp. Tables 9 and 10, pp.267-69) • 

(3) 

(4) 

Whose capital cost vas estimated in 1969 at A$30-40 millions, 

There might aho be the pouibility of producing untested devices. 

Or underground nuclear explosions, conducted for legitimate economic 

purposes, could nevertheless produce some milit&rily useful 

iaformation. 

(5) The figures quoted here are taken from Ian Bellany: Nuclear Arms 

for Australia? Current Affairs Bulletin (Sydney) Vol.46, No.1, 

June 1970 and Ian Bellany: An Aust,·aUan Nuclear Force <. Canberra 

Papers on Strategy and Defence No.4) Strategic and llefance Studiee 

Centra, Australian National University, ANU Press, ,;anherra 1969 • 

For somewhat higher estimates, relating to a somewhat different 

foroe structure, see H.G. Gelber, The Australian-American Alliance, 

Harmondsvorth, Penguin Books, 1968. 
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They might, however, fit into the growing Australian stress on home

produced weapone rather than· reliance upon overseas hardware. For 

a discussion of this at the conventional level, and doubts about 

expensive foreign weapons for the sake of comps.tibility·with allies, 

eee the 1970 Roy Milne Memorial L~eture by the former Secretary of 

the nopertment of Defence, Sir Henry Bland, "Some Aspects of Defence 

Administration in Australia", Austrnlian Institute of International 

Affairs, 1970, pp.14 et seq. 

(7) <hether such weapons would in feet be easier to use remains to be 

seen. And whether it is really in the interests of the international 

commuility to eliminate the nucler•.r allergy of all nuclear powers to 

date may also be a matter for doubt • 
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THE NUCLEl\R GENIE NOR\~EGIAN POLICIES AND PERSPECTIVES 

•• J oh an Jorgen Holst 

r 

Norwegian Institute of International Affairs 

A Small Power Outlook 

The nuclear weapon has presented the industrialized 

Small Powers with a unique security dilemma. The traditional 

Hobbesian predicament has beencompopnded by the imposition 

of the need to consider the national security in terms of 

the long term stability of the international system. The 

short term maximization of deterrence and defence against 

threats to national survival may set off chain reactions 

which ultimately could cause a serious deterioration in the 

structure of the international order. 

By now it seems clear that the nuclear weapon did not 

constitute the great equalizer in international politics. The 

international system is still a stratified system where the 

power to coerce and to withstand coercion separates the power

ful from the not so powerful. Nor did nuclear weapons become 

the ultimate differentia-tor, putting any and all nuclear 

.weap:ln states in a category of salient superiority vis-a-vis 

all non-nuclear weapon states. History has taught us something 

of the limited political convertibility of nuclear weapons. 

Super power, it turns out, is· to a large extent paralysed 

power_,__The paralysis of power is basically, of course, a 
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function of the reciprocal deterrence obtaining between the 

two Super-Powers. It is the result of some widely shared 

taboo notions. The possibility of escalation, which is inher

ent in any armed conflict where the commitments are limited 

by the will rather than the capacity, to some extent tends to 

paralyse the conventional power of the Nuclear Powers as well. 

The paralysis is far from complete, and it will depend on 

issues and circumstances. 1) 

The nuclear weapon constitutes an unpleasant but ines-

capable fact for the Small Powers who must make adjustments 

to this added complexity. Such adjustments have varied from 

country to country. It is the purpose of this paper to outline 

the adjustment policies of Norway. 

The policies pursued by Norway have been, to a large 

~....,!!}pn£t.!.£ll..£LJ?he limitation of resources. Thus it 

is certainly possible that had Norway been a richer nation in 

the first post-war years she would have set out to create a 

serious option of a nuclear weapons program. Norwegian security 

policy has reflected the geographical location of close proxi

mity to vital Soviet base areas, as well as the nature of 

interdependence obtaining in the Nordic system. Hence it has 

come to reflect a balance between deterrence and reassurance; 

deterrence inherent in the membership in NATO and the staging 

of allied manoeuvres in Norway and the Norwegian Sea, and 

reassurance in the unilateral restraint of not permitting the 

stationing of foreign troops in Norway, the practice of not 

permitting allied manoeuvres in the northernmost county of 
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Finnmark, and the enforcement of the prohibition against 

allied military aircraft overflying Norwegian territory 

further east than 24'E. Such a system of restraints also 

constituted a framework for deci sj on-making in regard to tile 

emplacement of nuclear weapons. 2) 

There is ~ sense in which the fact that most of the 

specialist literature on the security problems of the nuclear 

age are written from the perspective of the United States 

has tended to induce the specialists in the Smaller Powers 

to view the issues in a global· and systemic context. Nuclear 

weapons are not very pleasant realities. They also do not 

sell well to electorates which have a basic moral aversion 

.to the practice of power politics. Hence, the formulation of 

a policy which was "responsible" from the point of view of 

international society and "popular" in terms of domestic 

politics was not a particularly surprising outcome of the 

Norwegian debate on nuclear weapons. It also laid the basis 

for a set of priorities which caused Norway to give precedence 

to considerations of curbing the atom whenever it might con

flict ~ri th efforts designed to produce greater cohesion in 

the Atlantic alliance. 

The "Peaceful" A tom: Norway's Efforts 

The Norwegian effort in the field of atomic energy 

grew out of the research programme of the Norwegian Defence 

Research Establishment (FFI), which was founded in 1946. 
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As early as 1945 investigations of the Norwegian uranium 

deposits had begun. A process for the refinement of uranium 

from alum slate was developed. In 1947 the Storting granted 

N.Kr. 5 million for the building of a uranium research reac-

tor in Norway. The request for the funds was made in the con

text of extraordinary appropriations for national defence 

purposes. In 1946 the Norwegian government observed that 

"the production of the atomic bomb requires and will continue 

to require, unless completely novel and sensational disco

veries take place, industrial and technical commitments on 

such a large scale that the smaller countries could hardly 
3) 

sustain them."· However, by the time the government asked for 

the funds to construct the research reactor, it observed that 

the defence authorities could not "dismiss the possibility 

that technological developments---combined with a failure in 

the international effort to control nuclear energy---may make 

nuclear energy also a part of the defence of a small country. 114) 

The primary purpose was, however, to establish a research 

milieu which could ensure Norwegian competence in the field 

of civilian ene:..·gy technology. The research reactor programme 

was delegated to the National Research Council (NTNF). In 1948 

the Institute for Atomic Energy (IFA) was founded. It was 

clear by 1949 that Norway could not count on obtaining uranium 

from the U.S. due to the then existing legal restrictions. 5) 

It eventually also became clear that the pegmatite deposits 

in southern Norway contained a lower concentration of uranium 

than had been estimated. The problem vias solved, however, 
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by the conclusion of a cooperative agreement with the Nether

lands, whereunder the latter would supply the uranium for 

the reactor. Graphite had been obtained from France in ex-

change for heavy \vater. The Institute for Atomic Energy became 

an independent entity (separate from the Norwegian Defence 

Research Establishment) in 1953. 

The cooperation with the Netherlands was organized 

within the joint institute JENER (Joint Establishment for 

Nuclear Energy Research). The cooperative agreement concluded 

in 1951 was the first of its kind. The research reactor JEEP I, 

which used natural uranium, went into operation in the summer 

of 1951. It. was originally designed for a capacity of 100 K1.A/, 

thermal, but in 19 56 a new cooling tower with a capacity 6f 

800 ~1 increased the capacity of the reactor. The most impor-

tant applications of the reactor Here radioactive isotope 

production and experiments in neutron physics. 

In 1953 a Chemistry Division was formed at IFA, the 

primary purpose of which was the development of processes for 

the separation of uranium and plutonium. The miniature purifi

cation plant was in full operation by 1961. 

In 1955 plans were approved for the construction of an 

experimental 20 M\ol boiling heavy Hater power reactor at Halden. 6) 

Bilateral agreements with the U.S. (heavy water) and the 

United Kingdom (~1a~ural urani urn) constituted a basic precondition 

for the realization of the project.?) The reactor was located 

in the underground chambe:rP~ large paper pulp factory. In 

order to obtain 20 M\ol the natural uranium had to be supplemented 
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by a fuel charge of 1.5% enriched uranium oxide. Part of 

this charge was produced by IFtc, while the remainder was 

delivered by the Swedish "A .B. A tomenergi". In June, 1958 

an agreement was signed on the operation of the reactor as 

a joint OEEC project. 8) 

In 1958 IFA concluded an agreement with a consortium 

of 19 Norwegian shipping companies, REDERIATOM, for design 

specifications of a nuclear powered vessel. The design study 

of a boiling light water reactor for a tanker of 65,000 tons 

was concluded by the end of 1962. A _similar joint Swedish

Norwegian design study for the reactor of a 67,000 ton ore 

carrier was concluded in 1965. Cost-effectiveness calculations, 

however, led to a decision not to proceed with the construction 

of a ship reactor.9) 

In 1959 plans were approved for the construction of a 

zero-effect reactor, NORA. This research reactor was designed 

to generate data for the planning of power reactors. The reac

tor was placed at the disposal of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IA~) for a common reactor physics research 

program. The IA~ agreed to furnish the needed enriched uranium 

which would be rented from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

The IA~ safeguards provisions would hence apply to the NO&\ 

reactor program. 10) In 1964 an agreement was concluded among 

Norway, Yugoslavia, Poland and the IA~ for a cooperative 

research programme in reactor physics, involving inter .alia 

the NORA reactor~ 1 The NOl~ reactor ceased operations in 1969, 

although the international cooperation among Noruay, Poland 
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and Yugoslavia continued. The planning of a new reactor, 

JEEP II, was begun in 1959. This reactor was designed for a 

thermal effect of 2 MV!. It "1ould use slightly enriched uranium 

oxide as fuel and heavy water as a moderator. The reactor 

started operations in 1966. 

Norway participates in CERN12), IAEA 13), EUROCHEMic14), 

(a European company for the operation of the uranium repro-
' 

cessing plant in Mol, Belgium), and the DRAGON project15) ,(a 

British high-temperature, gas-cooled reactor project). 

During the spring of 1966 IFA and the chemical-industrial 

company, "Norsk Hydro", concluded a cooperative agreement for 

the project design of a 500 MWe atomic power reactor. For some 

years there was disagreement concerning the level of aspiration 

and scale of effort in the Norwegian atomic energy programme. 

The National Research Council and the Industrial Association 

advised against basing the utilization of atomic energy pri

marily on indigenous research! 6) The present level of aspira

tion aims at the establishment of competence enabling IFA to 

serve as consultant to the authorities andto the main con-

tract~ for the construction of power reactors in Norway. 

There appear to be few doubts that such reactors should be 

built. The kinds of reactors which formed the basis of the 

design studies were of the bbd.ling water (Bh'R) and advanced 

gas-cooled (AGR) reactor varieties. The constuction of a 

power reactor is estimated to take about eight years. The 

optimum time for such reactors to be introduced \-lOUld be 

around 1980, and in the late eighties at the latest. Current 
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policy decisions envisage the planning phase for the first 

power reactor to be completed by 1972-73, permitting the 

Starting to make a decision in 1973~7) It has been estimated 

that by the time the first power reactor became operational 

contract negotiations would be under way for power reactor 

number four or five. Norwegian energy production has concen-

trated on hydro-electric power. Nuclear power reactors would 

not be pric~ competitive until about 1980. 

Oil and gas production on the Norwegian continental 

shelf could affect the relative cost calculations of alterna-

tive energy sources. It should also be noted as a general 

caveat to such cost calculations that considerations relating 

to conservation and environmental protection are likely to 

introduce new value criteria in the estimates of social utility. 

According to a bilateral U.S.-Norwegian agreement the 

United States has declared its willingness to make available 

the enriched uranium for ·a Norwegian power reactor. Norway 

has considerable reserves of thorium (approximately _100,000 

tons). However, the utilization of thorium is dependent on 

the development of economically competitive high temperature 
. 18) 

(HTR) reactors based on the thorium cycle. 

It is noteworthy that since some ambiguities in 1947 

the civil reactor programme has not been considered in the 

context of creating an option for a bomb programme. The general_. 

ly high competence which Norwegian scientists have accumulated 

over the whole post-war period, in addition to the existing 

. ~l'-eapabili tJ_§~place Norway in the category of a ________ __.).-~ 
Holst 9-;. 
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potential nuclear weapon state, when such categories are '), 
r , 
based'on-~pabilities ulone. According to the former director 

' \ 
df IFA, a Norwegian bomb program could produce a Nagasaki-

type device in the course of "a few years", provided the 

financial conditions were established. 19) 

The Nuclear Threat and Civil Defence 

The Norv1egian defence posture includes a civil defence 

programme which is designed inter alia to provide a certain 

amount of protection against the effects of nuclear weapons 

attacks. In 1948 a plan was approved for the construction of 

public blast shelters for 20% of the population in urban areas, 

generating a total shelter capacity for 180,000 inhabitants 

by 1954~0) This turned out to be an overly ambitious programme. 

By January 1, 1970 there were approximately 250 public blast 

shelters with a total capacity for 160,100 people. Around 

75% of the shelters are built in hard rock; the rest are built 

out of reinforced concrete. According to the present regula-

tions, public shelters should be constructed for twenty percent 

of the population in towns with more than 5,000 inhabitants. 

in Southern Norway and with a population exceeding 2,500 iil. 

Northern Norway. The current construction target involves 

the construction of public shelters for a total of 375,000 

inhabitants. 21 ) The design regulations stipulate that the 

public shelters should be able to 'lli thstand an overpressure 

from 2 (concrete shelters) to 3 (rock shelters) atmospheres 
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(i.e. 20-30 tons/m 2). 

Private shelters must be built in all houses with a 

groundspace exceeding 150m2 or a total rented floorspace 

of over 400m 2• The private shelters must be designed to 

withstand an overpressure of 1 to 2 atmospheres (10 to 20 

tons/m2) • 23) By January, 1970 there were private shelters 

for 908,635 inhabitants. There are no regulations about the 

construction of fall-out shelters in rural areas, but there 

exists a recommendation for such regulations to be established. 24) 

Plans exist for limited and. complete evacuation of :all 
towns with a tota~/ 

population of 10 ,000 or more. Exi. sting evacuation plans in-

volve the transfer of up to 800,000 people from the urban 

to the rural areas. No major evacuation exercises have taken 

place however. 

The civil defence programme in Norway has been the 

subject of surprisingly little public controversy. Arguments 

a bout civil defence contr.i buting to a first strike posture 

have not been particularly applicable to the Norwegian defence 

posture, and there appears to prevail a general notion that 

the objective of protecting people against the effects of 

nuclear war is a reasonable and just one. It is clear, never-

theless, that the Norwegian civil defence programme falls 

far short of constituting a maximum effort. A lack of integra-

tion also appears to prevaillin the planning assumptions 

which form the basis of the civil defence effort on the one 

hand and the formation of the military defence posture on 

the other. 
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The Tactical Weapons Controversy 

Indigenous production of Norwegian atomic weapons 

has never constituted a serious policy option. The possible 

stationing of tactical nuclear weapons under a dual-key 

arrangement with the United States was the subject of rather 

intense examination and political dispute during the years 

1957-61. Since that time Norwegian nuclear policy has been 

confined to participation in the consultative arrangements 

in NATO about guidelines for the possible use of nuclear 

weapons. 

The immediate post-war years confronted Norwegian 

defence planners with the need to adjust to the potential 

threat from nuclear weapons in a future conflict. The main 

emphasis was put on indirect protection through dispersal. 

It was argued that the Small Powers would probably be unable 

to mobilise the industrial and technical resources needed 

to implement a nuclear weapons program. But, as' we have seen, 

there was an element of prudent hedging in the justification 

for the first research reactor. 25) It was emphasized that 

the topographical and demographical profile of the country 

facilitated the task of protection against nuclear weapon 

attacks. It was also estimated that since nuclear weapons 

were unlikely to be available in large numbers for some time 

it was therefore unlikely that atomic weapons would be used 

against targets in Norway. This array of considerations did 

not amount to a wishful degradation of the perceived impor-

tance of nuclear weapons, but it did structure a perspective 

within which conventional forces would still have a substantial 
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role to play. 26) 

The ~TO decision in 1954 to base the.defence planning 

on the early use of atomic weapons had some important indi-

re·ct consequences for the Norwegian defence effort. A commis-

sion appointed in 1955 for purposes of evaluating the Nor-

wegian defence programme tried to assess the implications 

of the quantitative and qualitative growth in the nuclear 

arsenals and concluded that "the nuclear threat already in 

the immediate future could, in the event of a major conflict, 

assume such proportions that it could be directed against 

targets in Norway as Hell. n 27) There was no longer protecti<;m 
' 

in insignificance. In addition to dispersing units protection 

had to be obtained through the hardening of base installa

tions. The Military Chiefs Committee (Sjefsnevnda) arrived 

at the unanimous conclusion that in order for the Norwegian 

defence forces to have the necessary punch they would need 

more modern weapons. It recognised that nuclear weapons could 

not be produced by Norway, but it recommended that steps be 

taken to enable Norwegian forces to receive 

tactical nuclear weapons~S) The Ministry of 

and operate 

Defence, however, 

argued that the control of nuclear weapons ought to be cen

tralized in the joint commands. 29) In June, 1957 the Starting ·c' 

accepted an American offer to transfer to Norway a battalion 

of Honest John missiles and a battalion of Nike air defence 

missiles. It was emphasized at the time that the acceptance 

in no way implied a decision to accept nuclear weapons in 

the Norwegian defence system.30) However, it is not unrea

sonable to surmise that for some elements in the decision-
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making system the acquisition of the missile ~ystems con

stituted a foot in the door, keeping it open for the subse-. 

quent intDoduction of nuclear warheads. This is a method 

which is not 'uncommon in any military establishment. 

During the 1957 heads of government meeting in NATO 

the Norwegian Prime Minister carried out a preemptive dip

lomatic strike, stating that Norway had no plans "to let 

stores of nuclear weapons be established on Norwegian terri

tory or to install launching bases for medium range missiles. 1.31) 

There had been some speculation in the press that Norway might 

constitute a favourable area for the emplacement of medium 

range missiles, and- the Prime Minister acted to preempt any 

pressure arising in this direction. He did so in the context 

of a strong public sentiment against nuclear weapons, (the 

Schwei tzer appeal obtained a great many #gna tures in Norv1ay) , 

and the adoption of a surprise motion by the Labour Party 

in the summer of 1957 to the effect that nuclear weapons must 

not be emplaced on Norwegian territory. Questions relating 

to the emplacement of nuclet;U' weapons in Europe had alsp 

been the subject of communication in the exchange of letters 

between the Norwegian Prime Minister and the Soviet Premier, 

Bulganin. It is likely that the Norwegian announcement was 

interpreted in Moscow in the context of this exchange. 

In 1960 the Military Chiefs Committee recommended that 

the Norwegian forces "be equipped with tactical nuclear wea

pons for the direct defence of Norwegian territory. n3 2) 
Emplacement in Norway was considered necessary in order to 

create a situation in which an adver,sary would be subj e~t to 
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tactical constraints similar to those which gpplied to the 

Norwegian forces. The rapid concentration and dispersal of 

troops also necessitated the emplaaement of nuclear weapons 

in Norway in peacetime. The government decided, however, that 

a total evaluation of the issue led to the conclusion that 

no nuclear weapons be stationed in Norway during peacetime. 

The considerations which motivated this decision were quite 

analogous to those which formed the rationale for the reser

vation in regard to foreign bases in 1949, i.e. the need to 

balance deterrence with reassurance and the need not to upset 

the regional stability. It was also argued that the decision 

was motivated by a desire not to contribute to the further 
\ 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. Proliferation was understood 

in this context as the geographical distribution of nuclear 

weapons and not as a concept focusing on the identity of the 

decision-making authorities.33) 

The Norwegian government was careful to emphasize 

that its decision constituted a unilater~l constraint which 
----,-----~·----

did not constitute an interna ti~_nal l;~gl'lJ._gJ~.llg~~· Hence 
-----------------~---.c 

Norwegian authorities would, in principle, be free to re-

verse the policy in a situation where the perceived threats 

are such as to make a reversal necessary. 

The decision was preceded by the most extensive debate 

on security policy in Norway since 1949. The arguments are 

summarized in the table below. 
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PRO 

MILITARY ARGUMENTS: 

-Emphasis on deterrence 
-Tactical advantage/symmetry 
-TNW as compensation for 

manpower inferiority 

-Low population density mini
mizes collateral damage 
problem 

-Topography forces adversary 

to concentrate 

-Need modern weapons for 
morale reasons 

POLITICAL ARGUMENTS: 

-Loyalty to NA.TOof/ 
-No proliferation control 

over nuclear weapons 
-No inconsistency with 

base policy 
-Prevent neutralist erosion .. 
-Prevent power vacuum in 
Northern Europe 

CON 

MILITARY ARGUMENTS: 

-Emphasis on cQnsequences if 
deterrence fails 

-Fear of preemption/escalation 
-Nuclear warfare increases need 
for manpower 

-No targets necessitatinG use 
of nuclear weapons against 
Norway 

-Incredibility of Norwegian 
first use 

-Fear of reduced convaational 
forces 

POLITICA.L ARGUMENTS: 

-A void subservience to NI\. TO 
.,Avoid complicating control 
of proliferation 

-Avoid upsetting regional 
system stability 

-Avoid provoking the Soviet 
·union 

-Nuclear weapons illegal and 
immoral 

TABLE I : Arguments in the Norwegian Nuclear Debate, 1957-196F 

It is worth noting that the proliferation issues played
1 

a rather marginal role in the debate. More specifically 1 

the potential impact of the Norwegian decisions on the deci-

sions in the only serious threshold country in the Nordic 

system, Sweden, did not receive any attention. 

The insistence on the part of the government that the 
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constitutional authorities retain the right to reverse the 

policy on tactical nuclear weapons in extreme c~rcl.jlllstances 

--··-~--·------------~-""-...,.--__:;, 
constituted one of the reasons for the emer_g.en£.!l_~f a new) 

~t party.~n pp~a~. The other parties, however~ supported 

the Labour Party's posltion, and it soon became part of the 

conventional wisdom or national credo, imbedded in party 

programs and policy statements. Paradoxically such broadly 

based support also tends to degrade the credibility of the 

flexibility inherent in the original policy formulation. 

The official position also became a focal point ~n the pro

cess of public opinion formation. Thus the percentage of 

people who considered it advantageous for Norway not to 

possess atomic weapons rose from 56 in January, 1961 to 78 

in November, 1964. 57% of those questioned in a 1964 survey 

thought that Norway should not make a commitment never to 

use atomic ~eapons, while 39% thought she should.34) 

The .contingent nature of the Norwegian atomic weapon 

policy is .contradicted also by the fact that Norway has not 

concluded either a 144b agreement for information sharing 

or a stockpiling agreement according to the provisions of 

the U.S. Atomic Energy Act. In addition to Norway within 

NA:TO, only Denmark, Iceland, Luxembourg and Flortugal do not 

have such agreements with the U.S. In the abs~nce of such 

an agreement, a request for the transfer of nuclear weapons 

would, in principle, have to rest before the Joint Committee 
(_ < 

on Atomic Energy in the American Congree for sixty days. 

In 1963 the decision was made to dismantle.the Honest John 
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bAttalion in North Norway. 

In spite of the perhaps questionable credibility of 

the Norwegian option to reverse its nuclear policy in a 

crisis, the contingent nature of the policy commitment has 

nevertheless constituted a rather important political buffer 

against efforts to formalize the commitment in non:..contingent 

treaty form. Hence the government used the 1961 formulations 

as a rationale for rejecting the second part of the 1962 

Und~n plan which attempted to determine the conditions under 

which governments were willing to commit themselves not to 

produce or .otherwise acquire nuclear weapons and not to re

ceive atomic weapons on behalf of any other country. The 

second part of the scheme was unacceptable since it also 

appeared to contravene the need to maintain options for pur-

poses of maintaining sanctions to keep the balance in the 

Nordic system.35) Similar calculations caused Norway to reject 

the 1963 Kekkonen plan for the creation of a nuclear free 

zone in Northern Europe.36) 

The Norwegian government has been reluctant to agree 

to any regional arms control arrangement confined to the 

Nordic region, probably because of a fear of generating 

expectations about a change in basic orientation, which in 

turn might induce pressure.· Hence the position has been that 

regulatory restrictions ought to cover a larger part of 

Europe, including the Soviet Union. Such a position does not 

constitute only a verbal camouflage, It reflects a recognition 

of the fact that the politics of nuclear arms control can 
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_become a currency fop tl:1e..mlgliJlulation of poli ti_cal ali.~n

~ ~d regional structures. 

Nuclear Proliferation The Systemic Perspectives 

In regard to the dis~ussion of nuclear management with

in NATO, Norway has advocated the position that the power of 

decision ought to be centralized in the American Presidency. 

This position reflects, of course, the fact that Norway does 

not entertain nuclear ambitions. Ho,.vever, the strong depen

dence on American support for the defence of Nor\vay in the 

event that war should break out has caused Norwegian decision-

makers to oppose any intra-alliance arrangements or conflicts. 

which could cause the United States to reconsider or reduce 

its commitment to defend Europe. 

During the ~LF negotiations in NATO Norway adopted 

the position that~ would not want to participate and that 

she would oppose any arrangement which would involve the 

diffusion of decision making power on nuclear weapons. The 

task of preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons 

should, according to the Norwegian view, be given priority 

over the solution of intra-alliance management problems. 

The central consideration in this connection was not to 

increase the number of decision canters in the control of 

nuclear weapons in the alliance. Norway could adopt this. 
,' 

view also because there was a fairly low articulation of 

interest in a project which was designed to preempt future 
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and potential interests in independent nuclear decision 

power. 

Norway made it clear that she 1vould not participate 

in the MLF project, nor would MLF vessels be permitted in 

Norwegian territorial waters. The suggestion that Norway 

should veto the whole project was, however, rejected by 

the government. 37) 

The change in the' American position in 1965, invol

ving a shift from a hardware solution to a consultation 

solution of the nuclear management issue in NATO caused 

several ambiguities which were compounded by the confusio~ 

prevailing within the American bureaucracies. The original 

scheme for a select committee gave way to an open-ended 

committee as Turkey and the Netherlands wanted to be in on 

the arrangements. Norway decided not to participate, in part, 

I suspect, because wires got crossed in both Washington and 

Oslo, causing the latter to misperceive the preferences of 

the former. When the temporary "Special Committee" was sue-

ceeded in December, 1966 by the permanent Nuclear Defence 

Affairs Committee, Norway corrected the "mistake" and joined, 

Presently she is also serving .in the Nuclear Plannirig Group. 

The choice of a consultation arrangement coincided 

with the Norwegian·views on preferred strategies for pro-

liferation management. It may be worth noting als.o that the 

issue involved in enhancing the credibility of the American 

nuclear guarantee to Europe is structurally analogous to 

the problem of insuring the credibility of the American 
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guarantee to commit forces to defend Norway if and when 

needed. There is no acqeptable way of automating such decision~ 

making, and hence no absolute solution to the credibility 

problem. The only approximate solution, according to Norwegian 

views, must be sought along the lines of consultation and 

reciprocal involvement at the planning level. Such involve

ment carries highest confidence assurance that the shared 

interests on which the commitment is based become 11interna-

lized" in the bureaucracies on both sides. 

Norway was one of the 55 original signatory powers 

to the Non-Proliferation Treaty~8)rt'was ratified in January, 

1969 by a unanimous decision of the Storting. During the 

ratification debate it was emphasized that the NPT, according 

to Norwegian views, does not prohibit the kind of consulta

tion arrangements which Norway participates in within ~TO, 

nor does it prohibit the transfer of nuclear weapons to the 

territory of a non-nuclear weapon state as long as the power 

of decision remains with the nuclear weapon state.39) 

The experimental power reactor at Halden is presently 

controlled by EN~ (The European Nuclear Energy Agency under 

OECD). The JEEP II research reactor is subject to USAEC 

control. The U.S.-Norwegian agreement for peaceful atomic 

energy cooperation contains a provision permitting the 

inspection to be transferred to IA~. However, that option 

has not been exercised, primarily it seems, because Norway 

is .negotiating for membership in E~TOM in connection with 

the general membership negotiations with the European 
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Community. IA~ and EURATOM have not yet concluded a safe-

guards agreement. It is also worth noting that several 

EURATOM countries participate in the EN~ reactor at Halden. 

Norway has declared her readiness to negotiate a safeguards 

agreement with the IA~, in accordance with Article III of 

the NPT. The Norwegian negotiator in Brussels has· stated to 

the permanent ambassadorial committee representing EURATOM 

that any bilateral agreement between Norway and IA~ will 

contain a provision that Norway may subsequently join tqe 

arrangements concluded between the Agency and EURATOM. 40) . ' 

Norway has also shown interest in managing the pro-

cess of nuclear proliferation by the imposition of constraints 

on testing beyond those of the limited test ban treaty (LTB) 

of 1963. The possibility of making a contribution to the 

solution of the problem of verification was discussed on a 

Nordic basis from 1965, and a Nordic Cooperative Committee 

for Detection Seismology was established. In 1967 it recom-
-

mended the·construction of a Nordic siesmic array. At this 

time, however, negotiations between Norway and the U.S. for 

the construction of a large seismic array in Norway had come 

such a long way that the Nordic alternative was dropped. 

NORSA.R, Norwegian Seismic Array, consisting of 22 sub-arrays, 

reached operational status in 1970.41) It is connected with 

two ·large arrays in the United States (LA SA. .in Montana and 

A.LPA in Alaska). It is possible that NORSAR may become an 

important part of the infrastructure of a threshold test 

ban treaty or a complete test ban treaty. ,-., 
Tpus, Norwegian perspectives have changed drastically 

as the nuclear age became a reality, from a nostalgic search 
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for protection in insignificance to an active participation 

in the constuction of the infrastructure of an international 

system of a limited number of nuclear powers,and a great 

many non-nuclear powers. Nor-way has been able to establish 

a framework for national security within which it has been 

possible and even easy to marry enlightened self-interest 
~ 

to a wider conception of world order. No wonder she finds 

it hard to show empathy for those whose predicaments are 

less conducive to harmonious wedlock. 
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